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ABSTRACT
APPLYING MECHANISTIC UNDERSTANDING OF
OPTICAL ABSORPTION AND SCATTERING PHENOMENA TO
ENHANCE THE SPECTROSCOPIC ANALYSES OF
PHARMACEUTICAL MATERIALS

By
Zhenqi Shi
May 2009

Dissertation supervised by Carl A. Anderson, Ph.D.
The dissertation used spatially-resolved spectroscopy to separate absorption and
scattering behaviors when NIR light interacts with pharmaceutical materials. The
separated absorption and scattering were utilized to enhance mechanistic understanding
of NIR diffuse reflectance spectroscopy and improve practical spectroscopic analysis in
pharmaceutical applications.
Near-Infrared (NIR) chemical imaging-based spatially-resolved spectroscopy was
used to measure radially-diffused reflectance on pharmaceutical materials. A Monte
Carlo simulation-based partial least square (PLS) model was constructed to determine the
absorption and reduced scattering coefficients in pharmaceutical samples from the
measured radially-diffused reflectance.
The separated absorption and reduced scattering coefficients were combined with
iv

Monte Carlo simulation to provide understanding of the effects of physical properties
(e.g., particle size and tablet density) on NIR spectral responses, including absorption and
depth of penetration profiles. It was discovered that absorption and reduced scattering
coefficients are the dominant factors in determining NIR absorbance and depth of
penetration profiles, respectively.
Both empirical measurements and Monte Carlo simulation were used to explore
the photon radial movements in a chemical imaging setting. It is well understood that
radial photon movements among adjacent pixels lead to blurred 2-D chemical images. A
Monte Carlo simulation-based deconvolution filter was developed to sharpen a blurred
feature in a 2-D image while maintaining the original chemical content of that feature.
A new scattering correction method via the reduced scattering coefficient was
proposed to specifically reduce physical interference with predictions of chemical
properties. The wavelength- and absorption- dependent properties of the reduced
scattering coefficient were found to allow specific suppression of physical interference
and maintain the original chemical information.
Combing the separated optical coefficients with contemporary efficient
calibration approaches was found to simplify multivariate model calibration using a
reduced calibration dataset, allowing parsimonious multivariate models, and reaching the
same or even lower prediction error.
To the author’s best knowledge, this work is the first example of the application
of spatially-resolved spectroscopy to the pharmaceutical field. The enhanced
understanding and improved spectroscopic analysis demonstrated in this dissertation is

v

expected to provide groundwork for a wide variety of applications of spatially-resolved
spectroscopy in pharmaceutical analyses.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Statement of the problem
The number of near-infrared (NIR) diffuse reflectance spectroscopic applications
in pharmaceutical analysis has grown significantly in the last decade. The applications
have rapidly permeated the research and development activities in pharmaceutical
industry, including raw material characterization, powder blending monitoring,
granulation process control, tablet manufacture and finished products characterization.1,2
Much of the appeal of this technique is due to the fact that a wealth of chemical and
physical information can be non-invasively obtained within seconds, often without the
need for any sample preparation.

Application of NIR diffuse reflectance spectroscopy typically requires
multivariate models to extract the chemical and physical information contained in the
spectra. These models can then be used to monitor process variations during routine
pharmaceutical unit operations. However, the creation of a multivariate calibration model
is sometimes not without difficulty. First, it normally requires extensive resources and
time to create a library of calibration samples representative of the potential variations in
prediction samples. Second, the limited linearity range in the calibration samples often
leads to potential prediction errors when a wide variation of both analyte and
interferences exists in prediction samples. Thus, calibration approaches based on the idea
1

of “fundamentals-based modeling”3 are essential for initial model development with
limited calibration samples and continuous model implementation in the long-term
practical applications.

Certain preprocessing routines are commonly used to mitigate physical
interferences prior to the calculation of multivariate models for predicting chemical
information in order to enhance the chemical signals embedded in the spectra. The most
widely used data pretreatments are additive and multiplicative scattering corrections, e.g.
standard normal variate (SNV) and multiplicative scattering correction (MSC). This is
due to the fact that physical interference is typically observed as a baseline shift or slope
in an NIR absorbance spectrum. The assumption of these additive and multiplicative
correction methods is a constant scattering property across NIR wavelength range.4,5
However, practical experiences indicate that this assumption is not always valid.4,5
Additionally, non-specific spectral pretreatment (e.g., SNV and MSC) were reported to
remove or intermix the important chemical information, in contrast to the intended
purpose of reducing physical interference.6,7 Thus, scattering correction based on first
principles understanding of scattering properties of sampled materials is necessary to
reduce physical interference and maintain the maximum content of the signal of interest.

A key research topic within the field of pharmaceutical applications of NIR
spectroscopy, is the information depth (i.e., depth of penetration) when light is interacting
with sampling materials under NIR radiation. The importance of the depth of penetration
of NIR diffuse reflectance is related to the determination of effective sample size and
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therefore the scale of scrutiny of NIR diffuse reflectance in pharmaceutical analysis.
Although multiple experimental techniques have been reported to determine the depth of
penetration, a general lack of understanding still exists on what causes the NIR
absorption and corresponding depth of penetration, especially with respect to the effect of
physical properties of a sample matrix. These properties include particle size distribution
of a powder mixture and density of a tablet. Attempts to explain these phenomena based
on the comparison between reflectance and transmittance measurements have been
reported,2 but the details of the interactions between NIR light and pharmaceutical
samples is still unclear and not qualitatively predictable in a straightforward manner.
Thus, enhanced understanding of NIR diffuse reflectance spectroscopy is expected to not
only describe the causal relationship between physical properties and NIR spectral
responses, but also illustrate a pathway of using fundamental understanding of NIR
diffuse reflectance to improve spectroscopic analysis on pharmaceutical materials.

As NIR light penetrates a sample along the depth axis, it is intuitive to suppose
that NIR light also travels along the radial axis. The width of interrogation is expected to
be of less consequence to single-point NIR spectroscopy than it is to imaging
spectroscopy, since the intensity (in a single-point measurement) is an averaged value
over the light-illuminated area. However, the light movement along radial direction
becomes extremely important for NIR chemical imaging, as NIR chemical imaging is
specifically designed to explore the 2-D spatial distribution of the sample. Light
dispersion along radial direction represents one fundamental limitation to the spatial
resolution of a chemical imaging system. Reduced light movement along the radial
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direction represents the potential for better spatial resolution of the chemical imaging
system. There has not been any report to date exploring the lateral dispersion of light in a
pharmaceutical sample. Thus, it is valuable to explore the properties of NIR radiation as
it propagates along the radial direction. Further, this area of study should provide useful
insights that will help us understand fundamental limitations to the spatial resolution of
NIR chemical imaging systems.

It is well known that two fundamental events occur as NIR light impinges upon a
pharmaceutical sample: absorption and scattering.2 Absorption reduces the intensity of
photons of specific energy due to altered molecular dipole of a bond. Scattering is caused
by variations of refractive index at an interface. Since diffuse reflectance is an elastic
scattering event, there is no energy change or photon intensity loss as a result of
scattering. Radiative transfer theory and the radiative transfer equation have been
successfully reported to separate absorption and scattering into individual optical
coefficients that describe the interaction behavior between NIR light and turbid media.8,9

4

1.2 Hypothesis and objectives

The central hypothesis of this dissertation is that the separation of absorption and
scattering phenomena in pharmaceutical samples is capable of improving our
understanding of NIR diffuse reflectance and will therefore provide leverage to enhance
the spectroscopic analysis for practical purposes.

The objectives of this dissertation, based on the above hypothesis, are to:
(1)

Delineate the mechanistic relationship between physical properties of
pharmaceutical samples (e.g., particle size and tablet density) and NIR
spectral responses, including absorption profiles and depth of penetration.

(2)

Illustrate the effects of NIR light movement along the radial direction on
spatial resolution of NIR chemical imaging and propose an image
processing routine to sharpen features in the chemical image.

(3)

Propose a wavelength- and absorption- dependent scattering correction
method and characterize its efficiency as a spectral pretreatment for
practical applications of NIR diffuse reflectance spectroscopy.

(4)

Apply optical coefficients as fundamental knowledge in multivariate
model calibration in order to simplify the empirical multivariate modeling
and enhance the potential robustness of the model.

5

1.3 Literature survey
1.3.1 Light propagation in turbid media
In physics and chemistry, light propagation is often described by its wave-like and
particle-like properties. Wave-like properties indicate light to be an oscillating
electromagnetic (EM) field with a continuous range of energies. This is also called the
classical theory of light propagation. Particle-like properties indicate that light waves
consist of packets of energy called photons, which is also described by the quantum
model. Quantum theory introduces the idea that light and matter exchange energy as
photons.

It is well known that light propagation in dilute, non-scattering solution systems is
described by the Lambert-Beer’s law. Since the sample does not scatter light in diluted
systems, the path-length used in Lambert-Beer’s law is taken to be the dimension of the
cuvette holding the sample solutions. If the sample multiply-scatters light, then a
distribution of path-lengths will be observed. These path-lengths will be longer (perhaps
significantly so) than the dimension of the cuvette. Multiply-scattering, also called
“multiple scattering,” is the photon behavior in which individual photons are scattered a
large number of times before eventually escaping from or being absorbed by the medium.
Thus, description of light propagation in strongly scattering media becomes more
complicated than the Lambert-Beer’s law. Examples for multiply-scattering media are
concentrated solutions, colloids, semi-solids and solids, etc. This is also the reason that
models for light propagation in strongly-scattering media have been used so widely in
medicine (i.e., tissue optics), agriculture, the paper industry and pharmaceuticals. The
6

most common examples of strongly scattering media in the pharmaceutical field are solid
materials, either in free powder or consolidated compact forms. The sampling medium
with multiply-scattering property is normally called turbid media. Additionally, the
multiply-scattering property of turbid media is known to be wavelength dependent. The
strong scattering phenomenon normally takes place between UV-Vis and NIR
wavelength range.

Considerable success has been achieved in describing the light propagation in
turbid media by the application of radiative transfer theory (Radiative Transport Equation,
RTE).8,10 Radiative transfer theory is not specific to light and has other important
applications in areas such as neutron transport and thermodynamics. In the RTE
formalism, light propagation is considered equivalent to the flow of discrete photons,
which are either absorbed or scattered by the medium. The fundamental assumptions of
RTE are as follows:

RTE only follows the transport of light energy in the medium. It does not
itself include effects such as diffraction, interference or polarization.
No correlation between the radiation fields is considered (i.e., photons are
independent with each other).
RTE only considers quantities such as power or intensity, and normally
ignores the behavior of the component wave amplitude and phases.

7

Tissue optics has been one of the dominant applications of light propagation in
turbid media described via RTE.8,10 The major goal in tissue optics is to develop methods
to determine the absorbing and scattering properties of tissue samples, which can be
further used for diagnostic and therapeutic applications. Such properties are normally
described as the optical properties of tissue samples.

Given the nature of light propagation in turbid media, the interaction between
NIR radiation and pharmaceutical samples is expected to be well described by the
absorption and scattering behaviors via the radiative transfer theory. Recently, the
number of applications of RTE to obtain absorption and scattering properties of
pharmaceutical materials via different techniques has increased. It is important to
understand RTE in detail prior to considering specific applications of RTE for
pharmaceutical analyses. Thus, a series of fundamental optical parameters will be laid out
to facilitate the discussion of RTE.

1.3.1.1 Fundamental optical parameters

Light propagation in turbid media is commonly described by four basic
parameters. These are index of refraction (n), scattering coefficient (µs), absorption
coefficient (µa) and scattering phase function (SPF).

8

1.3.1.1.1 Index of refraction

The index of refraction is a fundamental property of a homogenous media. The
general form of the complex index of refraction contains both imaginary and real parts.
The convention is to refer to the real part as the “index of refraction,” as distinct from the
complex index of refraction. The real part of the refractive index is defined in terms of
the velocity of light in the medium.

n( )

c
cm ( )

Eq 1.1

where c = 2.998× 108 m/s (the speed of light in vacuum) and nvac = 1. Thus, the index of
refraction is the ratio of light speed in vacuum to that in the medium (cm). As observed
from Eq 1.1, index of refraction is also a function of wavelength (λ).

When light propagating through a medium with a given refractive index (n1)
encounters a boundary with a second medium with a different index (n2), the path of the
light is redirected. The amount of light reflected by and transmitted through the boundary
depends on the refractive indices of the two media and the angle of incidence. The
relation between the angle of incidence and the angle of refraction for the transmitted
light is given by Snell’s law:

sin

2

n1
sin
n2

Eq 1.2

1
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where θ1 is the angle of incidence, and θ2 is the refraction angle.

The fraction of the incident energy that is reflected (R) and transmitted (T) across
the interface is described by the following equations, where the reflection (R) is also
known as Fresnel reflection.

R

(n1
(n1

T

1 R

n2 ) 2
n2 ) 2

Eq 1.3

4n1n2
(n1 n2 ) 2

Eq 1.4

1.3.1.1.2 Scattering coefficient

When light is propagating through a refractive-index-mismatched interface,
scattering will occur. In this case, some of the incident light is redirected over a range of
angles relative to the scattering particle or scatter (i.e., the particle that has the capacity to
scatter the incident light). The range of scattering angles is related to another fundamental
parameter, the scattering phase function, which will be discussed later.

Scattering is quantified by the scattering cross section.8 For a monochromatic
light of a given intensity (I0) encountering a scattering particle, some amount of power
(Pscatt) gets spatially redirected (i.e., scattered). The ratio of the power (i.e., energy per
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second) scattered out of the incident light to the incident light intensity (energy per
second per area) is the scattering cross section (σs),

s

Pscatt
I0

Eq 1.5

As observed in the above equation, the scattering cross section has units of area
and is equivalent to the area that an object would have to “cut out” from the incident light
in order to remove the observed amount of scattered powder, Pscatt (Figure 1.1).8

Figure 1.1. Schematic diagram of scattering cross section. (A) Before encountering the scatterer, the
beam has a uniform power Pin=I0A where I0 is the intensity of the beam and A is the cross-sectional
area. (B) After encountering the scatterer, some of the energy gets scattered out of the beam, and the
beam intensity is no longer uniform. (C) The amount of power scattered is equivalent to the power in
a piece of the incoming beam with area σs, which is the scattering cross section. The figure was
adapted from Mobley et. al.8

A medium containing a uniform distribution of identical scatterers is
characterized by the scattering coefficient,
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s

Eq 1.6

s

where ρ is the number density of scatterers in the medium. The scattering coefficient is
essentially the cross-sectional area for scattering per unit volume of the medium. The
standard unit of µs is cm-1. The reciprocal of µs is called scattering mean free path,
representing the average distance a photon travels between consecutive scattering events.

1.3.1.1.3 Absorption coefficient

Absorption is a transition process of a species (i.e., a molecule or an atom) from a
lower to a higher energy level, involving excitation to an excited state and consumption
of a portion of photon energy equal to the energy difference between the two levels. The
regions of the spectrum where the transition occurs are known as absorption bands; these
bands are specific to particular molecular/atomic species. In UV-Vis, NIR and IR
wavelength range, there are three basic types of absorption processes: (1) electronic, (2)
vibrational, and (3) rotational. Electronic transitions have energies corresponding to
photons primarily from the ultra-violet region. Vibrational transitions correspond to the
energies of photons primarily from near-infrared (NIR) to infrared (IR) region. The
rotational transitions correspond to photon energies primarily from the far IR to
submillimeter wavelengths.

Absorption is quantified by the absorption cross section.8 For a localized absorber,
the absorption cross section (σa) is defined in the same manner as for scattering, i.e.,
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a

Pabs
I0

Eq 1.7

where Pabs is the amount of power absorbed out of an initially uniform incident light I0. A
medium with a uniform distribution of identical absorbing particles is characterized by
the absorption coefficient

a

Eq 1.8

a

where ρ is the number density of absorbers. The standard unit of µa is cm-1. The
reciprocal of µa is called absorption mean free path, representing the average distance a
photon travels between consecutive absorption events.

1.3.1.1.4 Scattering phase function

After incident light is impinged upon a scatterer, the light beam is going to be
redirected over a range of angles. The range of scattering angle is quantified by the
scattering phase function (SPF), expressed as a function of sˆ sˆ

cos .8,10 The SPF,

p( sˆ sˆ ) or p(cosθ), describes the fraction of light energy incident on a scatterer from the

ŝ direction that gets scattered in the ŝ direction, and θ is the scattering angle between
scattering direction ŝ and ŝ .
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Due to the anisotropic nature of turbid media, a measure for the degree of
anisotropy is widely used in describing SPF, which is the anisotropy factor, g.8,10
Isotropic scattering means g = 0. A nonzero g value is representative of anisotropic
scattering, in which total forward scattering is described by g = 1, while total backward
scattering is described by g = -1. A scatterer having g from 0 to 1 means it is more likely
to forward-scatter the incident photon, while a scatter having g from -1 to 0 indicates it is
more likely to backward-scatter the incident photon. Commonly, g is known as the
average cosine of scattering angle (θ).

Since SPF is difficult to calculate without detailed knowledge of the system, an
approximate SPF often used is the Henyey-Greenstein function: 8,11

p HG (cos )

4
a

s
s

1 g2
2(1 g 2 2 g cos ) 3 / 2

Eq 1.9

Henyey and Greenstein have developed this expression to describe the angular
dependence of light scattering by small particles, which they used to investigate diffuse
radiation from interstellar dust clouds in the galaxy.11 The effect of g on the angular
distribution of the Henyey-Greenstein scattering is graphically illustrated in Figure 1.2.
For tissue samples, g ranges from 0.4 to 0.99. Such values indicate that scattering is
strongly forward-peaked. For instance, for g=0.6, almost 90% of the scattered energy is
within 90° of the forward direction; for g=0.99, 90% of the energy is scattered to within
5° of the forward direction.
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Figure 1.2. The angular dependence of the Henyey-Greenstein scattering phase function for g = 0.2,
0.4, 0.6 and 0.9.

This Henyey-Greenstein function is convenient to use because it is parameterized
by the average cosine of scatter, g. The determination of g can be achieved by using
electromagnetic wave theory, provided the properties of the particles (e.g., shape, size,
refractive index and density) and background media are known. So even though the light
propagation in the RTE explicitly ignores the wave nature of light, electromagnetic wave
phenomena are implicitly included through these parameters.8
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1.3.1.2 Radiative transport equation (RTE)

Instead of tracking light waves in EM theory, RTE (also known as the Boltzmann
equation) only tracks the energy flow via describing the fundamental dynamics of the
specific intensity, I(r, ŝ , t). The following relation defines the specific intensity:

dP

I (r , sˆ, t )d da

Eq 1.10

where dP is the light power at time (t) and at point (r) directed in a cone of solid angle
(dΩ), oriented in the direction defined by the direction vector ( ŝ ), from a surface area (da)
normal to ŝ (Figure 1.3).8 Thus, I(r, ŝ ,t) is the light power per unit area per unit solid
angle.

Figure 1.3. Schematic diagram of specific intensity. The figure was adapted from Mobley et. al.8
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In radiative transfer theory, a small packet of light energy is considered via
defining its position, r(t), and direction of propagation ( ŝ ). Following along with it over
the time interval (dt) as it propagates in space, the packet loses a fraction of its energy
due to absorption and scattering out of ŝ , but also gains energy from light scattered into
the ŝ direction from other ŝ directions and from any local source of the light at r(t).
These processes are quantified by the integral-differential equation known as the RTE:8

1 d
I (r (t ), sˆ, t )
cm dt

(

a

s

) I (r (t ), sˆ, t )

s
p ( sˆ sˆ ) I (r (t ), sˆ, t )d
4
Q(r (t ), sˆ, t )
a

Eq 1.11

where cm is the speed of light in the medium and Q(r (t ), sˆ, t ) is the source term. Since r is
an independent variable for I and a function of t, the total time derivative can be reduced
d

t
dt

to partial derivatives,

1 I (r , sˆ, t )
cm
t

sˆ



I (r , sˆ, t ) (

a

s

4
Q(r , sˆ, t )

cm sˆ

a



s

, yielding the usual form of RTE:

) I (r , sˆ, t )

p ( sˆ sˆ ) I (r , sˆ, t )d
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Eq 1.12

In this form, the dynamics can be interpreted through the change in I (r , sˆ, t ) with



sˆ

time. The term of

I (r , sˆ, t ) indicates that specific intensity will increase with time

if its spatial derivative in the ŝ direction is decreasing, which means that it will “flow”
from regions of high intensity to low intensity. The

(

a

s

) I (r, sˆ, t ) term always

decreases the value of I (r , sˆ, t ) , as it accounts for the scattering and absorption losses.
The integral term increases I (r , sˆ, t ) because of scattering from all other directions into
the ŝ cone, as does any source of light Q(r , sˆ, t ) at r.

An important implication of the RTE is the steady-state form. The term “steadystate” implies that

I (r , sˆ, t )
t

0 ; physically, this means that losses and gains are balanced

such that the specific intensity at any point in the medium does not change with time. The
steady-state limit arises out of the time-resolved case when the light source has been
switched on, and has illuminated the sample long enough for the light level to reach
equilibrium. Strictly, this occurs when the light source has had time to reverberate
through the sample layers an infinite number of times. In practice, the steady-state is
applicable to many situations, even when the light source is pulsed or modulated. The
steady-state RTE in a source-free region is

sˆ



I (r , sˆ)

(

a

s

) I (r , sˆ)

a

4

s

p ( sˆ sˆ ) I (r , sˆ)d
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Eq 1.13

1.3.1.3 Diffusion approximation

Since multiply-scattering events are the key feature of light propagation in turbid
media, the most common simplification of RTE in turbid media is the diffusion
approximation. The diffusion approximation is applicable to the situation when scattering
is dominant in the light propagation process. In the diffusion process, the particles (in the
current case, photons) move through a medium in a series of random length and direction
steps (i.e., random walk). Each step begins with a scattering event and is equally likely to
be taken in any direction.

Two new parameters are introduced in diffusion approximation to RTE. One is
the reduced scattering coefficient; the other is the diffusion constant. The scattering event
in RTE here is described by the reduced scattering coefficient µs´, which is related to the
previously defined parameters as follows:

'
s

(1 g)

Eq 1.14

s

Eq 1.14 indicates that if the scattering is anisotropic (i.e., g≠0), the equivalent
anisotropic scattering is reduced by the factor 1-g from the isotropic case. In other words,
this relationship equates the number of anisotropic scattering steps, given by m 1 /(1 g ) ,
with one isotropic scattering event.8 For example, in a medium characterized by g = 0.75,
it takes an average of four scattering events for a population of photons to disperse
isotropically. In tissues, one encounters values of g from 0.4 to >0.99, which results in
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isotropic dispersion of photons after as few as 2 steps to over 100 steps of anisotropic
scattering. Meanwhile, the photons can also be absorbed as they propagate. The
absorption properties of the medium are described by the absorption coefficient (µa), as
defined in Eq 1.8.

After introducing µs´, the light propagation behavior in a sample with optical
properties µa, µs, and g≠0 will be able to be alternatively described by the same sample
with optical properties µa, µs´, and g=0. Alternatively stated, the reflectance and
transmittance for a sample with optical properties µa, µs, and g≠0 are the same as those
for the same sample with optical properties µa, µs´, and g=0. This is called the “Similarity
Principle” in tissue optics.9 Therefore, the optical properties needed to describe light
propagation behavior in a turbid medium are simplified to absorption coefficient, reduced
scattering coefficient and refractive index instead of the four fundamental parameters
described in Section 1.3.1.1.

The density of photons can be described as a continuous function in space when
the number of photons undergoing the random walk is large. This condition is met by the
diffusion equation. In the diffusion approximation, the properties of photon movement in
the medium are contained in the diffusion constant,

D

3

a

1
(1 g )

Eq 1.15
s
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When scattering processes are dominant, the angular dependence of specific
intensity can be well approximated by the first-order expansion in the unit vector ŝ ,8,12,13

I (r , sˆ, t ) ~

1
4

(r , t )

3
F (r , t ) sˆ
4

I (r , sˆ, t )d

where (r , t )

Eq 1.16

is the fluence rate, which is the light intensity per unit area

4

I (r , sˆ, t ) sˆd is the net intensity vector (i.e.,

at position (r) at a given time (t). F (r , t )
4

diffuse photon flux), which is the photon energy per unit area on the direction of ŝ .

Integrating all the terms in the RTE over the entire 4π of solid angle results in a
new relationship expressed in terms of (r , t ) and F (r , t ) .

1
(r , t )
cm t



F (r , t )

a

Eq 1.17

( r , t ) Q( r , t )

Additionally, using Fick diffusion law,8 a second relation between F and Φ can be
obtained,

cm F (r , t )

D



(r , t )

Eq 1.18

Fick’s law asserts that the net photon current is proportional to the gradient of the
photon density, or, in other words, when the photon density varies in space, there is a net
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flow from high density to low density regions along the path of the steepest descent.
Substituting Eq 1.18 into Eq 1.17 yields the usual diffusion equation:8,12,13

t

(r , t )

2

D

(r , t )

c

a m

(r , t ) Q(r , t )

Eq 1.19

Analytical solutions to Eq 1.19 in practical situations (e.g. spatially-14 and time-15
resolved spectroscopy) have been reported by considering specific boundary conditions at
sample interfaces, geometric aspects of the samples and light sources. Among these
analytical solutions, additional assumptions are normally considered beyond those of
RTE. These are the conditions that light propagation behaviors can be accurately
calculated based on the diffusion approximation to the RTE:

The point of interest is far from sources or boundaries. A common criterion is
the distance between the light source and detector is larger than 10 times the
mean free path of the photons in the sample. It indicates that diffusion
approximation to RTE is only suitable for describing photon migration
behaviors experiencing large amount of scattering events with small scattering
angles, in comparison with photons experiencing a few scattering events with
large scattering angles.
s
a

'
s

'

, also known as the albedo (ω0), is close to unity, i.e., when the

absorption of the medium is low. If scattering is not dominant, the photon
migration behavior can not be appropriately described by the random walk in
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Fick diffusion law. Then the diffusion approximation to RTE also does not
stand.
The sample medium has to be finite thickness. If the sample becomes thinner

1

and its thickness is comparable to the effective penetration depth
a

s

'

,

the diffusion approximation will break down increasingly, due to the
increased relative importance of potential photo-photon interactions.

1.3.1.4 Monte Carlo simulation

Many situations of practical interest involve a variety of light sources, multiple
sample types, and complex illumination geometries. These situations typically require
individual boundary conditions, assumptions and parameters to generate a closed form
analytical solution to the RTE (Eq 1.13) and the diffusion equation (Eq 1.19). Thus,
analytical solutions for realistic scenarios are complicated at best (if an analytical solution
even exists). For cases when the analytical solution is not available, the problem can be
approached using numerical techniques. The most widely used approach for radiative
transfer theory is the Monte Carlo (MC) simulation method-based photon migration.

The term Monte Carlo refers to a broad class of methods that employ generation
of random numbers as a starting point for solving a complicated numeric problem. Monte
Carlo methods are often used when simulating physical and mathematical systems.
Monte Carlo methods are especially useful for modeling phenomena with significant
uncertainty in inputs. There is no universal Monte Carlo method, although a general
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pattern is often followed. It begins with defining a domain of possible inputs. Then, an
input generated from the domain is used to perform deterministic computations to obtain
an individual result. Finally, the results from individual computations are accumulated
and integrated.

The advantages of the MC method to describe photon migration behavior are
considered as follows.8,10 First, the initial large-scale applications of MC methods were
radiative transfer problems involving neutron transport; thus, the MC approach is well
suited to problems involving light transport in turbid media because they share the same
underlying framework of radiative transfer theory. Second, the algorithms for
implementing the basic elements of an MC simulation are straightforward. Third, the
technique possesses a great deal of flexibility and is widely applicable to practical
transport problems. By using corresponding mathematical relationships, it is capable to
handle virtually any source, detector, and sample boundary conditions, as well as any
combination of sample optical properties. Finally, the MC approach can be used for any
albedo and SPF. However, the MC approach does have a fundamental limitation that the
optical parameter space is sampled only one “point” at a time, so that any single MC
simulation gives little insight into the functional relationship between measurable
quantities and the optical properties.10

Monte Carlo refers to the city in Monaco, where the primary attractions are
casinos that offer games of chance. The random behavior in games of chance is similar to
how MC simulation statistically samples the probability distribution for any particular
photon migration parameters, such as step size, scattering direction, internal
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reflection/out of boundary, etc. These parameters are calculated in simulation using
functions of pseudo-random numbers, which are uniformly distributed values from zero
to unity. The key of describing photon migration parameters (χ) using these pseudorandom number (δ) is to equate the probability of δ within the interval [0, δ1] with the
probability of χ within the interval [a, χ1]. In other word, for each δ1, a χ1 is chosen such
that the cumulative distribution functions for δ1 and χ1 have the same value. This
relationship is described by the following equation.16

1

a

p( )d

for

1

1

(0,1)

Eq 1.20

Detailed programming information of MC simulation will be discussed later. Here,
a brief example of using Eq 1.20 to calculate step size of photon movement in simulation
is presented. Step size (s) is defined as the distance that a photon travels inside the sample
medium between two consecutive photon-sample interactions. For calculating the step
size, the probability density function of step size (s) is given:

p(s)

t

exp(

t

Eq 1.21

s)

where the total extinction coefficients (µt) equals the sum of absorption and scattering
coefficient,

t

a

Eq 1.22

s
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Using the function in Eq 1.20, an expression of a sampled value, s1, based on the pseudorandom number δ can be derived as follows:

s1
0

s1

p ( s )ds

0

t

exp(

t

s )ds 1 exp(

s)

t 1

Eq 1.23

Solving for the value s1:

s1

ln(1

)

Eq 1.24

t

Since the pseudo-random number δ has a value from zero to unity, it has the same
probability distribution as 1- δ. Thus, the above relation between s1 and δ is also
equivalent to the following equation:

s1

ln( )

Eq 1.25

t

Eq 1.25 is the commonly-used equation to calculate step size for photon movements in
Monte Carlo simulation. As observed from Eq 1.25, the step size determination in
simulation is inversely proportional to the total extinction coefficient (µt).

Although pseudo-random numbers are employed to determine the majority of
photon migration related parameters, certain photon migration steps are calculated
without using any random numbers. These are absorption related events, since absorbed
26

photon energy is uniform across all the photon-sample interactions within a homogenous
medium. The absorption process in MC simulation is described by the following
equations:16,17

a

W

W1

Eq 1.26

t

W2

W1

W

Eq 1.27

where W1 is the initial photon energy before the photon-sample interaction, ΔW is the
portion of photon energy absorbed during a single interaction, and W2 is the remaining
photon energy after a single interaction.

Based on the description of photon migration in Monte Carlo simulation by the
above equations (Eq 1.20-1.27), individual photon movement is able to be traced, stepby-step through the sample medium, and the distribution of light (i.e., reflectance and/or
transmittance) in the system is also established from these individual photon trajectories.
As the number of photons in the simulation grows toward infinity, the MC prediction for
the light distribution approaches an exact solution of the RTE. The actual number of
photons necessary for a realistic result (i.e., a good statistical sample) depends on the
specifics of the simulation and which quantities one desires to determine. As few as 3000
may be adequate for determining diffuse reflectance from a sample, while more than
100,000 may be required for a complex three-dimensional simulation.8
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The programming protocol of MC simulation-based photon migration is
illustrated in the schematic diagram in Figure 1.4.17 The detailed simulation procedures
are described as follows:

Figure 1.4. Schematic diagram of Monte Carlo simulation. The figure was adapted from Wang et.
al.17
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The simulation begins with launching a photon toward the sampling medium.
After taking into consideration of a portion of photon energy lost at the
sample surface due to surface reflection, the photon begins traveling inside the
sample medium.
During a single photon-sample interaction, the photon initially travels for a
distance according to the sampling step size calculated by Eq 1.25. Then the
photon interacts with the sample via losing a portion of its original photon
energy by following the calculation in Eq 1.26 and Eq 1.27. Subsequently, the
scattering angle (i.e., the direction for next photon movement) is calculated
via trigonometric computation as functions of pseudo-random numbers.
Before the photon travels again, the distance between the photon’s current
position and the medium boundary (e.g., the physical boundary of a
cylindrical compact) is calculated to compare against the next step size
calculated by Eq 1.25. If the calculated step size is larger than the distance, the
photon will undergo a logical process determined by a pseudo-random number
on whether it is internally reflected or it is out of the boundary. If it is
internally reflected, the photon will begin another photon-sample interaction.
If it is out of boundary, the remaining photon energy will be used for
reflectance or transmittance calculation based on its exiting direction. In this
step, the only boundary condition in the entire simulation is considered to be
the physical boundary of the sample medium.
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While, if the calculated step size is smaller than the distance, the photon will
repeat its photon-sample interaction until its photon energy is smaller than a
certain threshold.
If a photon ends up with either its photon energy being smaller than the
threshold or being out of boundary, a new photon will re-initiate. The loop
process will continuously work until the pre-determined number of launched
photons has been reached.

1.3.2 Review of the separation of absorption and scattering coefficients for

pharmaceutical samples

As discussed in Section 1.3.1, considerable success has been achieved in tissue
optics when applying RTE to describe optical behaviors in tissue samples via the
separation of absorption and scattering.8,10 The major goal in tissue optics is to utilize the
separated absorbing and scattering properties of tissue samples for qualitative and
quantitative applications. Among these applications, four major categories of
instrumentation techniques are typically reported for separating the absorption and
scattering properties of tissue samples, including integrating sphere-based reflectance and
transmittance approach, spatially-resolved spectroscopy, time-resolved spectroscopy and
frequency domain photon migration. Comprehensive review of those techniques and
applications in tissue optics is beyond the scope of this literature survey and detailed
information can be found elsewhere.8,9
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In addition to the application to tissue optics, multiple instrumentation techniques
have been recently utilized to separate absorption and scattering via RTE on
pharmaceutical samples, including integrating sphere-based approach,4,5 time-resolved
spectroscopy, 18,19 frequency domain photon migration 20-25 and some other
techniques.26,27 Detailed literature review on those approaches has not been reported to
date. Thus, this section will review these approaches as applied to pharmaceutical
analysis, focusing on following perspectives: (1) the instrument set-up, (2) analytical
equations & corresponding approaches to solve the equations to obtain optical properties,
and (3) related pharmaceutical applications. Due to the potential applications in
pharmaceutical filed, spatially-resolved spectroscopy will also be introduced, focusing on
the instrument set-up, analytical equation and reported approaches to solve the analytical
equation. Then, comparison among these four categories of techniques will be presented.

1.3.2.1 Integrating sphere-based reflectance and transmittance measurement

The integrating sphere-based approach is the first method used to separate
absorption and scattering on pharmaceutical samples, reported by Fricke et al.4,5,28
Measurement of diffuse reflectance (Rd) and diffuse transmittance (Td) provides access
for deconvolution of analytical equations to determine µa and µs´. When transmitted
collimated light (Tc) is detected, combination with Rd and Td is then used to determine µa,
µs and g.
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1.3.2.1.1 Instrument

Integrating sphere-based approach can be generally classified into two different
instrument set-ups.9 One is to use a single integrating sphere in both reflectance and
transmittance geometries (Figure 1.5A). The incident light can be either a collimated
beam or diffuse irradiation. The measurements via diffuse irradiation will be less accurate
than those made with collimated irradiation, due to the high background signal from the
diffuse source in the reflectance measurement.

Figure 1.5. Integrating sphere-based reflectance and transmittance measurement. A. single sphere
measurement. B. double sphere measurement. The figure was adapted from Wilson. 9
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The other is to use a double integrating sphere system (Figure 1.5B), where the
sample is located in a common port between the two spheres. The advantage of using
double sphere is mainly to increase signal in both spheres over the single-sphere case,
due to the “cross talk” between the two spheres. For example, the signals in the
reflectance sphere are from the primary beam, plus a fraction of the diffusely reflected
light, plus the light that is transmitted back through the sample from the second sphere.
Similarly, the signals in the transmittance sphere also have several components. Thus, the
signal-to-noise ratio in both spheres can be relatively increased compared to the singlesphere case. Another advantage of using double sphere is to allow simultaneous
determination of Rd and Td.

With the integrating sphere geometry, the Tc can be achieved by including an exit
port and a collimated detector. The distance between the exit port and collimated detector
is required to be optimized. If the distance is too small, then scattered photons may be
detected. If the incident beam is not perfectly collimated, the measurable signal decreases
as the distance increases.

In the integrating sphere-based approach, the measurement is designed to obtain
values of either Rd + Td or Rd + Td + Tc, therefore, it requires the sample to have finite
thickness. If the sample is too thick, not enough signals can be detected in Td and Tc. But
if the sample is too thin, the assumption of RTE will be violated by individual photons
interfering with each other.9
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In order to perform accurate measurements of Td, Rd and Tc, it is advisable to
perform a complete calibration of the experimental set-up using samples of known
absorption and scattering properties over the range of those anticipated for samples and
wavelengths of interest. Thus, both single-sphere and double-sphere systems require
calibration using standard samples to characterize the method accuracy (i.e., percentage
deviation from known values of standards) in order to further correct the determined µa
and µs´.

1.3.2.1.2 Analytical equation

Before the analytical equation was developed for integrating sphere-based
approaches, the solution to obtain optical properties was to use Monte Carlo simulation to
forward calculate Rd and Td over the expected range of optical property values, followed
by iterative interpolation of the measured Rd and Td inside the calculated range in order to
find the best fit with the smallest interpolation error.9 Fricke et al. was the first to develop
closed-form equations for Rd and Td in terms of µa and µs´, and applied the analytical
equation to determine the optical properties of pharmaceutical samples.4,5,28

The detailed derivation can be found elsewhere.28 Briefly, the integral of RTE can
be transformed into a sum of three distinct directions leading to 3-flux approximation.
The three directions I+1, I-1 and I0 represent photons undergo transmittance, reflectance
and side scattering, respectively.
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Eq 1.33

a

in which x is the photon position along the depth-axis of the sample. S is the source term.
The directions μi and the corresponding factors αi are chosen as the zeros of Jacobi
polynomials and weight factors. The directions μi are μ -1=-2/3, μ 0=0 and μ +1=2/3. The
corresponding factors αi are α -1=3/4, α 0=1/2 and α +1=3/4.

After taking into account the source and boundary conditions for both reflectance
and transmittance, Eq 1.28 was solved to yield the forward directed intensity for
transmission ( I ＋T 1 ) and the backward directed intensity for the reflection
arrangement ( I R1 ) , from which the measured quantities of transmission (Td) and reflection
(Rd) can be derived.
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F is the impinging flux of the source. Other constants are as follows:
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Since the initial derivation and experiment were performed on powder samples,
TF and RF are the transmission and reflection coefficient for the supporting layer. TF and
RF can be obtained via the transmittance and reflectance for various angles of incidence
on the supporting layer. R can be calculated numerically from the complex index of
refraction m( )

n( ) ik ( ) by applying the Fresnel equations.

As it can be seen, Eq 1.34 and 1.35 describe the diffuse reflectance and
transmittance as a function of ω0* and τ*. After using non-linear regression tools (e.g.,
Newton-Raphson method) to fit the equations to the measured transmittance and
reflectance profile, the ω0* and τ* can be obtained. Then, the reduced scattering
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coefficient µs´ and absorption coefficient µa can be obtained by using the following
equations.4
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*
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Eq 1.45
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0
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Eq 1.46

d

where ρ is density and d is the geometrical thickness of the sample. In this case, the
determined optical coefficients are normalized by the sample density, resulting in the unit
of m2/kg.

1.3.2.1.3 Related pharmaceutical applications

A series of two publications were reported by Fricke et al. on using integrating
sphere-based approach to determine optical coefficients on pharmaceutical powder
samples within IR range.4,5 The first paper addressed the general information of
absorption and scattering properties in pharmaceutical powders.

First, the inter-relationship between absorption and reduced scattering coefficient
for a specific material was investigated. It was found that a distinctly inverse correlation
between the reduced scattering and absorption coefficient existed for the sample material
(i.e., lactose powder), in which a peak in the absorption coefficient always corresponded
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to a valley in the reduced scattering coefficient. The theoretical Mie calculation also
confirmed the same relationship between absorption and reduced scattering coefficients.
Mie scattering theory addresses the scattering and absorption properties for a sampling
medium under the condition when the particle size in the medium is larger than the
wavelength of the incident light.

Second, the wavelength dependences of optical coefficients were explored. As
expected, absorption coefficients showed corresponding wavelength dependence due to
specific absorption bands within specific wavelength range. Additionally, the wavelength
dependence of the reduced scattering coefficient was found to be material dependent. The
reduced scattering coefficient of lactose powder was found to vary over the observed
wavelength range, though paracetamol powder did show relatively constant reduced
scattering coefficient within the same wavelength range. Based on the discovered
wavelength dependence of the scattering property, Fricke et al. pointed out the potentially
invalid assumption for the commonly used scattering correction methods (e.g., MSC and
SNV), which is the constant scattering property across wavelength regions.

Third, the effect of particle size on optical coefficients was investigated. Three
different particle sizes of paracetamol were used. It was found that the reduced scattering
coefficient showed a perfect inverse relationship with particle size, in which smaller
particle size leaded to larger scattering coefficient. Meanwhile, the absorption coefficient
was also found to increase when particle size was decreased, especially at higher
wavelength ranges where strong absorption bands are located. The explanation provided
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by Fricke et al. was the decreased hidden mass for increased absorption. The hidden mass
was stated in the paper as the portion of material contributing to the total mass but not
contributing to the absorption. The example given by the paper was the core material in
bigger particles. They considered that several small particles having the same mass as a
single large particle caused a much stronger absorption due to the decreased hidden mass.
Based on the discovered effects of particle size on optical coefficients, especially on
absorption coefficient, Fricke et al. realized its potential impact on the quantitative
analysis of powder mixtures. In practice, it might happen that, even after a proper
calibration of a two-component mixture, the subsequent spectral analysis of unknown
mixtures shows significant errors. Possible reasons are that, for example, the degree of
agglomeration has changed (possibly due to humidity), leading to a different height of the
absorption peaks and a change of both optical coefficients.4 However, no corresponding
solutions were offered in the paper to address the potential effects of absorption
coefficient variation caused by physical variation (e.g., particle size) on prediction errors
in future samples.

Based on the above information, the same group of researchers applied the
extracted absorption and reduced scattering coefficients for quantitative analysis in order
to enhance prediction capability on paracetamol concentrations.5 The samples were twocomponent mixtures containing paracetamol and lactose. Due to the MSC requirement of
wavelength independence of scattering, MSC was used only on scattering independent
wavelength region, where scattering coefficient of powder mixture was constant. Lower
RMSEC was able to be achieved when partial least square (PLS) modeling routine was
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performed, compared to MSC on the entire wavelength region. Additionally, an artificial
neural network (ANN) was trained to build a calibration model between separated
absorption coefficients and paracetamol concentrations. It showed significantly lower
RMSEC and RMSEP compared to PLS calibration. Burger et. al. attributed the enhanced
performance of ANN to its capability to handle nonlinear relations. This ability is
relevant, as a certain degree of non-linearity was found between absorption coefficient
and paracetamol concentration.

1.3.2.2 Time-resolved spectroscopy (TRS)

Absorption and scattering properties of a turbid medium can be measured by the
temporal dispersion of a short light pulse as it propagates through that medium. Such
measurements have long been of interest in atmospheric research; for example, Weinman
and Shipley used the time dependence of a transmitted pulse to deduce the optical
thickness of clouds.29 TRS was first developed for medical applications, but it has been
extended to other fields, such as pharmaceutical applications and agricultural application.
TRS uses short laser pulses of a few picoseconds to irradiate a sample. The light signal
diffusively remitted by the sample at a given distance from the irradiation point is then
temporally recorded. The temporal shape of the pulse is altered when passing through the
sample due to the dispersion of the light inside the sample. By analyzing the modified
temporal shape of the pulse, the optical properties of that sample can be deduced.
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1.3.2.2.1 Instrument

The basic instrument set-up of TRS requires a picoseconds laser pulse, a sample
interface via either reflectance or transmittance, and a photon-counting system to record
the temporal spreading. The most recent instrument set-up is developed by Lund Institute
of Technology, Sweden.30 This system features an index-guided crystal fiber for light
delivery and a streak camera to achieve the necessary temporal resolution. The optic
arrangement is in Figure 1.630 The laser pulse is focused into a 100 cm long indexguiding crystal fiber (ICF). The ICF has a core diameter of 2 µm and is manufactured to
have minimum dispersion at 760 nm. A light continuum is generated by employing nonlinear optical effects in the fiber, mainly self-phase modulation and stimulated Raman
scattering. The low dispersion of the light inside the fiber combined with small core
diameter results in a high peak power of the light in the entire length of the fiber, yielding
a high non-linear efficacy of a widely spectrally broadened light emission. As a result of
this, light pulses with almost the same temporal width as the laser are accessible with a
spectral width spanning from 500 nm to at least 1200 nm. As compared to a timecorrelated single photon counting system, this system uses a streak camera to provide a
unique combination of relatively short acquisition time in combination with high spectral
and temporal resolution. The system measures a 700 nm wavelength region with a
spectral resolution of 5 nm. The system has a total temporal range of 2.1 ns with
resolution of 4.5 ps.
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Figure 1.6. Optical arrangement of TRS. The figure was reproduced from Abrahamsson et al with
permission.30

Due to the requirement of time resolution of tens of picoseconds, the major
limitation for the current TRS system is the expensive instrument set-up, including both
the pulsed laser and the photon-counting detector.9 Many studies to date have used laser
pulse width ~10 ps at nJ pulse energies and MHz pulse repetition rates. The detector
systems are either a single photon counter with a microchannel-plate photomultiplier tube,
or a streak camera, giving respectively an overall system resolution of ~50 or ~10 ps.9
Moreover, the other limitation indicated by the inventors is that the current wavelength
range covers by the system is relatively narrow compared to the whole NIR range.19 The
reason being is lack of efficient photon cathode materials available inside NIR range for
streak tubes used in streak cameras.
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1.3.2.2.2 Analytical equation

The analytical equations for TRS were initially derived from tissue optics. It was
developed by Patterson et al. for either reflectance measurements on a semi-infinite
homogenous medium or reflectance/transmittance measurement on a finite slab
representing smaller organs.15

A semi-infinite homogenous medium indicates a medium with optically infinitely
wide boundaries, which can be treated under the condition that the boundaries are much
wider than the spatial extent of the photon distribution. In such a medium, after using
specific boundary conditions on diffusion equation (Eq 1.19), the final expression for the
reflectance R (r , t ) at a time (t) and a radial distance (r) from the light pulse incident point
is as follows. A good tissue example in this case will be front arm of a human being,
while powder bed could be a good pharmaceutical counterpart.

R(r , t ) (4 Dc)
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[(1 g)

s
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3/ 2
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r 2 z02
)
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1

Eq 1.47

Eq 1.48

where c represents the light propagation speed in the sample medium and D stands for the
diffusion constant.

For the case where r2>>z02, the following derivation can be further obtained.
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Eq 1.50
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The simplification leads to the suggestion that the absorption coefficient of a
sample media can be determined from the asymptotic slope of the ln[ R(r , t )] vs. t curve.
The reduced scattering coefficient μs´ can then be determined from the ln[ R(r , t )] vs. t
curve by noting that at tmax, the time of maximum detected signal, the slope is zero.
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where r>>1/μs´, the following expression can be used to determine μs´
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a

The method above is also called the final slope fitting to a simplified diffusion
equation.
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The expressions for the reflectance R(r , d , t ) and transmittance T (r , d , t ) for a
finite sample volume are as follows, after using specific boundary conditions on diffusion
equation (Eq 1.19). A good pharmaceutical example in this case is a tablet.
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a ct) exp(

Eq 1.54

where c represents the light propagation speed in the sample medium and d is the
thickness of sample medium.

The spatial integral can also be computed via integrating R(r , d , t ) and
T (r , d , t ) over the entire surface to obtain
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In order to deconvolve the above equations (Eq 1.55 and 1.56) and extract optical
coefficients, multiple methods have been used, including non-linear regression
(Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm, LMA),30,31 least-square support vector machine (LSSVM)32 and some linear approaches, i,e, MAximum Determination for Solving TimeREsolved Spectroscopy Signal (MADSTRESS).33

In mathematics and computing, LMA provides a numerical solution to a problem
via minimizing a function, generally nonlinear, over a space of parameters of the function.
It can also be used as a (non-linear) least-squares curve-fitting algorithm. LMA was the
first approach used to solve the analytical equations in Eq 1.55 and 1.56 in order to obtain
optical coefficients.30,31 Although Abrahamsson et al. reported satisfaction with the
results, 10-20 % deviations were found for determination of absorption and reduced
scattering coefficients, when compared to the measurements performed by integrating
sphere-based approaches on phantom samples. A phantom sample is a type of lipid
emulsion with known optical properties in short NIR wavelength range, which has been
widely used as standards in tissue optics to characterize the method accuracy.34 The brand
name for commercial available products is Intralipid.
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LS-SVM was reported to be successfully trained by using the analytical equations
in Eq 1.55, and then the trained model was used to predict optical properties of red
delicious apples.32 The prediction performance of LS-SVM was found to be comparable
to the results of LMA. The determined absorption coefficients agreed well with each
other, while slight deviation was found on reduced scattering coefficients.

MADSTRESS (MAximum Determination for Solving Time-REsolved
Spectroscopy Signal) is based on a combination between linear regression and a two
dimensional interpolation to calculate the optical coefficients.33 The methods mentioned
above do not take into account the spectral dimension of the data during the
deconvolution procedure, but evaluate each wavelength separately. The detailed linear
simplification derivation can be found in the paper.33 Briefly, the interpolation procedure
was used to identify t0(λ), which is the time where R(t, λ ) has its maximum value. Then
μa(λ) can be obtained by simple linear regression via following relations.
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Once μa(λ) has been evaluated, μs´(λ) can be linked to μa(λ) via following second-order
equation:
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Eq 1.60

The paper was based on reflectance measurements of apples. After the absorption
coefficients were obtained at discrete wavelengths representative of sugar, multiple linear
regression (MLR) was successfully used to predict the sugar content in the apple samples.

1.3.2.2.3 Related pharmaceutical applications

The first application of TRS on pharmaceutical samples was published by
Johansson et al.19 Before measurements on pharmaceutical samples, phantom samples
with a designed variation of optical coefficients were used and showed the individual
effects caused by absorption and reduced scattering coefficients on the time-resolved
transmission profiles (Figure 1.7). First, it was observed that increasing μs´ shifted the
transmission profile towards longer time. Second, increased μa was found to merely affect
the late slope of the profile, leaving the peak position almost unchanged. Third, μa had a
very small effect on the measured light intensity at early gate times changes, whereas μs´
affected the early transmitted light to a much higher degree. For pharmaceutical samples,
transmittance mode was used to perform measurement on a 3.5 mm-thick tablet. Based
on the temporal spreading and assumed refractive index, the degree of scattering in the
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tablet matrix in terms of the total optical path length was determined to be 20-25 cm,
indicating a very strong multiple scattering in the sample. Monte Carlo simulations and
corresponding comparison with the experimental data supported the reduced scattering
coefficients of the tablet on the order of 500 cm-1 at 790 nm.

Figure 1.7. The effect of μa and μs' on the time-resolved transmission profile. The figure was
reproduced from Johansson et. al with permission.19

The same group of researchers published a second paper later focusing on using
extracted optical coefficients from TRS for scattering correction in order to perform
enhanced quantitative analysis on pharmaceutical tablets.31 Pharmaceutical tablets
produced at different compression forces and various granule sizes were used to
demonstrate the advantages of using scattering coefficients to correct raw NIR
absorbance spectra as a preprocessing routine for multivariate modeling in order to
predict chemical composition of an active ingredient. First, half the dataset was used as
calibration, while the remaining half was used for prediction. The model based on raw
NIR data resulted in an RMSEP value of 4.1%, while scattering-corrected data resulted in
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an RMSEP value of 1.8%. Second, tablets compressed at a specific force were selected
for calibration, while tablets compressed at other forces served as prediction. Two
separate datasets were used here. One included the 17 thinnest tablets in the calibration
set and other 65 samples in the prediction set. The other included only the 12 thickest
tablets in the calibration set and other 70 samples in the prediction set. Using raw NIR,
RMSEPs for the two datasets were 5.2% and 11.2%. While using scattering-corrected
spectra, the RMSEPs were 2.4% and 3.6%. Third, all tablets manufactured from the
largest granule size fraction (27 samples) were used for calibration; while tablets made
from the other two granule size groups (55 samples) served as prediction. The model
based on raw NIR spectra leaded to a RMSEP of 5.3%, while scattering-corrected spectra
leaded to a RMSEP of 2.8%. Based on the results above, the potential of using the
reduced scattering coefficient oriented scattering correction as a preprocessing routine
was demonstrated.

Considering the purpose of using the reduced scattering coefficient to reduce
physical interference, following limitations of this work are listed. First, the comparison
was between raw spectra and spectra after scattering correction. It would have been more
convincing if a comparison between spectra after scattering correction via reduced
scattering coefficients and spectra after typical preprocessing routines (e.g., SNV or MSC)
were shown. Second, due to the narrow wavelength range of TRS system used in the
paper, the reduced scattering coefficient was only able to be determined at wavelengths
less than 1100 nm. Extrapolation procedure according to an empirical relationship
between reduced scattering coefficient and wavelength was used to extend reduced
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scattering coefficient to longer wavelength range. In that case, wavelength-dependent
scattering property was corrected, while absorption-dependent scattering properties were
not fully resolved.6 Third, no information was provided in the paper regarding a detailed
calculation procedure of scattering correction via the use of reduced scattering coefficient.

1.3.2.3 Frequency-resolved spectroscopy (Frequency Domain Photon Migration, FDPM)

The physics behind FDPM involves monitoring the time-dependent propagation
characteristics of multiply-scattered light in turbid media. Briefly, this technique depends
on launching intensity modulated light into a multiply scattering medium at a single point
source and detecting at other discrete points at known distances away from the incident
light. Upon modulating the incident light at various modulation frequencies or varying
the source-to-detector distance, the measurements of phase-shift and amplitude
attenuation can be determined as a function of optical properties of the sample medium.
The propagation of such a photon density wave within a turbid medium is influenced by
its mean scattering and absorption lengths and can be modeled by the photon diffusion
equation. By solving the diffusion equation with appropriate boundary conditions, the
measurement data (i.e., the phase-shift and amplitude attenuation) can be used to
determine the optical properties of the sample medium i.e., the absorption coefficient and
the reduced scattering coefficient.
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1.3.2.3.1 Instrument

The latest instrument used in FDPM is developed by Sevick-Muraca et al. The
group also holds a number of patents on FDPM instrumentations and related
applications.35-37

As shown in Figure 1.8,22 a modulated light at modulation frequency ω (typically
30-200 MHz) is launched from a monochromatic laser diode and directed to a beam
splitter to form reference and sampling beams. The reference beam is delivered to a
reference photomultiplier tube (PMT) through a 1-mm diameter optical fiber. The
sampling beam is introduced into the sampling medium through a second 1-mmdiameter
optical fiber whose end is placed within the sampling medium. A third 1-mm-diameter
fiber is located a distance of r from the point of illumination in order to collect and detect
the propagated light. The relative separation between the source and detector fibers has to
be at least 10 times of the scattering mean free paths to ensure multiple light scattering,
typically 1-15 cm. The source and detector fibers are normally maintained in a coplanar
geometry. Detection is accomplished with a second PMT. The two PMTs are modulated
at the same modulation frequency as the laser diode, except with an additional offset
frequency of Δω=100 Hz. Using the heterodyne technique, the mixed signals are created
containing the sum and difference between the signal at laser modulation frequency and
that at 100 Hz. Then the resulting mixed signals from the PMTs are passed through two
transimpedance amplifiers to filter the high frequency components, leaving the 100 Hz
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signals with maintained phase-shift and amplitude attenuation for data acquisition.
Finally, data acquisition software is used to acquire the heterodyned signals and record
the phase shift (PS), amplitude (AC), and mean intensity (DC) of the signal from the
sample PMT relative to the reference PMT. The optical properties of the sampling
medium can then be accurately extracted from solving equations of PS, AC and DC as
functions of µa and µs´.

Figure 1.8. Schematic diagram of the FDPM setup with the enlarged insert denoting a powder
configuration for multiple scattering of photons. The figure was reproduced from Pan et. al with
permission.22

For the above instrument, Sevick-Muraca et al. developed two general methods to
determine the optical properties, including multiple frequencies and multiple distance
methods.38 Detailed information of each method will be discussed in a later section. In
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order to assess the accuracy and precision of FDPM measurements under different
experimental conditions, individual qualification criteria for each method were developed.

For multiple frequency method,

2
ln 2 (rAC rel / r0 ) PS rel
ln 2 (rDC rel / r0 )

2
2
K AC
K PS
For multiple distance method,
2
K DC

K

q 1

1

Eq 1.61

Eq 1.62

Since Eq 1.61 and 1.62 are independent of the optical properties µa and µs´, the
value of q and K can be used to optimize experimental conditions even before extracting
the optical coefficients by different methods. Thus, the closeness of measured value of q
or K to unity can provide useful information to assess the accuracy and precision of
FDPM measurement under different experimental conditions, including (1) whether
abnormal measurement error exists during the FDPM experiment; (2) which ranges of
modulation frequency and relative distance are suitable for FDPM experiment for a given
sample; and (3) what parts of measurement data can be used to generate accurate and
reliable optical properties.

For the multiple frequency method, the study showed the consistency of the
instrument (Figure 1.8) to the values of q=1 for most experimental data with the
exception of those data at small distance between launching and detecting fibers (i.e.,
q>2), justifying the assumptions of the photon diffusion model.38 For the multiple
distance method, the study also showed the consistency of the instrument (Figure 1.8) to
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the criteria parameter K, indicating that the FDPM measurements were consistent and the
experimental conditions satisfied the requirement of the photon diffusion model.38 The
closer the criteria parameter K was to 1, the smaller was the influence of noise. In cases
where K was far from 1 (e.g., K=1.5), the measurement data were considered to be
unreliable, and repeated experiments were necessary.38 Thus, the equations for
calculating q and K are important instrumentation qualification criteria to check the
instrument performance, to avoid the system and abnormal measurement error, and to
find optimal operation conditions during FDPM experiments.38

1.3.2.3.2 Analytical equation

For an infinite and macroscopically uniform medium, Fishkin and Gratton solved
the diffusion equation with a sinusoidally intensity-modulated point source for the photon
density U(r, t) at a location (r) relative to the source at time (t) to yield (in photons per
unit volume).39
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Eq 1.63
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where ν is the speed of each photon in the medium surrounding the scattering particles, D
is the diffusion coefficient, S is the source strength (in photons per second), A is the
modulation frequency of the source, i ≡ (-1)1/2, ω is the angular modulation frequency of
the source, and ε is the phase of the source.

From the equation above, it can be predicted that the photon density, U(r, t),
generated by an isotropically emitting, sinusoidally intensity-modulated point source
immersed in an infinite medium constitutes a scalar field that propagates at a constant
speed in a spherical wave and attenuates as a decaying exponential in r, as it propagates.

The above equation also yields expressions for three experimentally determined
quantities in a uniform, infinite medium.39,40 These are (1) the steady-state photon density
or the time invariant average intensity, the DC component; (2) the amplitude of the
photon-density oscillation, the AC component; and (3) the phase shift of the photondensity wave, the PS component. These three quantities are described graphically in
Figure 1.9,39 which also can be expressed as a function of optical coefficients as follows:
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Figure 1.9. Time evolution of the intensity from a sinusoidally intensity-modulated source. The figure
was adapted from Fishkin et. al.39
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The source terms S, A, and ε are independent of the quantities of interest, which
are the absorption and reduced scattering coefficients [µa(λ), µs´(λ )] of the medium at
specific light wavelength λ. Ideally, the source terms are also independent of ω, but in
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practice they are not. In order to eliminate these source terms from a measurement at a
given ω, the properties of the photon density wave at two different source-detector
separations, namely, r and r0, are normally measured and compared.40 Thus, these
relative quantities are given by
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For computation convenience, the above four equations can be rewritten as the
following equations.
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Eq 1.71
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The above four equations indicate two general approaches to extract optical
coefficients from FDPM measurements, which are multiple frequency nonlinear
regression and multiple distance linear regression.

1.3.2.3.2.1 Multiple frequency (MF) method

Eqs 1.71 - 1.74 show that, at fixed distances between the source and detector, r
and r0, the values of ln[(r/r0)ACrel], ln(Modrel), and PSrel are nonlinear functions of
modulation frequency. Thus, measurements of DC, AC and PS (and therefore Mod) as
functions of modulation frequency at two fixed source–detector distances can be used to
estimate optical properties via nonlinear regression.

Since there are only two unknowns, multiple studies compared the performance
via different combinations among DC, AC, PS and Mod. It was found that a regression
approach based on only one type of measurement data was insufficient to obtain accurate
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results.38,41 It was also found that simultaneous regression DC+PS, AC+DC+PS gave
comparable recovered results as simultaneous regression of AC+PS, while simultaneous
regression of DC+AC or Mod+PS failed to accurately recover the optical properties.38,40

The estimation error of the nonlinear regression was investigated via Monte Carlo
method of error analysis.38 The study used a polystyrene colloidal suspension as samples
to determine μs´ and compared with the value calculated by Mie theory. Based on the
error analysis, the accuracy and precision of the determined reduced scattering
coefficients via multiple frequency method were studied and compared at multiple
source-detector distance. The comparison indicated a threshold relative distance (r - r0)
about 2.5 mm for reasonable accuracy and precision. If relative distance is smaller than
the threshold, unsatisfactory accuracy and precision of the extracted μs´ will be induced,
due to large uncertainty of FDPM measurement.

The multiple frequency method normally requires using more than one frequency
in order to perform nonlinear regression to extract optical properties. However, the study
showed almost identical results on predicting μa and μs´ of a mixed solution of
methemoglobin and liposyn after using DCrel and PSrel acquired at a single and multiple
modulation frequencies.40 It was concluded that a single, properly chosen light-intensitymodulation frequency would suffice to determine the optical properties. A properly
chosen modulation frequency is such that for a given value of (r - r0) the ratio of signalto-noise is maximized. Thus, comparatively rapid acquisition of the absorption and
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scattering spectra of turbid media is thereby possible, via measurement at an optimized
modulation frequency and a fixed source-detector distance.

1.3.2.3.2.2 Multiple distance (MD) method

Eqs 1.71 - 1.74 also show that at fixed modulation frequency, ω, the values of
ln[(r/r0)DCrel], ln[(r/r0)ACrel], ln(Modrel), and PSrel are linear functions of the relative
distance between detectors, (r - r0). Thus, from a plot of these values, ln[(r/r0)DCrel],
ln[(r/r0)ACrel], ln(Modrel), and PSrel, as a function of (r - r0), the slopes can be determined
from linear regression. These slopes are kDC , kAC , kMod , and kPS , respectively.
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Eq 1.78

In practice, simultaneous regression via different combinations among kDC , kAC ,
kMod , and kPS can be used to obtain the optical properties of the sample medium. These
slopes are predictive of the optical properties using the following equations:
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where n is the refractive index of the sample medium and c stands for the light
propagation speed in vacuum.

For Mod and PS data, the analytical solution for the optical properties cannot be
directly obtained due to the lack of linear dependence on μa. But the following equation
can be obtained by the ratio between kMod and kPS.
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Based on the above two equations, μa can be obtained very easily, then μs´ can also be
obtained via using Eq 1.78 of kPS.

Since multiple combinations of measured data can be used to extract optical
properties (as described in Eq 1.79 ~ 1.88), the comparisons between multiple
combinations for determining the reduced scattering coefficients and those calculated by
Mie theory were performed in order to screen the best combination.38 Results indicated
that the reduced scattering coefficients derived from simultaneous regression DC+PS,
AC+PS, and AC+DC+PS data agreed well with the theoretical calculations, but
simultaneous fitting of DC+AC data or Mod+PS data failed to accurately recover the
reduced scattering coefficients. These results obtained via the MD linear regression were
similar to those obtained via the MF nonlinear regression, suggesting that PS data
combined with DC and/or AC data provide the most accurate information of scattering
properties, while the modulation data (i.e., AC/DC) is not suitable for deriving optical
parameters even when it is combined with PS data via FDPM.

The potential reasons for poor performance of AC+DC and Mod+PS appeared to
arise from the relative behavior of the DCrel and ACrel data, which were correspondingly
closer in value (so modulation is close to one).40 The poor performance was also
magnified when lower modulation frequencies were used.9 This confirmed an empirical
equation to calculate a threshold modulation frequency in order for Mod to be useful on
accurately determining optical coefficients.9,42
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The uncertainties of determination were derived from error analysis via the
analytical formulae listed in Eqs 1.79 – 1.88.43,44 Error analysis was performed to
calculate precision and accuracy of determination of the reduced scattering coefficient of
polystyrene colloidal suspension at multiple frequencies via the multiple distance method.
Both precision and accuracy indicated a threshold modulation frequency (> 60 MHz) in
order to obtain reasonable results.38

In general, MF and MD methods perform similarly. The most obvious advantage
of the MD method compared to MF method is that the analytical solution of optical
parameters can be directly derived and nonlinear regression can be avoided. While, study
showed that the accuracy of the MD method was better than that of the MF method,
while the precision of the MD method was worse than that of the MF method.38 It was
also suggested in the same paper to combine MD and MF methods in order to increase
ratio of signal-to-noise and improve accuracy and precision of estimation of optical
properties. For a MF measurement, the experiment can be performed at several different
relative distances (called the combined MF method); while for a MD measurement the
experiment can be performed at several different modulation frequencies (called the
combined MD method).

1.3.2.3.2.3 Related pharmaceutical applications

To date, FDPM has the most pharmaceutical applications in literature among the
techniques used to separate absorption and scattering on pharmaceutical samples. Those
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studies are performed by the group led by Dr. Sevick-Muraca.20-23,25,45-48 The two major
applications are particle size analysis in suspensions and powder media and concentration
determination in the physical form of powder mixture.

For particle size analysis, inversion algorithm was initially developed to allow
multiple-wavelength FDPM measurements to determine particle size distribution (PSD)
and volume fraction for colloidal suspension samples.47 The algorithm was found to be
capable of recovering many different types of particle-size distributions, including
normal and log-normal, narrow and broad, and unimodal and multimodal distributions.
Later, after taking consideration of particle interaction into the inversion algorithm via
the full polydisperse hard sphere Percus-Yevick (HSPY) model, FDPM measurement
was shown to be capable to determine PSD and volume fraction for not only noninteracting colloidal suspensions (<2% volume fraction), but also polydisperse interacting
suspensions at high volume fraction (up to 40%) as well.45,48 The samples used in these
papers were simple laboratory systems, e.g., polydisperse polystyrene suspensions and
titanium dioxide suspensions, which both were single component systems. The potential
advantage of FDPM for analyzing concentrated samples without sample preparation (i.e.,
dilution) for PSD and volume fraction is expected to be found for on-line applications in
dense process streams, pending further developments to the methods.

FDPM was also reported as a means of determining mean particle size for
pharmaceutical powder.24 Multiple distance method combined with linear regression was
used to determine optical coefficients for different particle-sized lactose powders at 650,
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785 and 828 nm. It was found that reduced scattering coefficient showed a good linear
relationship with reciprocal of mean particle size determined by different reference
methods, including sieve analysis, laser diffraction and image analysis. The linear
relationship was shown to be wavelength-dependent, possibly due to the fact that small
particle size of lactose may be comparable to the wavelength of 828 nm. Absorption
coefficients showed insensitivity to the particle size, but sensitivity to the wavelengths.
Due to the separation of absorption and scattering via FDPM and the linear relationship
between reduced scattering coefficient and reciprocal of mean particle size, it is expected
that FDPM can be used for particle sizing analysis without spectral pretreatment and
chemometric calibration, as used in NIR spectroscopy. Because of its non-invasive nature
of measurement without sample preparation, as NIR spectroscopy, FDPM is also
expected to be a potential tool for on-line applications.

Multiple studies have reported the linear relationship between absorption
coefficient determined by FDPM and chemical concentration.23,25 Even when API was
mixed with different particle-sized excipients, the separated absorption and scattering by
FDPM captured the linear relationship between absorption coefficient and API
concentration without effect of particle size and without further data pretreatment.25
Comparatively, intensity attenuation-based measurements (e.g., NIR spectroscopy) are
unable to effectively differentiate between light absorption and scattering processes,
which require necessary spectral pretreatment in order to enhance the linearity between
spectral intensity and API concentration. Moreover, due to the minimized noise in
measurements in the frequency domain,38,42 the absorption coefficient determined by
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FDPM was shown to be sensitive to API signal from either low-dose (<1%, w/w) or
ultralow dose (<0.1%, w/w/) formulations.23,25 Meanwhile, the reduced scattering
coefficient showed little sensitivity to changes in API concentration in the same
concentrations range. The major limitation for FDPM on monitoring chemical
composition is that the monochromatic laser source is not sufficient for determining
concentration for both excipients and API, especially when multi-component systems are
analyzed in pharmaceutical industry. Thus, multiple wavelengths measurements are
necessary for FDPM to be widely used for industrial applications.

Based on the ability to determine both absorption and scattering properties via
FDPM (shown by the above studies), Sevick-Muraca et. al. proposed it to be a potential
tool for on-line monitoring of powder blending, including both variation of active
pharmaceutical ingredient concentrations from changes in the absorption coefficient, and
variation of packing arrangement of powder bed and excipients particle sizes etc. from
changes in the reduced scattering coefficient.23-25

In order to apply a new non-invasive measurement (e.g., FDPM) for monitoring
powder blending, one of the key questions to be answered is the size of sampling volume.
The determination of sampling volume can provides a means to directly compare FDPM
with other types of measurement, e.g., NIR spectroscopy and HPLC. Mathematical
expressions predicting the sampling volume of FDPM were developed for infinite and
semi-infinite powder beds via probability distribution analysis to describe the propagation
of multiply-scattered light between a point source and point detector located a known
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distance apart.21 The predicted volume of interrogation was agreed well by that
determined by empirical measurements of FDPM. Based on the derived equation, the
sampling volume by FDPM is expected to be determined by (1) the separation distance
between incident point source and point detector; (2) optical properties of the sample and
(3) modulation frequency. The equation is as follows.
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where ω is the modulation frequency, c is the light propagation speed in the sample
medium and P is the cumulative probability that a photon has traveled within the
sampling volume (V). A perfect sensor with infinitely low noise levels can lead to 100%
probability of detecting an infinite volume. However, in a practical system, finite noise
levels of a sensor result in an effective sampling volume dependent on the signal-to-noise
ratio of the sensor, which is smaller than 100% probability of being detected. In this case,
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h is the ratio of the source-detector separation (2ρ) to the wavelength of the propagating
intensity wave.

The first paper using FDPM to monitor powder blending was published in 2004.20
In this paper, FDPM was used as an off-line method, compared to a conventional HPLC
method, to trace concentration variation of API in a terazosin powder blend (0.72%, w/w).
Thieved samples were used for both FDPM and HPLC measurements. Although the offline sampling protocol used to monitor powder blending was not ideal, the paper did
present evidence demonstrating the relationship between sampling volume and blending
variance. Based on equation in Eq 1.89, the sampling volume by FDPM was calculated to
be 1.4 cm3, which was shown to be larger than that determined by both HPLC (0.65 cm3)
and the reported value for optic fiber-based NIR spectroscopy (<0.3 cm3). Completerandom-mixture (CRM) model was used to calculate the blending variance, in terms of
relative standard deviation, after using FDPM, HPLC and NIR to analyze the
homogenous powder mixture. Those were 4.8%, 7% and 10%. Thus, the expected inverse
relationship between blending variance and sampling volume was clearly illustrated. The
reason for larger sampling volume by FDPM was attributed to the larger separation
between source and detector, compared to the close proximity of source and detector
commonly used in NIR spectroscopic measurement. Additionally, instrument error for
FDPM was also determined via repetitive measurements at one location on a stationary
powder bed. The instrument error was determined to be about 0.12%. Compared to 4.8%
of blending variance, instrument noise can be neglected in the calculation of variance.
Combining the large sampling volume and low instrument error, Pan et al. expected
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FDPM to provide high-precision determination of low dose API content in
pharmaceutical processing stream.

The latest pharmaceutical application of FDPM was to combine a two-speed
diffusion model with FDPM to allow both absorption and scattering information to play
individual roles on monitoring concentration variation during the powder blending
process.22,46 It is well known that solid volume fraction is changing inconsistently with
time during powder blending. Monte Carlo simulation and FDPM measurement were
used to demonstrate that both absorption and isotropic scattering coefficients of the
powder beds increased with the increment of solid-volume fraction.22 Since, both the
variations of API concentration and solid-volume fraction in the powder blending process
contribute to the change of the absorption coefficient of the powder bed, it may not be
possible to simultaneously determine the variation of API concentrations and the
variation of the solid-volume fraction when only the absorption coefficient of the powder
bed is investigated by FDPM. In other words, besides the absorption coefficient,
additional information is required for accurately determining the blending homogeneity
in the pharmaceutical industry. Thus, instead of using the absorption coefficient, the ratio
of absorption to reduced scattering coefficient was found to be insensitive to solid
volume fraction, while still sensitive to API concentration.22 Pan et. al. concluded that the
ratio would be appropriate for monitoring powder blending homogeneity, regardless of
the variation of solid volume fraction.
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The metric proposed above (i.e., ratio of optical coefficients) has limited general
applications. In order to use the ratio of absorption to reduced scattering coefficient, the
mean photon speed in the sample medium is required. This further requires a polynomial
relationship between solid volume fraction and photon speed. The photon speed is
generated by Monte Carlo simulation-based photon migration.22 Since Monte Carlo
simulation-based photon migration is absorption and scattering dependent (i.e., material
dependent), the mean photon speed determined in the paper can not be generalized from
this work to other systems.

1.3.2.4 Other techniques used to separate absorption and scattering on pharmaceutical
samples

Diffuse reflectance measurement on samples of different thickness was also
reported to separate absorption and scattering on pharmaceutical samples.26,27 An
integrating sphere is typically used to make the measurement. The difference compared
to the approach used in Section 1.3.2.1 is that only reflectance is used, no transmittance
component is involved. Instead of determining absorption and reduced scattering
coefficients, simplified solution of the differential equations of the Kuelka Munk (K-M)
function of a light flux into and from samples was used to calculate the K-M absorption
coefficient (K) and scattering coefficient (S). The following equations were used to
describe the relation between S and K with the measurement of a sample in diffuse
reflectance.
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Eq 1.94
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Here, R0 denotes the spectrum measured at a defined sample thickness (d) and R∞ denotes
the measurement of the same sample with an optical infinite thickness.

The optical coefficients determined by this method were used as hard model
constraints for multivariate curve resolution.27 Multivariate Curve Resolution is a group
of chemometric algorithms that help to resolve mixtures by determining the number of
constituents, their spectral profiles and their estimated concentrations, when no prior
information is available about the nature and composition of these mixtures. The dataset
contained NIR spectra of pharmaceutical tablets compressed at three compression forces
of 31, 156 and 281 MPa. The spectra obtained on the tablets compressed at 31 MPa were
used as calibration, while the remaining spectra were reserved for validation. It was
found that MCR-ALS (multivariate curve resolution-alternating least square) using the
background information of scattering and absorption coefficients was comparable in
calibration, but superior in validation, compared to PLS modeling without any spectral
pretreatment. The study also showed slightly better validation performance after using
optical coefficients based MCR-ALS, compared to pure component spectra based MCRALS and PLS modeling on extended multiplicative scattering correction (EMSC)
preprocessed spectra. Moreover, only three samples were required for a reliable and
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robust calibration after using optical coefficients based MCR-ALS, even when strong
changes of the scattering behavior were expected.

1.3.2.5 Spatially-resolved spectroscopy (SRS)

The idea of spatially-resolved spectroscopy is to measure the spatial (either radial
or depth) distribution of reflectance and transmittance from a turbid medium in order to
determine the optical properties of the medium. The earliest application of the approach
was to determine the effective extinction coefficient (μt´) by measuring the fluence-depth
distribution in tissue with broad beam illuminations using three interstitially placed
optical fibers connected to photodetectors.49

1.3.2.5.1 Instrument set-up

The most common instrument set-up is to measure diffuse reflectance (R) as a
function of the radial distance (ρ) on the sample surface. In other words, radially-diffused
reflectance is measured. The initial set-up relies on optic-fiber, in which point or pencilbeam source was used to perpendicularly illuminate sample surface, and diffusively
reflected signals were detected at a specified distances away from the illumination spot
via optic-fibers (Figure 1.10).9 The detection could be accomplished by either one single
fiber moving in radial direction and measuring reflectance one radial distance at a time,50
or a linear fiber array picking up signal simultaneously from different radial
distances.14,51 With the development of imaging technology, CCD cameras have been
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reported as a means of detecting radially-diffused reflectance.52-54 The advantage of using
CCD camera is to capture the entire radial distribution of diffusively-reflected signals,
not just signal at specific radial distance. After spatial image processing (i.e., signal
binning) from the same radial ring area, the signal-to-noise ratio was reported to be
enhanced dramatically.54

Figure 1.10. Optic set-up of SRS. The figure was adapted from Wilson.9

1.3.2.5.2 Analytical equation

Farrell et al. developed an analytical equation describing the relative shape of
radially-diffused reflectance as a function of absorption and reduced scattering
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coefficients.14 Starting from the diffusion approximation to RTE (Eq 1.19), the following
equation was derived after taking into account of the extrapolated boundary conditions.
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In order to avoid the instrumentation complexity on measuring absolute intensity,
radially-diffuse reflectance is normally measured in its relative form.14,51 The reflectance
measured at different radial distances is normalized to the maximum reflectance intensity.

In Eq 1.95, the left hand-side of the equation represents the reflectance (R) at
specific radial distance (ρ). While, multiple parameters are used in the right hand-side of
the equation, in which all the parameters can be expressed as a function of absorption (µa)
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and reduced scattering coefficient (µs´). Thus, a non-linear regression algorithm was
initially used to solve the equation to obtain the optical coefficients, e.g., LevenbergMarquardt algorithm.14

For the case where the diffusion model was not valid or where boundary
conditions in Eq 1.95 were not matched, Monte Carlo simulation has been used as an
alternative. It normally involves forward calculating R(ρ) over a expected range of µa and
µs´ values, followed by either iterative interpolation of the measured R(ρ) inside the
calculated range to find the optical properties for the material of interest with the smallest
interpolation error,53 or prediction of optical properties by certain regression algorithm,
such as ANN55 and PLS.52

1.3.2.5.3 Related pharmaceutical applications

SRS has been intensively used in tissue optics. However, SRS has yet to be
applied to pharmaceutical samples. The potential of SRS as an analytical tool on
separating absorption and scattering for pharmaceutical samples will be discussed in
detail in a later section.

1.3.2.6 Comparison among approaches used to separate absorption and scattering

Four major categories of approaches used in tissue optics to separate absorption
and scattering can be regrouped into two divisions. Both TRS and FDPM are time
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dependent measurements, while integrating sphere-based reflectance and transmittance
measurement and SRS are intensity based measurements. Comparison among these
approaches follows.

The relationship between TRS and FDPM is illustrated in Figure 1.11.42 If an
infinitesimally short pulse is applied to a turbid scattering medium, this pulse is
broadened in time as it propagates due to the many possible photon paths between source
and detector. The observed quantity in the time domain is h(t), which is the number of
photons reaching the detector per unit time at a given time, t (Figure 1.11A). If instead
we have a sinusoidally modulated light source, the photon flux at the detector will also be
sinusoidal in time but the oscillation will be delayed in time relative to the source and
reduced in amplitude relative to the average flux. The observed quantities in this case are
the phase angle between the detected and source signals and the amplitude of the
oscillation relative to the DC level. This latter quantity is referred to as the modulation
(Figure 1.11B).
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Figure 1.11. Relationship between TRS and FDPM. The figure was reproduced from Patterson et. al
with permission.42

If the phase and modulation are measured at all frequencies, f, a plot of the phase
θ(f), and modulation, M(f), can be constructed as shown in Figure 1.11D. The time
domain signal h(t) (Figure 1.11C) is linked to the modulation and phase by the Fourier
transform so that
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where H(f), the Fourier transform of h(t), is defined by
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Because of these relationships, any information which can be obtained in the time
domain can, in principle, be obtained just as well in the frequency domain. However, the
practical difference between these two techniques is also worthwhile to be mentioned.42
(1) Typical FDPM measurements using frequencies of 300 MHz or less are considerably
less expensive than the time-resolved techniques. (2) Phase and modulation
measurements can be made in near-real time so that the influence of time-varying
phenomena in a sample medium can be studied. The acquisition rate of time-resolved
data by time-correlated single photon counter is usually limited by electronic constraints
set by the count rate.

The integrating sphere-based approach and SRS are both intensity based
measurements. Integrating sphere-based reflectance measures any possible reflected
signals coming out of the sample surface and records those signals as a single magnitude
at one single wavelength. This is called the total diffuse reflectance measurement in
tissue optics. Compared to the integrating sphere-based method, SRS measures radiallydiffused reflectance, which is the individual reflectance signal at individual radial
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distance for a given wavelength. This is called the local diffuse reflectance in tissue
optics literature.

Limited studies have been reported to date to compare the practical performance
of different techniques across the same sample platform (i.e., the same analyte of interest).
Swartling et al. compared the practical performance of the integrating sphere-based
approach, TRS and SRS on determining optical coefficients of a set of tissue phantom
samples.56 In the paper, the integrating sphere-based method was shown and confirmed
by literature values to be the best approach to estimate the reduced scattering
coefficients.57 The method was also found to have a poor limit of detection for
determining absorption coefficients. Compared to the integrating sphere-based approach,
TRS showed capacity on determining low absorption coefficients. Overall, it was
concluded that determination of optical coefficients via different approaches only showed
very minimal difference.

Additionally, Sevick-Muraca et al. reported the difference between time
dependent measurement (TRS or FDPM) and SRS from a theoretical perspective.58
Sevick-Muraca et al. considered the inferior performance of SRS compared to time
dependent measurements, based on following reasons. (1) SRS does not provide direct
measurements of photon path length as TRS and FDPM, and it only relies on detection of
light intensity attenuation to describe the absorption and scattering behaviors. (2)
Compared to SRS, TRS and FDPM do not involve relative intensity measurement, but
rather absolute “time-of-flight” and phase delay measurements. Thus, TRS and FDPM
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are essentially self-calibrating and no measurement errors associated with calibration on
an external standard.

Literature review suggests the following reasons for limited studies on comparing
the practical performances among different techniques. First, optical set-ups of different
techniques sample different light-interrogated volumes.56 For instance, because of the
large source-detector distance, FDPM may interrogate a larger sample volume compared
to other techniques. Larger sampling volume can directly minimize the potential effects
of sample heterogeneity on determining optical coefficients, which leads to better
precision and reduced measurement error. The same thing happens when transmittance is
used in TRS compared to reflectance, since transmittance often interrogates larger
volume than reflectance.19 Second, the accuracy of optical coefficient determination also
depends on the deconvolution algorithm. For instance, nonlinear regression over multiple
compared to two radial distance points can enhance the robustness of using SRS to
extract optical coefficients.56

1.3.3 Reason of using SRS to determine optical properties of pharmaceutical samples

Spatially-resolved spectroscopy was chosen for this dissertation as the primary
tool to determine optical properties of pharmaceutical samples. The considerations are as
follows.
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(1) Based on the above introduction of different approaches used to determine optical
properties in tissue optics, SRS is the most cost-efficient approach. It does not
require the complicated and expensive optical instruments necessary for TRS and
FDPM. SRS measurement can be achieved by either optic-fiber probes or imaging
systems. Both of them are becoming routine analytical tools of NIR spectroscopy
in pharmaceutical analysis. Moreover, SRS provides potential to perform on-line
measurements on pharmaceutical samples (e.g., powder mixture and tablet). This
could facilitate monitoring of both chemical variation from absorption properties
and physical variation from scattering properties during pharmaceutical unit
operations.
(2) Compared to FDPM, SRS has a demonstrated capacity to determine optical
properties within a continuous wavelength range. In contrast, the majority of
FDPM measurements are performed based on a monochromatic laser source.
(3) SRS is not burdened with requirements regarding sample thickness, as compared
to the integrating sphere-based approach. Transmittance measurements in the
integrating sphere-based approach requires samples to be relatively thin; this may
not be possible for many pharmaceutical samples. For instance, a pharmaceutical
tablet with a thickness of 2~4 mm may prove difficult to measure for integrating
sphere-based transmittance measurements due to signal-to-noise considerations.
(4) SRS has yet to be applied on pharmaceutical samples. Its applications in tissue
optics have demonstrated tremendous potential for analyzing samples having
properties similar to turbid media. Although the limitations of SRS has been
pointed out compared to TRS and FDPM, it is believed that reasonable
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characterization of spatially-resolved spectroscopic measurements combined with
a robust deconvolution algorithm will provide SRS a promising platform in the
field of pharmaceutical analysis.

Based on the literature review in Section 1.3.2, it can be seen clearly that
substantial research effort has been expended to separate absorption and scattering
behaviors in pharmaceutical analysis via the RTE. These efforts have attempted to
answer or provide solutions to the statement of the problems described in Section 1.1. To
date, however, no satisfying answers/solutions have been found. It is for this reason that
this dissertation aims to utilize spatially-resolved spectroscopy (SRS) to describe
absorption and scattering behaviors when NIR radiation is impinged upon pharmaceutical
samples, and apply mechanistic understanding of the optical absorption and scattering
phenomena to enhance the spectroscopic analyses of pharmaceutical materials. In order
to achieve the central goal, the dissertation will be divided into the following parts: The
second chapter addresses building a methodological platform to combine spatiallyresolved spectroscopy and Monte Carlo simulation to separate absorption and scattering
for pharmaceutical samples. The third chapter focuses on combining predicted absorption
and reduced scattering coefficients of pharmaceutical samples with Monte Carlo
simulation to enhance mechanistic understanding of NIR diffuse reflectance, specifically
focusing on the relationship between physical variations and NIR absorption / depth of
penetration profiles. The fourth chapter again combines the approach of determined
optical coefficients of pharmaceutical samples and Monte Carlo simulation to develop a
deconvolution filter for enhancing visibility in a blurred 2-D chemical image caused by
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the multiply-scattering behaviors in a sample medium. It offers insights for depthresolved spectroscopy or even 3-D tomography for pharmaceutical analysis in future. The
fifth chapter proposes a new scattering correction method via the use of reduced
scattering coefficient in order to achieve the goal of both wavelength- and absorptiondependent scattering correction. The sixth chapter combines predicted optical coefficients
with some contemporary chemometric algorithms to explore the potentials of efficient
calibrations based on limited calibration samples, in order not only to simplify
multivariate calibration for NIR diffuse reflectance spectroscopy, but also to enhance the
potential model robustness.
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Chapter 2 Numerical Simulation combined with Spatially
Resolved Spectroscopy (SRS) to determine optical
properties of pharmaceutical materials
2.1 Introduction

Radially-diffused reflectance of turbid media was originally based on
measurements via optic fibers.14,51 It required either a powerful light source or a sensitive
detector in order to achieve a reasonable signal-to-noise ratio, especially at large radial
distances away from the illumination spot. With the development of CCD cameras, more
and more researchers prefer to use chemical imaging systems as a means of measuring
radially-diffused reflectance.52-54 The major reasons are as follows. (1) Imaging systems
allow capturing the spatial distribution of radially-diffused reflectance. Typically,
diffusively reflected signals from each radial ring area are binned together to increase
signal-to-noise ratio, compared to optic fibers-based measurement. (2) Optic fiber-based
measurement usually requires the fiber tip to physically contact the sample surface (e.g.,
tissue surface), which might induce issues of sample contamination. Comparatively,
imaging-based approach allows non-invasive measurements on a variety of samples.
Thus, an NIR chemical imaging system was used for this study to measure radiallydiffused reflectance of pharmaceutical materials.
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The analytical equation used to describe SRS (Eq 1.95) was originally derived for
semi-infinite media (e.g., tissue samples).14 This study is the first to use SRS to measure
radially-diffused reflectance on pharmaceutical samples. Thus, the feasibility of using Eq
1.95 to describe radially-diffused reflectance on pharmaceutical samples deserves
considerations. First, not all pharmaceutical samples can be described as semi-infinite
media. For instance, a powder mixture may be an example for semi-infinite medium,
while a pharmaceutical tablet is definitely not a semi-infinite medium. Second, the
analytical equation was derived based on illumination geometry of a point beam
perpendicularly irradiating sample surface, which is not commonly-used in the
pharmaceutical field. Considering these differences, it is not ideal to use the derived
analytical equation to directly describe the radially-diffused reflectance in pharmaceutical
materials. Instead, Monte Carlo simulation was used here to forward calculate radiallydiffused reflectance over a range of optical properties by taking into account the sample
geometry and illumination setting used in the pharmaceutical field. Based on the
simulated radially-diffused reflectance, a multivariate modeling routine, partial least
square (PLS), was used to build a calibration model between radially-diffused reflectance
and optical coefficients. Then, the Monte Carlo simulation-based PLS model was further
used predict optical properties of pharmaceutical samples from the measured radiallydiffused reflectance.
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2.2 Experimental & Methods
2.2.1 Materials

A range of lactose monohydrate samples having different particle sizes (LAC 50M, 80M, 100M, 110M, and 125M) were generously supplied by DMV International
(Veghel, Netherlands). The median particle sizes (D50) were 290, 180, 130, 105 and 55
μm, respectively. All powders were used as received.

Tablets were composed of anhydrous theophylline (Knoll AG, Ludwigshafen,
Germany), Lactose 316 Fast Flo NF Monohydrate (Hansen Labs, New Berlin, WI) and
microcrystalline cellulose (Avicel PH 200, FMC BioPolymer, Mechanicsburgh, PA). The
three constituents were well-mixed and compressed at five different compaction forces
(67.0, 117.3, 167.6, 217.8, 268.1 MPa) using a Carver Automatic Tablet Press (Model
3887.1SD0A00, Wabash, IN) equipped with flat-faced punches and a 13 mm right
cylindrical die. The composition of tablets was 20:40:40 (%, w/w) for theophylline,
lactose and PH 200, respectively. The nominal tablet weights were 800 mg.

2.2.2 Radially-diffused reflectance measurements

Radially-diffused reflectance images were collected under the optical settings
described in Figure 2.1. Powders or tablets were illuminated perpendicular to the path of
light collection using an NIR chemical imaging system (MatrixNIR, Malvern Inc., MD)
with 0.5x objective lens (field of view 1.72 cm × 2.15 cm). An integration time of 256 ms
and a count of 16 co-adds were utilized throughout the image collection of all powder
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and tablet samples. The wavelength range was from 1050 nm to 1620 nm with a 5-nm
interval. A tungsten halogen broadband light source (2.5 mW, Control Development Inc.,
IN) was attached to an optic fiber (400 μm, NA = 0.22) to transmit the light. Light
emitted from the optic fiber was cast on the sample through a focusing lens with an
antireflective range (1050-1620 nm) to form a small spot of illumination (spot size = 2.4
mm). An incidence angle of 5-10° was used, in order to avoid specular reflectance and
situating the focusing lens inside the field of view of the imager. It has been reported that
a small angle of incidence (5-10°) does not cause a significant difference in the spatially
resolved reflectance.54 The reflectance intensity inside the spot size within a range of
radial distances from 0 to 1.2 mm (i.e., 18 pixels under 0.5x objective) was used for data
analysis. Pixel reflectance intensities from the same radial ring area were summed and
normalized by the corresponding radial ring area, which generated one radially-diffused
reflectance pattern per wavelength.

Figure 2.1 Optical setting of radially-diffused reflectance measurements included (1) light source, (2)
optic fiber, (3) focusing lens, (4) tablet sample and (5) imager.
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2.2.3 Monte Carlo simulation-based PLS calibration model to predict optical coefficients

A modified version of Monte Carlo simulation in multilayered tissues (MCML)17
was used to account for the sample geometry and mimic the pseudo-random source
distribution used in the radially-diffused reflectance measurement in Section 2.2.2. A
refractive index of 1.58 and an anisotropy factor of 0.9 were used for all simulation data.
The required photon number was calculated based on an empirical relationship.54 A grid
system of the same size as the measured radially-diffused reflectance patterns was used to
store the simulated radially-diffused reflectance. Each simulated radially-diffused
reflectance was recorded in a row vector containing 18 columns, corresponding to the
radial distances from 0 to 1.2 mm (18 pixels under 0.5x objective) used for empirical
measurements. Simulated pixel reflectance intensities from the same radial ring area were
processed in the same manner as the measured pixel reflectance intensities.

A central composite design was used to generate a design matrix containing
different combinations of absorption and reduced scattering coefficients (Figure 2.2).
Based on literature reviews,19,24 absorption coefficients from 0 to 100 cm-1 were selected,
while reduced scattering coefficient from 100 to 400 cm-1was used. Within the design, 13
pairs (including 5 replicates at the center pair) of optical coefficients were used for
calibration and 9 pairs were used for validation. Each pair of optical coefficients (both
absorption and reduced scattering coefficient) was used as the input for Monte Carlo
simulation, which generated a corresponding radially-diffused reflectance pattern as the
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output of the simulation. Thus, the final calibration data was X (13×18) and Y (13×2).
The final validation data was X (9×18) and Y (9×2). X here was simulated radiallydiffused reflectance; Y here contained simulated absorption and reduced scattering
coefficients in the central composite design.

Figure 2.2 A central composite design of absorption and reduced scattering coefficients. Asterisks
were calibration data points. Circles were validation data points.

Data pretreatments were performed prior to PLS calibration between simulated
radially-diffused reflectance and optical coefficients. First, a reference standard
(Intralipid 20%, Sigma-Aldrich Inc., MO) was used in order to address the difference of
absolute reflectance intensity between simulated and measured radially-diffused
reflectance. The radially-diffused reflectance images of Intralipid were collected as
described in Section 2.2.2. The known optical coefficients of Intralipid at 1064 nm was
used as the input to perform Monte Carlo simulation.34 The ratio between measured and
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simulated radially-diffused reflectance of Intralipid at 1064 nm was further used to
supplement the magnitude difference of simulated radially-diffused reflectance in the
central composite design. Second, logarithmic conversion was performed on simulated
radially-diffused reflectance in order to facilitate PLS calibration by capturing the
approximately linear relationship between the logarithmic radially-diffused reflectance
patterns and the optical coefficients.52 Calibration and validation of the simulated patterns,
and prediction of the measured patterns, were performed by the same data pretreatments
as mentioned above.

2.3 Results & Discussions

The example radially-diffused reflectance image and corresponding radiallydiffused reflectance profile are found in Figure 2.3. Due to binning of reflectance signals
from the same radial ring area, the signal-to-noise ratio was dramatically improved,
leading to a smooth radially-diffused reflectance profile in Figure 2.3B. In the profile,
two phases of intensity decrement were found. One was from radial distance zero to
approximately 0.12 cm, in which reflectance intensity decreased exponentially with
increased radial distance. This is essentially due to the exponential relationship between
reflectance and radial distance, as described by Eq 1.95. The decline was steep with
intensity almost decreasing about three magnitudes. The other was at radial distances
larger than 0.12 cm, at which reflectance intensity did not drop as steeply as observed
previously in the profile. The reason was primarily due to the reduced amounts of
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detectable signals. Experimental observation also indicated that signal-to-noise ratio was
less than two at radial distances larger than 0.12 cm.

Figure 2.3 Measured radially-diffused reflectance. A. raw image. B. radially-diffuse reflectance vs.
wavelength and radial distance. Magenta, yellow and cyan represented reflectance intensity at 25, 65
and 100 pixel distance away from the center of point illumination (green). Pixel size was 0.067 mm
*0.067 mm.

Among the radially-diffused reflectance measurements, it was observed that only
reflectance data from inside the illumination spot showed trends which corresponded to
normal NIR absorbance profiles with respect to particle size and tablet density. The
trends between reflectance and particle size or tablet density were totally opposite outside
the illumination spot (Figure 2.4). Because the reflectance intensities outside the
illumination spot are much smaller than that inside the illumination spot, the opposite
trends outside the illumination spot are not likely to be detected under a normal diffuse
reflectance-based spectrometer.
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Figure 2.4 The difference of radially-diffused reflectance between inside and outside point
illumination. A and B: the radially-diffused reflectance inside and outside spot size for lactose
powder, red (125M), green (110M), blue (100M), magenta (80M) and cyan (50M). C and D: the
radially-diffused reflectance inside and outside spot size for tablets, red (67.0 MPa), green (117.3
MPa), blue (167.6 MPa), magenta (217.8 MPa) and cyan (268.1 MPa). Arrows indicated the direction
of increasing particle size and tablet density. Pixel size was 0.067mm * 0.067mm.

The difference between the reflectance inside and outside of the illumination spot
may be attributed to the extent of scattering as a function of radial distance.59,60 Inside the
illumination spot or at small radial distances, the reflectance is reported to experience a
few scattering events with high scattering angles. Outside the illumination spot or at
larger radial distance, the reflectance is reported to undergo a large amount of scattering
events with small scattering angles. Numerical simulations on the analytical equation (Eq
1.95) have also shown the opposite trends between reflectance signal and

s

' at small

radial distance compared to large radial distance, in which signal increases at small radial
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distance and decreases at large radial distance when

s

' is increased .14,55 Thus,

considering the better signal-to-noise inside compared to outside illumination spot and
the purpose of the study to enhance understanding of absorption and scattering in NIR
spectroscopy under normal diffuse reflectance mode, only radially-diffused reflectance
signals inside the illumination spot were used.

Since the signals inside the illumination spot were used, it directly violated one of
the assumptions of diffusion approximation, that is, the detected signals have to be far
from sources or boundaries. Thus, the analytical equation originally derived for SRS (Eq
1.95) is no longer useful in the current situation. Instead, Monte Carlo simulation was
used here as an alternative. Monte Carlo simulation is a stochastic model used to capture
the average behavior of random variables in order to describe the desired physical
quantities using the random variables. There are several important considerations for the
current simulation protocol. First, a large number of independent replicates are required
in order for the average behaviors to approximate the true physical quantities. Thus, an
empirical equation was used to calculate the required photon number in order to generate
the similar noise characteristics across the dataset.54 Second, due to the unavailability of
reported refractive indices for most pharmaceutical materials, a refractive index of 1.58
was used in the simulation. It was the only reported value for lactose, a commonly-used
excipient in the pharmaceutical industry.46 Third, an anisotropy factor has yet to be
reported for a pharmaceutically relevant material. However, because pharmaceutical
materials are clearly not isotropic, the anisotropy factor must be larger than 0 and smaller
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than 1 in order to be characterized by the forward scattering.2 The reported anisotropy
factor for tissue samples is within the range of 0.75~0.9. Taking into consideration the
common light propagation properties in turbid media (e.g., tissue samples and
pharmaceutical solid materials), therefore, a constant anisotropy factor of 0.9 was
selected in order to avoid the potential effects of anisotropy factor on simulated radiallydiffused reflectance.

After the correction of simulated reflectance intensity by the reference standard,
the simulated and measured radially-diffused reflectance were compared with each other
to assure whether the simulated profiles can be used to build a model to predict the
measured profiles. It is shown in Figure 2.5 that the simulated profiles are able to
appropriately mimic the shape and magnitude of the measured radially-diffused
reflectance inside point illumination. Also, the simulated profiles span a space sufficient
to encompass the measured profiles, indicating the appropriateness of using the model
built on simulated profiles to predict measured profiles.
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Figure 2.5 An example of radially-diffused reflectance. Black: simulated radially-diffused reflectance
after magnitude correction by reference standard. Grey: measured radially-diffused reflectance for
one single tablet.

Partial least-square (PLS) was used to calibrate the simulated radially-diffused
reflectance with simulated absorption and reduced scattering coefficients. PLS is a
mathematical method that describes the covariance between multivariate data (simulated
radially-diffused reflectance) and response variables (simulated optical coefficients) by
means of a small number of orthogonal variables or principal components. After meancentering, a multivariate PLS calibration model using two principle components captured
99.70% of the X variance and 94.40% of the Y variance, with RMSEC=13.7934 cm-1 and
RMSEV=9.6123 cm-1 (Figure 2.6). Before the PLS model was used to predict optical
coefficients from measured radially-diffused reflectance, validation by Intralipid 20% at
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1064 nm was performed. The predicted optical coefficients are found in Table 2.1. The
closeness between predicted and reported optical coefficients indicated the current PLS
model was reasonably calibrated and tested.

Figure 2.6 Scree plot (A) and correlation plot (B) of Monte Carlo simulation-based PLS model. A:
dotted lines represented RMSEC, circled lines represented RMSEV. B: open circles were calibrated
absorption coefficients, open squares were calibrated reduced scattering coefficients, closed circles
were validated absorption coefficients and closed square was validated reduced scattering
coefficients.

Table 2.1 Validation of PLS model by Intralipid at 1064 nm
-1

μa (cm )
μs´ (cm-1)
1

Reported value
10
262

Predicted values1
9.9 ± 0.2
270.7 ± 0.5

: predicted values were based on three replicate measurements.

Based on the Monte Carlo simulation oriented PLS model, the absorption and
reduced scattering coefficients for both powder and tablet datasets were predicted (Figure
2.7). From both datasets, it was clearly shown that a reduced scattering coefficient
reduces and absorption coefficient increases when wavelength is increased. The
relationship between the reduced scattering coefficient and wavelength (λ) can be
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confirmed by the early understandings, which state that scattering properties decrease
with wavelength, not as rapidly as Rayleigh scattering (i.e., scattering property is
proportional to 1/λ4). 61 Additionally, both datasets indicated that reduced scattering
coefficient is wavelength-dependently larger than absorption coefficient.

Figure 2.7 The predicted optical coefficients for both datasets. a and b: predicted reduced scattering
and absorption coefficients for lactose powders, red (125M), green (110M), blue (100M), magenta
(80M) and cyan (50M). c and d: predicted reduced scattering and absorption coefficients for tablets,
red (67.0 MPa), green (117.3 MPa), blue (167.6 MPa), magenta (217.8 MPa) and cyan (268.1 MPa).
Arrows indicated the direction of increasing particle size and tablet density.

Regarding optical coefficients of powder samples, the reduced scattering
coefficient was found to increase with decreasing particle size (Figure 2.7A). This
observation is supported by the Mie scattering theory, which states that the scattering
properties are inversely proportional to the particle size.24 Also, as the reduced scattering
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coefficient increased with reducing particle size, the absorption coefficient was reduced
(Figure 2.7B). Meanwhile, changes in tablet density also caused corresponding changes
to optical coefficients. Although the separation of optical coefficients by tablet density
was not as clear as that by particle size, the general trend indicated that increasing tablet
density resulted in a larger absorption coefficient and a smaller reduced scattering
coefficient (Figure 2.7C and D).

The above results of the effects of particle size and tablet density on optical
coefficients confirmed the definition of absorption and scattering coefficient, outlined in
Eq 1.6 and 1.8 in Section 1.3.1.1.2 and 1.3.1.1.3. Both optical coefficients can be
expressed by the product between the number of absorbing and scattering particles per
unit volume and single-particle absorption and scattering cross section. Thus, it is
expected that both absorption and reduced scattering coefficients change when the
number of absorbing and scattering particles per unit volume varies corresponding to the
physical variation of particle size and tablet density.

Taking into account the optical coefficients of both powder and tablet samples, it
was found that increasing tablet density resulted in the same effects on optical
coefficients as increasing particle size. Considering the similarity of photon-particle
interaction between these two physical variations, it is proposed that increasing
compaction force reduces the particle-particle interstitial spaces and forces multiple small
particles to behave like a larger particle while interacting with photons. The trend is
consistent for absorption and reduced scattering coefficient as increasing particle size.
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Additionally, the separation of optical coefficients by tablet density was not as clear as
that by particle size. The same phenomenon was also found in the raw radially-diffused
reflectance (Figure 2.4). This could possibly be explained by the complicated nature of
the consolidation process, compared to simple particle size variation, where the particleparticle interstitial space is only one of many physical properties altered. Other factors,
like possible new interfaces created by fracture or plastic deformation of adjacent
particles, are also believed to affect the optical coefficients and further influence radiallydiffused reflectance. Apparently, these extra factors can not be simply addressed by Eq
1.6 and 1.8 in Section 1.3.1.1.2 and 1.3.1.1.3.

In summary, it was demonstrated that a chemical imager was capable of providing
an easy and non-invasive measurement of radially-diffused reflectance over a continuous
wavelength range. The measurement has potential applications across a wide variety of
pharmaceutical samples. Monte Carlo simulated radially-diffused reflectance was shown
to be more applicable than the derived RTE to describe absorption and scattering
behaviors in pharmaceutical materials. Moreover, Monte Carlo simulation-based PLS
model was demonstrated to be capable of predicting absorption and reduced scattering
coefficients from measured radially-diffused reflectance on pharmaceutical samples.
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Chapter 3 Application of Monte Carlo Simulations for
Enhanced Understanding of Near-Infrared Diffuse
Reflectance in Pharmaceutical Materials
3.1 Introduction

The qualitative and quantitative applications of near-infrared (NIR) diffuse
reflectance spectroscopy in pharmaceutical analysis have increased dramatically in the
last decade. The main advantage of this technique is that a wealth of chemical and
physical information can be non-invasively obtained within seconds, often without the
need for any sample preparation. Although numerous applications of this technique have
been reviewed elsewhere,1 some practical issues still warrant future investigation. First,
empirical multivariate calibration, used to correlate spectral information with physical
and chemical properties of the analyte, is normally a time-consuming process requiring
the creation of a library containing a myriad of calibration samples. Moreover, the
specific linearity range in the calibration samples often leads to potential prediction errors
when a wide variation of both analyte and interferences exists in prediction samples.
Second, certain preprocessing routines are commonly used to mitigate physical
interferences in order to enhance the chemical signals embedded in the spectra. But these
non-specific spectral pretreatment (e.g., SNV and MSC) have been reported to remove or
intermix the important chemical information, in contrast to the intended purpose of
reducing physical interference.6,7
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A third issue pertains to the limited understanding of the information depth of an
NIR measurement, also referred to as the depth of penetration. The importance of the
depth of penetration of NIR diffuse reflectance is related to the determination of the
effective sample size, which can be used to directly represent the scale of scrutiny of NIR
diffuse reflectance in pharmaceutical analysis. Although multiple experimental
techniques have been used to determine the depth of penetration of NIR diffuse
reflectance in pharmaceutical related materials,62-67 there is a lack of consensus. A
general lack of understanding still exists with respect to what causes the NIR absorption
and corresponding depth of penetration, especially with respect to the effect of physical
properties of a sample matrix, such as particle size of a powder mixture and density of a
tablet. Attempts in the literature to explain these phenomena have been made based on
the comparison between reflectance and transmittance measurements.2 However, the
interaction between NIR light and pharmaceutical samples is still unclear and not
qualitatively predictable. Additionally, the empirically measured depth of penetration is
not a robust and statistically meaningful approach to characterize the information depth.
The determined value can be easily changed by many different experimental variables,
such as signal-to-noise ratio of the instrument, illumination settings, etc., and is also
limited to the threshold used in the characterization of signal variation during empirical
measurements.

Since absorption and scattering are the basic interactions in diffuse reflectance, it
is believed that separation of absorption and scattering via the optical coefficients will
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present a new platform to understand NIR diffuse reflectance on pharmaceutical
materials. The tool used here is Monte Carlo simulations combined with spatiallyresolved spectroscopy to determine optical coefficients on pharmaceutical samples. It has
been reported that spatially-resolved spectroscopy was less accurate for prediction of
optical coefficients compared to time- and frequency-resolved spectroscopy.58,68 But
spatially-resolved spectroscopy is still regarded as a useful method to explore the relative
differences of optical coefficients corresponding to physical variations in the samples,
and to investigate the causal factors for the relationships between physical properties and
spectral responses, including NIR absorbance and information depth.

Monte Carlo simulation is a computation technique commonly used to understand
photon migration in human tissue in biomedical applications of optics. Through
numerous publications,69,70 it has been clearly demonstrated that photon migration by
Monte Carlo simulation can qualitatively and quantitatively describe optical behaviors in
biological samples via absorption and reduced scattering coefficients. Thus, separated
absorption and reduced scattering coefficients, combined with Monte Carlo simulation, is
expected to be a potential tool to help understand the physical effects on NIR absorbance
and information depth in pharmaceutical samples.

In order to understand the effects of physical properties on information depth,
methods to measure the depth of penetration have to be considered first. The majority of
reported methods depend on signal variations of reflectance or transmittance
measurements on either multi-layered samples or samples of increasing thickness to
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derive numerical values of the information depth.62-67 To date, no direct measurements
have been reported to determine depth of penetration. However, with the advent of
imaging technologies,71 it is possible to capture two-dimensional (2-D) images of light
penetration inside a sample and directly measure the light-interrogated area and, thus, the
depth of penetration.

The central goal of the chapter is to apply Monte Carlo simulation combined with
separated optical coefficients of pharmaceutical materials to enhance the understanding
of NIR diffuse reflectance in pharmaceutical analysis. The specific objectives of this
study were to:

(1) Utilize an NIR chemical imaging system to measure light penetration inside
pharmaceutical samples (e.g., powder and tablets). This measurement will
subsequently be used to directly determine the light-interrogated area and depth of
penetration of NIR diffuse reflectance in pharmaceutical samples over the
investigated wavelength range.
(2) Combine Monte Carlo simulation with predicted optical coefficients to explore
the reasons for the physical effects (i.e., particle size and tablet density) on NIR
absorbance profiles and information depth.
(3) Use Monte Carlo simulation to generate a simulated depth-resolved profile and
compare its practical functionality to empirical measurements on characterizing
the information depth.
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3.2 Experimental & Methods
3.2.1

Materials

The samples used here were the same as Section 2.2.1, including a range of
lactose monohydrate samples having different particle sizes, and tablets containing the
same chemical compositions and compressed by five compression forces.

3.2.2

NIR Absorbance measurements

Single-point NIR diffuse reflectance measurements (expressed as log(1/R), or
absorbance intensity) were acquired for all samples over the wavelength range of 1100 –
1620 nm at a 2-nm increments (FOSS NIR Systems 5000, FOSS NIRSystems, Inc.,
Laurel, MD). Thirty-two sub-scans were accumulated for each resultant sample spectrum.
Tablets were scanned directly, while lactose powder was stored in a glass vial and its
spectra were scanned through the bottom of a glass vial.

3.2.3

Measurement of information depth

The schematic diagram of experimental settings used to measure lightinterrogated area and information depth are found in Figure 3.1. Lactose powder was
filled into a quartz cuvette via free flow without any external forces. Tablets were cut into
half perpendicularly through the face using a tablet cutter. The rough cross-sectional
areas of tablets were smoothed with care using a piece of sand paper (220 grit,
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GatroGritTM, Ali Industries, Inc., OH). The smoothing process was performed manually
along the axial direction on the cross-sectional areas in order to avoid changing the tablet
density on the radial direction. The light was impinged onto the side of the cuvette or the
face of the tablet. The diffusively-reflected light from the top surface of the powder bed
or the smoothed cross-sectional area of the tablet was detected by a NIR chemical
imaging system (MatrixNIR, Malvern Inc., MD) with 0.5x objective lens (field of view
1.72 cm

2.15 cm). Image collection included an integration time of 256 ms and 16 co-

adds in the wavelength range from 1050 nm to 1620 nm with a 5-nm interval. A tungsten
halogen broadband light source (2.5 mW, Control Development Inc., IN) was attached to
an optic fiber (400 μm, NA = 0.22) to transmit the light. The optic fiber was further
connected to a focusing lens with an antireflective range of 1050-1620 nm to form a point
illumination (spot size = 2.4 mm). In order to obtain diffuse reflectance from the lightinterrogated area at the top surface of the powder bed or cross-sectional area of the tablets,
an aluminum blocker was used to allow only the bottom half of the point illumination to
be focused onto the side of powder beds or the face of tablets. Additionally, a micro-stage
controller (Aerotech, Inc., PA) was used to flush the bottom half of the point illumination
to the top surface of the powder bed or cross-sectional area of the tablets. Three replicate
measurements were performed on each powder and tablet sample.
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Figure 3.1 Schematic diagram of empirical measurements of depth of penetration. 1. light source, 2.
optic fiber, 3. focusing lens, 4. aluminum blocker, 5. half point illumination on the samples, 6.
imaging sensor

After image collection, several data treatments were performed. First, the dark
signal was subtracted from the image. Second, each image was normalized to the
maximum pixel intensity at the corresponding wavelength. Third, a threshold of > 0.05
was used to search for pixels having intensity larger than five percent of the maximum
intensity. The threshold was used throughout all the images for both powder and tablet
samples. The total pixel number and deepest vertical pixel satisfying the threshold were
used to characterize the light-interrogated area and information depth. The pixel size
under 0.5 X objective was 0.067 mm × 0.067 mm.
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3.2.4 Monte Carlo simulation-based absorbance profile and information depth

Based on the optical coefficients determined in Chapter 2, the predicted optical
coefficients for both powder and tablet samples at 1500 nm were used as inputs for
Monte Carlo simulation to simulate both the absorbance profile and information depth.
The Monte Carlo simulation used herein was modified to account for the illumination
geometry used in the empirical measurement described in Section 3.2.3, in which the
incident light path was perpendicular to the light collection path. The simulation settings
for refractive index and anisotropy factor were the same as listed in Section 2.2.3. The
photon number was set to be 200,000. Five replicate simulations were performed for each
sample in order to generate average absorbance profiles and information depths. A grid
system of the same size as that used to measure depth of penetration was used to store the
simulated depth of penetration. The reflected photon weight was also stored in order to
mimic the absorbance profiles. After simulation, the effects of physical properties on NIR
absorbance profile and information depth, including particle size and tablet density, were
explored.

3.2.5 Monte Carlo simulation-based depth-resolved profiles

In order to generate simulated depth-resolved profiles, a large number of Monte
Carlo simulations were required. Thus, only the predicted optical coefficients at 1200 nm
for the tablet sample compressed at 167.6 MPa were used as an example for inputs of
Monte Carlo simulation to generate the depth-resolved information profiles between
penetration depth and accumulative percentage of reflected information. Normal diffuse
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reflectance geometry was used, in which the incident light path was parallel to the light
collection path along opposite directions. The simulation settings for refractive index and
anisotropy factor were the same as those used in Section 3.2.4. The photon number was
set at 1000,000. A grid system of pixel size of 0.067 mm × 0.067 mm was used here to
translate individual photon trace to the depth-resolved profile.

3.3 Results and discussions
3.3.1

Measured absorbance and information depth profiles

The measured NIR absorbance profile is found in Figure 3.2. The trend between
absorbance and physical variations is clearly illustrated. Increasing particle size and tablet
density (via higher compaction force) both resulted in enhanced absorbance intensity, as
reported elsewhere.63,72

Figure 3.2 NIR absorbance profile for powder and tablet dataset. Plots (A) illustrates the NIR
absorbance profile as a function of particle size: 125M (red), 110M (green),100M (blue), 80M
(magenta) and 50M (cyan). Plots (B) shows the NIR absorbance profiles as a function of compaction
force: 67.0 MPa (red), 117.3 MPa (green), 167.6 MPa (blue), 217.8 MPa (magenta) and 268.1 MPa
(cyan). Arrows indicate the direction of increasing particle size and/or tablet density.
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The measured light-interrogated area and information depth were averaged across
three replicates in order to reduce the variability of individual measurement (Figure 3.3).
It was found that both light-interrogated area and information depth of all the samples
demonstrated a clear relationship between light penetration and wavelength, which is
decreased penetration at higher wavelengths. These results are similar to those reported
by Clarke, et al.64

Figure 3.3 Depth of penetration for powder and tablet datasets. Plots (A) and (B) illustrate the lightinterrogated area and information depth, respectively, for lactose powder at 125M (red), 110M
(green),100M (blue), 80M (magenta) and 50M (cyan). Plots (C) and (D) show light interrogated area
and information depth as a function of compaction force: 67.0 MPa (red), 117.3 MPa (green), 167.6
MPa (blue), 217.8 MPa (magenta) and 268.1 MPa (cyan). Arrows indicate the direction of increasing
particle size and/or tablet density.
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Both the light-interrrogated area and information depth indicate a general trend
that NIR radiation penetrates deeper in samples with larger particles or increased tablet
density than for samples consisting of smaller particles or reduced density. The
relationship between depth of penetration and particle size was confirmed by the effective
sample size of different sieve fractions of polystyrene microsphere determined by the
method called “variable layer thickness” by Berntsson et al.63 Regarding the tablet dataset,
sand paper was used to smooth the cross-section to facilitate the image collection. It was
believed that smoothing process removed only surface layers, leaving the remaining
particles/structure unchanged (maintaining the original tablet density and radial tensile
strength). Further, the repeatability of smoothness on tablet’s cross-section was believed
to cause negligible error on determined light-interrogated areas and information depths
due to the tolerance of image focusing distance under 0.5 X objective. Separation of
depth of penetration by tablet density was not as clear as that by particle size. The reasons
for this uncertainty are going to be discussed later.

Based on the pixel size (0.067 mm × 0.067 mm) under a 0.5x objective, the
information depth for wavelengths ranging from 1050-1620 nm was 0.67 -2.35 mm for
powders and 0.54 - 1.88 mm for tablets. The measured values were similar to the results
in early publications.65-67 Among the multiple methods reported to determine information
depth, a wide range of 0-5 mm has been reported for pharmaceutical samples. The wide
range of reported information depth can be attributed to several factors including
wavelength, instrument settings (incident angle, beam characterization), sample
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presentation (reflectance or transmittance), physical and chemical properties of the
sample.67

Due to the spatial distribution of photons-sample interaction captured by the NIR
chemical imager, the shape of the light-interrogated area was observed and is shown in
Figure 3.4. The shape at the top surface of the powder beds or the cross-section of the
tablets was between a rectangle and a portion of half circle. If the symmetry of point
illumination was assumed, it could be imagined that the light-interrogated volume in
three-dimension (3-D) would be close to cylindrical with a hemispherical cap. This
observation is consistent with early findings by Drennen et al.67

Figure 3.4 Example image of the shape of light-interrogated area from a tablet compressed by 167.6
MPa and collected at 1270 nm. The vertical and horizontal axis indicates the pixel coordinates under
a 0.5x objective. Left: a normalized image. Right: the normalized image plus the black mask
satisfying the pixel intensity larger than 5% of the maximum pixel intensity in the image.
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3.3.2 Monte Carlo simulation-based absorption and information depth profiles

Since separation of optical coefficients by physical variations was relatively
constant throughout the wavelength range (Figure 2.7), simulation was only performed at
1500 nm as an example to illustrate in silico the physical effects on NIR diffuse
reflectance.

The simulated absorption profiles for powders and tablets are found in Table 3.1
and 3.2. For the lactose powder dataset, larger particles were found to reflect a greater
number of photons than smaller particles, and also were characterized by lower simulated
reflected photon energy and more absorbed photon energy than those by smaller particles.
Compared to particle size, tablet density dataset did not show clear separations, in which
only larger compaction forces (167.6, 217.8 and 268.1 MPa) showed less reflected and
more absorbed photon energy than lower compaction forces (67.0 and 117.3 MPa).

These observations can be attributed to the following observations. First, because
of the magnitude difference and the inverse relationship between absorption and reduced
scattering coefficients (Figure 2.7), the absorption coefficient is the dominant factor to
determine how much photon energy is absorbed and remains during a single interaction
in simulation, as described by Eq 1.26 and 1.27. Second, stronger absorption coefficients
in samples of larger particle size and/or density results in the restriction of the number of
high energy photons reflected back, relative to samples of smaller particle size or lower
density. Therefore, combining the simulated reflected photon energy for both datasets, it
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can be stated that Monte Carlo simulation is able to confirm empirical results and
qualitatively predict the photon absorption behaviors in pharmaceutical samples.
Simulation also reveals that a sample’s absorption coefficient is the key factor controlling
the photon absorption behavior during each photon-sample interaction. Additionally,
these simulated results support changes in absorbance coefficients with respect to
physical variations (Figure 2.7) in order to generate corresponding changes in absorbance
profiles.

Table 3.1 Simulated results of lactose powders
Lactose powder

50M

80M

100M

110M

125M

Median particle size (µm)

290

180

130

105

55

µa (cm-1)

48.3920

44.0908

39.6183

39.2470

35.1090

µs´ (cm-1)

104.3085 165.7316 169.9576 175.8148 194.3353

Step size
(median value, µm)
Step size
(25%percentile, µm)
Step size
(75%percentile, µm)

2.6686

1.7133

1.6718

1.6117

1.4664

6.4333

4.1282

4.0355

3.8854

3.5473

12.8489

8.2636

8.0605

7.8051

7.0988

11539

7516

7375

7104

6505

9838.0

5590.2

5239.7

4992.4

4223.9

1701.0

1925.8

2135.3

2111.6

2281.1

Light interrogated area (mm2)

1.88

1.07

1.02

1.05

0.88

Information depth (µm)

737

469

402

469

335

Number of reflected photon
Photon energy absorbed
(unitless)
Reflected photon energy
(unitless)
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Table 3.2 Simulated results of tablets
Compaction force (MPa)

67.0

117.3

167.6

217.8

268.1

µa (cm-1)

46.8359

51.5741

51.3789

57.3452

56.7902

µs´ (cm-1)

157.9778 157.4172 131.3014 139.1722 139.9866

Step size
(median value, µm)
Step size
(25%percentile, µm)
Step size
(75% percentile, µm)

1.7887

1.7971

2.1386

2.0138

1.9997

4.3065

4.3146

5.1365

4.8427

4.8208

8.6429

8.6369

10.2676

9.6924

9.6469

7729

7749

9183

8753

8865

5946.2

6141.0

7544.8

7303.5

7352.5

1782.8

1608.0

1638.2

1449.5

1512.5

Light interrogated area (mm2)

1.14

1.12

1.43

1.36

1.34

Information depth (µm)

469

469

603

536

603

Number of reflected photon
Photon energy absorbed
(unitless)
Reflected photon energy
(unitless)

The simulated information depth for powders and tablets can also be found in
Table 3.1 and 3.2. Because the anisotropy factor was constant (0.9) and the reduced
scattering coefficients were larger than absorption coefficients in both datasets (Figure
2.7), the reduced scattering coefficient became the dominant factor to determine the step
size, as described by Eq 1.20 - 1.25. Correspondingly, the simulated step sizes (including
both median and percentile values) of the particle size dataset showed a perfectly inverse
relationship with the reduced scattering coefficients (Table 3.1), in which larger step sizes
were found on the larger particle size compared to the smaller ones due to their smaller
reduced scattering coefficients. Since the step size in a simulation determines how far a
photon travels before its next interaction, the simulation output as light-interrogated area
and information depth can be directly represented by the distribution of step sizes (path
length) in the simulation. Thus, larger simulated light-interrogated area and information
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depth were found at the larger particle size than the smaller one, corresponding to the
trend in the simulated step sizes. These results are consistent with the early findings by
Drennen et al.67 In their results, it was demonstrated that small particles within a tablet
matrix increased light scattering and reduced path length, which resulted in a smaller
depth of penetration.

Regarding the tablet density dataset, only a general trend was observed in Table
3.2, due to the insufficient separation of reduced scattering coefficient by tablet density
(Figure 2.7c). Here, smaller reduced scattering coefficients of the larger compaction
forces (167.6, 217.8 and 268.1 MPa) led to larger step sizes and resulted in larger
simulated light-interrogated area and information depth compared to the smaller ones
(67.0 and 117.3 MPa). Therefore, combing the simulated information depth in both
datasets, it can be claimed that Monte Carlo simulation is capable of confirming
empirical results and qualitatively predict the photon penetration behaviors in
pharmaceutical samples, and that the reduced scattering coefficient is the key factor
controlling the step size (path length) of photon migration to further determine the lightinterrogated area and information depth.

Based on the simulated light-interrogated area and information depth, it was clear
that Monte Carlo simulation combined with predicted optical coefficients was able to
confirm the empirical relationship between information depth and physical variations.
However, simulated values were consistently smaller than measured values. The reason
can be attributed to the value of anisotropy factor used in the simulation. Since anisotropy
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factor has yet to be reported for pharmaceutically relevant materials, a constant value (0.9)
was used for the simulations in order to mimic the forward scattering properties, as
described in Section 2.3. Since the anisotropy factor and reduced scattering coefficient
are the two only factors calculating the scattering coefficient and determining the step
size in simulation as described by Eq 1.20 - 1.25, the chosen value for anisotropy factor is
believed to cause errors on step size estimation in simulation and lead to errors in the
simulated light-interrogated area and information depth. In future, certain chemometric
tools should be explored to construct calibration models to predict the anisotropy factor.
The prediction of this parameter can assist the determination of the absolute values for
absorption and reduced scattering coefficients in order to quantitatively mimic the photon
migration behaviors in silico for pharmaceutical materials.

3.3.3 Monte Carlo simulation-based depth-resolved profile

An example of a photon trace is found in Figure 3.5. As illustrated, a photon has
multiple interactions before it comes out as reflectance to be detected by the sensor. Since
each sample in the study was based on a homogenous medium, only one pair of
absorption and reduced scattering coefficient was used here to represent its optical
properties. And since scattering does not involve energy exchange in NIR diffuse
reflectance, the amount of energy absorbed by the sample is constant during every single
interaction, according to Eq 1.26. Thus, the interaction number within a specific depth
interval can be used to represent the information content reflected back from the depth.
More interactions take place at a depth interval, leading to more absorbed photons and
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more information from that depth presented in the reflectance. Depth was represented by
the coordinate of each photon position along z-axis. The depth interval was set to be 22
μm. Based on the normalization of the accumulative interaction number within individual
depth interval to the total interaction number, the depth-resolved profile (accumulative
information percentage vs. depth) can be obtained.

Figure 3.5 (A) Representation of a flat-faced tablet and associated dimensions. (B) Example photon
trace with (Square) incident photon position and (triangle) the position of the photon exiting from
tablet

The accumulated amount of reflected information at a specified depth can be
easily observed in the depth-resolved profile illustrated in Figure 3.6. For example,
96.00% information was reflected from the material located ~135 μm beneath the tablet
surface. Although the absolute values of the depth-resolved profile may be biased from
the true values due to the anisotropy factor, its advantages compared to empiricallymeasured depth of penetration are considerable.
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Figure 3.6 Simulated depth-resolved profile and fitted profile at 1200 nm for the tablet compressed at
167.6 MPa. The depth interval was set to 22 um.

First, the depth-resolved profile provides a more robust approach compared to the
empirical measurement of information depth. Most empirically measured information
depths, including the chemical imaging approach used here, is dependent on signal
attenuation. Thus, the capacity of determining depth of penetration is truly a function of
the signal-to-noise ratio of the instrument, while, the simulated approach is able to
present a noise free condition and correspondingly allows determination of 100% lightinterrogated depth.
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Second, the simulated depth-resolved profile provides a statistically meaningful
approach compared to the empirical measurement of information depth. Since the
empirical measurement relies on the percentage of signal attenuation during reflectance
or transmittance measurements, the measured information depth can only represent
reflected information corresponding to a specific percentage. For instances, the 95%
information depth/effective sample size can not be extrapolated to information on 90% or
99%, due to the non-linear relationship illustrated in Figure 3.6. However, 50%, 95% and
even 100% information depth can be directly read from the curve in the depth-resolved
profile. Further, the cumulative fraction of reflected information can also be predicted
from any depth based on the fitted profile, in which the accumulative fraction of reflected
information (Y) function was discovered to be an inversely exponential decay function of
the depth (X). The fitted equation was Y

1 exp

－

X
51.6

. The decay constant was found to

be 51.6 μm, which was believed to be a function related to both μa and μs´ at the
corresponding wavelength.

Additionally, the exponential relationship between depth and accumulative
percentage of reflected information indicates that the sample portion close to the surface
contributes more to the total reflectance intensity than the portion deeper within the
sample matrix. It also illustrates that the intensity measured under a normal diffuse
reflectance spectrometer is a weighted average value between the reflected photon energy
and depth. Photons with high energy can be reflected back after they only interrogate the
superficial layers of the sample matrix, while, photons with low energy can be reflected
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back after deep sample interrogation. The similar relationship between reflectance and
depth was also reported by Berntsson et al.62

3.3.4 Significance of the study

This is the first study to demonstrate that an NIR chemical imaging system is
capable of determining wavelength-dependent light-interrogated area and information
depth directly and simultaneously. Because of the spectral resolution of the imager,
wavelength-dependent information can be obtained easier than previously reported
approaches, which could only determine information depth at selected wavelengths. 64,73
Due to the spatial resolution of the imager, light-interrogated area and information depth
can be visualized using 2-D images.

Improved understanding of absorption and scattering in diffuse reflectance
suggests a potential method for scattering correction when the physical interference is
desired to be isolated from chemical information embedded in the sample matrix. The
most widely used data pretreatments are additive and/or multiplicative scattering
corrections, since physical interference is usually observed as a baseline shift and/or
slope in an NIR absorbance spectrum. However, it was apparent from this study that the
reduced scattering coefficient has a greater wavelength-dependency than the absorption
coefficient. Also, the reduced scattering coefficient is always inversely proportional to
the absorption coefficient. Combing these two trends together, it confirmed the idea that
scattering correction should be both wavelength and absorption dependent.6 Thus,
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scattering correction via the reduced scattering coefficients is expected to be a promising
approach to apply solid knowledge of absorption and scattering to suppress the physical
interference and enhance signal-to-noise ratio of chemical information in NIR spectra.
Moreover, it is conceivable that the orthogonalization can be performed on both
absorption and reduced scattering coefficients of pure components to remove interfering
signals in order to simplify calibration process and/or build a universal calibration model
to predict samples of identical chemical composition regardless of the physical forms (e.g,
powder or tablet).

The nonlinear relationship between depth and reflected information discloses the
inefficiency of current technologies to unfold the information beneath the superficial
layers in pharmaceutical samples. It highlights the importance of depth-resolved
spectroscopy74 in pharmaceutical applications. It also emphasizes the necessity to
introduce more advanced imaging technologies, like tomography, to fully explore 3-D
chemical composition of pharmaceutical samples in future.

In summary, a chemical imaging system was used to directly measure depth of
penetration in pharmaceutical materials, including both light-interrogated area and
information depth. Monte Carlo simulation combined with predicted absorption and
reduced scattering coefficient was demonstrated as capable of qualitatively predicting the
physical effects (i.e., particle size and tablet density) on NIR absorbance profiles and
depths of penetration. Based on the consistency between measured and simulated results,
absorption coefficient and reduced scattering coefficient were found to be the key factors
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determining the absorbance profile and depth of penetration, respectively. A simulated
depth-resolved profile provided an improved approach to characterization of photon
migration behavior in pharmaceutical samples. The enhanced understandings of
absorption and scattering pose opportunities to perform orthogonalization to remove
physical interference and unwanted signals to improve prediction robustness and simplify
the calibration processes. The improved understanding provided by depth-resolved
profiles indicates the necessity to introduce new imaging technologies to explore 3-D
composition information of pharmaceutical samples.
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Chapter 4 Development of a Deconvolution Filter by
Monte Carlo Simulation to Deblur NIR Chemical Images
4.1 Introduction

Qualitative and quantitative applications of NIR chemical imaging in
pharmaceutical analysis have increased dramatically in the past five years, from
characterization of finished products 71,75 to process evaluation of material
heterogeneity.76 The main reason for this increase in usage is that the spatial distribution
of both chemical and physical properties can be obtained non-invasively, often without
the need for any sample preparation. When pixel-by-pixel information from an NIR
chemical image is used to characterize material heterogeneity, the knowledge of sampling
volume (i.e., effective sample size) represented by an individual pixel is important and
necessary. The effective sample size of NIR single-point spectroscopy has been studied
in literature, with a major focus on determining how deep photons can penetrate a sample,
and sampling volume based on some empirical assumptions of the shape of interrogated
volume.62-67,73 Due to the intrinsic features of photon cross-talk (i.e., photon migrations
among adjacent pixels) in a chemical image,77 the effective sample size determined in
single-point spectroscopy might not be directly applicable to chemical imaging. Thus, it
is necessary to investigate the effective sample size represented by an individual pixel in
order to fully explore the capacity of NIR chemical imaging on spatially characterizing
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the physical and chemical properties of a sample material. To date, there has been no
study reported on the effective sampling volume of individual pixels in NIR chemical
images.

In order to fully characterize the sampling volume represented by an individual
pixel, information regarding photon movements along both the depth and the radial
direction are required. Since the depth information of a single pixel is expected to be
similar to that of single-point spectroscopy, it is feasible to take advantage of reported
empirical measurements62-67,73 or simulations (as shown in Chapter 3) to obtain the depth
information for individual pixels. However, determination of photon radial movement is
more complicated than that of depth information. Standard single-point NIR spectroscopy
and NIR chemical imaging set-ups in either reflectance or transmittance, do not allow for
detection of photon movement along the radial direction. Although it might be possible to
detect the photon radial movements via intensity contrast based on some specific sample
set-ups, such as separate media or layers, the majority of samples analyzed by NIR
chemical imaging are comprised of a single medium, such as a powder bed or a compact.
Thus, radial photon information for both single-point spectroscopy and NIR chemical
imaging has not been reported, to date.

Absorption and scattering are the two basic events that occur when photons
impinge on a sample under NIR radiation. In radiative transfer theory, these two events
are well described by Monte Carlo simulations based on the input of absorption and
reduced scattering coefficients.8,9 Monte Carlo simulation-based photon migration uses a
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pseudo-random number generator to trace individual photon trajectories and to record the
corresponding photon destiny, either as reflectance, transmittance or side scattering. Thus,
Monte Carlo simulation, combined with the absorption and reduced scattering
coefficients, was used herein as a potential tool to explore the photon movements along
the radial direction. By combining the radial and depth-resolved profiles (as described in
Figure 3.6), a picture of the 3-D sampling volume represented by an individual pixel of a
chemical image can ultimately be understood.

It is reasonable to expect that the spatial distribution of photon movements
covered by a single pixel is possibly larger than the actual physical size of that pixel, due
to the photon migration along the radial direction. As a result, the spatial information of a
substance in the image is often distorted, especially at the edges. In practical terms, it is
difficult to deblur a chemical image without prior knowledge of sample characteristics.
Here, Monte Carlo simulated photon radial movement was used to explore the potential
to develop a preliminary deconvolution filter to enhance the physical boundary of a
substance inside a chemical image, in order to ultimately sharpen the image.

The work here employed a two-medium sample set-up in order to demonstrate the
usefulness of the preliminary deconvolution filter. NIR chemical images of a
pharmaceutical compact covered by Teflon films with different thicknesses were
collected. As expected, as the thickness of Teflon film increased, the physical contrast of
the compact in the image became more blurred. These empirical images were not only
used to validate the simulated photon movements along both depth and radial directions,
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but also to test the effectiveness of a Monte Carlo simulation-based deconvolution filter
to deblur NIR chemical images. The objectives of the study were as follows:

1. Utilize Monte Carlo simulation to characterize the photon movements along the
radial direction in a single medium in order to understand the 3-D sampling
volume represented by an individual pixel in an NIR chemical image.
2. Perform empirical measurements on the two-medium set-up via an NIR chemical
imager to validate the simulated photon movements along both the depth and
radial directions.
3. Perform Monte Carlo simulation on the two-medium set-up and develop a
preliminary deconvolution filter based on the simulated photon radial movement
profiles to deblur the chemical images collected in the empirical two-medium setup.

4.2 Experimental & Methods
4.2.1 Simulation of photon movements along the radial direction in a homogenous
medium

The pharmaceutical compact and its corresponding optical coefficients referred to
in Section 3.2.5 were used here. The same Monte Carlo simulation routine was also used,
including the same refractive index, anisotropy factor and detection angle, etc. Following
the Monte Carlo simulation, photon trajectories of each reflected photon (e.g., Figure 3.5)
were used to generate the simulated radially- resolved profile in order to characterize
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photon movement along the radial direction. Note that a radially- resolved profile refers
to the relationship between radial distance traversed by a photon and its corresponding
accumulative percentage of reflected information. As performed when characterizing the
depth-resolved profile in Section 3.2.5, the interaction number within an individual radial
distance interval was recorded, accumulated and normalized to the total interaction
number to represent the percentage of reflected information within the radial distance
interval. Radial distance was represented by the projected distance onto the x-y plane
between the photon exiting position (magenta triangle in Figure 3.5) and each individual
photon trace position (blue dots in Figure 3.5). Because the radial distance was
normalized to the position in which the photon exited; therefore, all of the photon traces
can be regarded as the replicate photon traces ultimately exiting at a single pixel. Thus,
the simulated radially-resolved profile is expected to disclose the photon radial
movements represented by one single pixel.

Furthermore, the simulated radially- resolved profiles were combined with
simulated depth-resolved profile in Figure 3.6 to generate a contour isoline plot to
illustrate the reflected information along both depth and radial directions. Given that the
plot was generated using the photon trajectories normalized to the photon exiting position
along the radial direction, it was expected to demonstrate the 2-D light interrogated area
and the 3-D volume of interrogation of NIR diffuse reflectance in the pharmaceutical
compact represented by a single pixel.
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4.2.2 Empirical measurements on two media

Pure anhydrous theophylline powder (Knoll AG, Ludwigshafen, Germany) was
weighed and compressed to form a cylindrical tablet using a Carver Automatic Tablet
Press (Model 3887.1SD0A00, Wabash, IN) using flat-faced punches and a 6-mm right
cylindrical die. The nominal weight of the compact was ~200 mg. Teflon films of various
thickness (0.0508, 0.127, 0.381, 1.016, 3.175, 4.762 and 6.35 mm) were used (McMasterCarr Inc, Atlanta, GA)

For image collection, the theophylline compact was positioned on an absorbing
(2%) spectralon reference material; different thickness of Teflon films were placed on top
of the compact (Figure 4.1). The images were collected using an NIR chemical imaging
system (MatrixNIR, Malvern Inc., MD) with 1x objective lens (field of view 11.6 mm ×
14.6 mm). An integration time of 32 ms and 16 co-adds were utilized throughout the
image collection. The wavelength range spanned from 1050 nm to 1620 nm with 5-nm
intervals. Due to the different thicknesses of Teflon films, necessary refocusing was
performed before every image was acquired. After image collection, raw pixel intensity
was transformed into reflectance intensity via subtraction of dark noise and normalization
by the reference signal.
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Figure 4.1 Side view of the two-medium empirical measurement set-up. 1. Teflon films with different
thicknesses, 2. Theophylline compact, 3. 2% spectralon as an absorbing material, 4. Chemical imager.

Reflectance images collected at 1565 nm for samples prepared using Teflon films
of various thicknesses were used as examples to empirically determine the depth- and
radilly- resolved profiles. Several data treatments were performed on the images. (1) The
center of the theophylline compact was identified and the radial reflectance intensities
within the radial range from 0 to 4.56 mm (i.e., 100 pixels for the 1x objective) were
calculated via averaging pixel intensities from the same radial ring area. (2) Differential
calculation was performed on the radial reflectance intensity in order to identify the edge
of the theophylline compact. Then the subsequent calculations were performed
exclusively outside the theophylline compact (i.e. from 3 to 4.56 mm). (3) The fraction of
infinite reflectance was calculated by dividing the radial reflectance intensity at a specific
thickness of Teflon film to that of the thickest Teflon film. Then the measured depthresolved profile was obtained by measuring the accumulative percentage of reflected
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information along the depth (i.e., thickness of Teflon film). (4) The fraction of reflectance
intensity at the end of radial range was subtracted to remove the contribution of
reflectance signal from the Teflon film. Then, the measured radially- resolved profile was
achieved by calculating the accumulative percentage of reflected information along the
radial distance. Because multiple Teflon films with different thicknesses were used,
individual Teflon films resulted in unique radially-resolved profiles.

4.2.3 Two-medium simulation

A modified version of Monte Carlo simulation in multilayered tissues (MCML)17
was used to account for the two-medium set-up and mimic the uniform illumination
setting used in the empirical measurement shown in Figure 4.1. The simulation scheme
can be found in Figure 4.2. As it can be seen from the figure, a photon either migrated
within the Teflon film / compact (highlighted by the magenta box) or underwent
intermediate steps between the Teflon film and compact (highlighted by the light blue
box). In the end, the photon was either recorded based on the allowed detection angle or
lost in the air / the absorbing medium and considered dead (highlighted by the yellow
box). The optical coefficients for both Teflon film and theophylline compact were
determined using the same protocol as described in Chapter 2. The predicted optical
coefficients at 1565 nm were used as inputs for the Monte Carlo simulation. A range of
thickness of Teflon film (0.0508, 0.0762, 0.1016, 0.127, 0.1524, 0.1905, 0.254 and 0.508
mm) was used in the simulation in order to generate corresponding radial reflectance
profiles. A photon number of 1,000,000 was used for individual simulations. For each
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thickness of Teflon film, five replicate simulations were performed in order to generate
an average result of radial reflectance intensity. The settings of refractive index and an
anisotropy factor were the same as in Section 4.2.1.

Figure 4.2 Scheme of the two-medium simulation.

A grid system of the same size as the measured 2-D reflectance image in Section
4.2.2 was used to store the simulated photon weights in order to mimic the reflectance
intensities in empirical measurements. After the simulated reflectance image was
obtained, the simulated radial reflectance intensities were calculated via averaging pixel
intensities from the same radial ring area. Then, each simulated radial reflectance profile
was normalized to its maximum intensity, which resulted in individually normalized
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radial reflectance profiles for each thickness of Teflon film on the top of theophylline
compact.

After the normalized radial reflectance profile was obtained for individual
thicknesses of Teflon film, the same calculation procedure as Section 4.2.2 was used to
obtain the simulated depth- and radially- resolved profile. The simulated profiles from the
two-medium set-up were used to compare the results obtained from empirical
measurements in Section 4.2.2, one-medium simulation in Section 4.2.1 and the result in
Figure 3.6. Additionally, the normalized radial reflectance profiles were used in Section
4.2.4 to establish a partial least square (PLS) model to predict the thickness of Teflon
film in order to pave the way to develop a preliminary deconvolution filter.

4.2.4 PLS model to predict the depth of theophylline compact beneath the Teflon film

A PLS modeling routine was used to build a multivariate model to predict the
thickness of Teflon film on the top of theophylline compact (i.e., the depth of
theophylline compact beneath the Teflon film). Here, the independent variable (X) was
the simulated radial reflectance profiles after normalization from Section 4.2.3. The range
of Teflon film thickness used in two-medium simulation in Section 4.2.3 after
logarithmic transformation was the response (Y) variable. The only preprocessing used
on X-data was mean-centering.
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After the PLS model was built, the model was used to predict the thickness of
Teflon film on the top of theophylline compact from empirically measured radial
reflectance profiles obtained in Section 4.2.2. Due to the magnitude difference between
simulated and measured radial reflectance profiles, the thickness prediction by the PLS
model was initially expected to show certain bias and slope deviation compared to the
observed thickness. Thus, the predicted and observed thickness at 0.0508 and 0.127 mm
thick Teflon films were used to perform the bias and slope correction.

4.2.5 Image deconvolution

The 2-D image collected at 1565 nm using 0.127 mm thick Teflon film was used
as an example to demonstrate the effectiveness of the preliminary deconvolution filter.
After the PLS prediction of the thickness of Teflon film on the measured radial
reflectance profile, the predicted thickness of Teflon film was used as the input for Monte
Carlo simulation to generate the radial reflectance profile, as described in Section 4.2.3.
Meanwhile, the simulated radial reflectance profile at zero thickness of Teflon film was
also obtained. Then, the ratio of the simulated profile at the predicted thickness and zero
thickness was used as the filter to multiply the pixel reflectance intensity along the radial
distance in the measured 2-D image, in order to deblur the circular feature of theophylline
compact in the measured image.
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4.3 Results and discussions
4.3.1

One medium simulation-based radially-resolved profiles

The simulated radially-resolved profile can be found in Figure 4.3. In general, the
relationship between reflected information and radial distance was found to be non-linear.
It was determined that more than 50% of the information did not come from the observed
pixel, but from the radial area around the pixel about 500 μm wide. Additionally, the
cumulative fraction of reflected information was able to be predicted from any radial
distance based on the fitted profile, in which the accumulative fraction of reflected
information (Y) function was discovered to be an inversely exponential decay function of
the radial distance (X). The fitted equation was Y

1 exp

X
－
101 .1

. The decay constant was

found to be 101.1 μm, which was believed to be a function related to both μa and μs´ at
the corresponding wavelength. Because this study is the first to explore the photon
movements along the radial direction of NIR diffuse reflectance, it is necessary to use
empirical measurements to validate the nonlinear relationship in the radially-resolved
profile. The results of the empirical measurements are discussed in Section 4.3.2.
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Figure 4.3 Simulated radially-resolved profile and fitted profile at 1200 nm for the tablet compressed
at 167.6 MPa. The radial distance interval was set to 22 um.

Combining the simulated depth- (Figure 3.6) and radially- resolved profiles
(Figure 4.3), a 2-D image and a contour plot were generated in Figure 4.4 to illustrate the
light-interrogated area represented by a single pixel when NIR diffuse reflectance was
interacting with the pharmaceutical compact. It was found that the 2-D light-interrogated
shape was a portion of a half circle. Given a 3-D geometric symmetry, it is expected
light-interrogated volume will be a portion of a hemisphere. Because the image and
contour plot were based on the photon trajectories around the photon exiting position, the
portion of half circle and hemisphere essentially illustrate the 2-D light interrogated area
and 3-D volume of interrogation represented by a single observed pixel. It indicates that
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the observed reflected intensity inside one single pixel, under normal NIR chemical
imaging set-ups, is representative of the information within a specific 3-D volume across
a specific depth and radial distance range. From the simulated results (Figure 4.4), the
spatial distribution range of photon movements was found to be larger than the physical
pixel size in any commercially available chemical imaging systems (i.e., from ~5µm to
~60 µm under different magnification levels). Thus, the spatial information of a
substance collected in a chemical image is expected to be distorted, especially at the edge
of the substance due to the substance-air interface. Since the distorted pixel intensity is
essentially a convoluted function of chemical and physical properties of the materials
surrounding the observed pixel, it is necessary and meaningful to explore the possibility
of a deconvolution filter based on the optical properties of surrounding materials to
deblur the image. The development of the preliminary deconvolution filter and
corresponding results are presented in Sections 4.3.3 - 4.3.5.

Figure 4.4 Simulated 2-D image (left) and contour plot (right) of light-interrogated area of NIR
diffuse reflectance in the pharmaceutical compact.
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4.3.2 Empirically measured depth- and radially- resolved profiles

The original 2-D reflectance images at 1565nm can be found in Figure 4.5, when
Teflon films with different thicknesses were laid on the top of theophylline compact. As
expected, the circular feature of theophylline compact became blurred gradually as the
thickness of the Teflon film was increased.

Figure 4.5 2-D reflectance images at 1565nm for the two-medium set-up. A, B, C, D, E, F and G are
the images when the thickness of Teflon film were 0.0508, 0.127, 0.381, 1.016, 3.175, 4.762 and 6.35
mm.

Using the two-medium set-up to measure the depth- and radially- resolved
profiles is used for several reasons. First, the intensity contrast between Teflon film and
theophylline compact at the edge of the theophylline compact (i.e., radial distance from 3
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to ~3.6 mm) can be used to gauge how photons migrate radially in the Teflon film after
interacting with theophylline compact. It can essentially provide the information of
radially-resolved profile. In order to so, the contribution of Teflon film to the final
reflectance intensity needs to be removed. This is the reason for removing baseline
intensity at the end of radial distance range before the radially-resolved profile was
calculated. Second, the reflectance intensity outside theophylline compact (i.e., radial
distance from ~3.6 to 4.56 mm) can then be used to estimate the depth-resolved profile
via changing the thickness of Teflon film. These reasons are graphically illustrated in
Figure 4.6. It was found that the slope at the edge of theophylline compact decreased
when the thickness of Teflon film was increased, indicating the edge of theophylline
compact was blurred by the presence of Teflon film. The thicker Teflon film resulted in a
more blurred circular feature of the theophylline compact. Meanwhile, the reflectance
intensity at radial distance from 3.6 to 4.56 mm was increased when the thickness of
Teflon film was increased. Thus, it is reasonable to use radial reflectance intensity
profiles outside theophylline compact (i.e., the radial distance from 3 to 4.56 mm) for the
empirical determination of photon movements along both depth and radial directions.
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Figure 4.6 Radial reflectance profiles for the two-medium set-up. Different colors represent Teflon
films of different thicknesses.

The empirically determined depth- and radially- resolved profiles from the twomedium set-up can be found in Figure 4.7A and B. The nonlinear relationship between
depth / radial distance and accumulative percentage of reflected information was
illustrated, which agreed well with the simulated results in Figure 3.6 and 4.3. In addition,
it was observed in Figure 4.7B that photons traveled greater radial distances when the
thickness of Teflon film was increased. The potential explanation could be due to the
backscatter ring. It was reported earlier that the forward scattering property of a specific
material (e.g., pharmaceutical solids) allows a photon to be reflected via a trace of a
backscattering ring.78 Following the idea of the backscattering ring, increasing thickness
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of Teflon film did no more than to provide photons more space to travel, as illustrated in
Figure 4.8.

Figure 4.7 Depth- and radially- resolved profiles from the two-medium set-up. A and B are the
results from empirical measurement, in which A represents the depth-resolved profile and B
represents the radially-resolved profile. C and D are the results from simulation, in which C
represents the depth-resolved profile and D represents the radially-resolved profile. The solid lines
represent the 95% cumulative reflected information.
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Figure 4.8 Potential explanation of the effect of increasing thickness of Teflon film on the radiallyresolved profile. Inside each subfigure, the top layer represents the Teflon films with different
thicknesses and the bottom layer represents the thephylline compact. The dashed lines represent the
potential boundary of Teflon film interrogated by photons.

4.3.3 Monte Carlo simulation for the two-medium set-up

The simulated radial reflectance profiles for the two-medium set-up can be found
in Figure 4.9. The simulated profiles matched well with empirically measured profiles
(Figure 4.6) in the following two perspectives. First, increasing thickness of Teflon film
reduced the slope at the edge of the theophylline compact. Second, the simulated
intensity outside of the theophylline compact increased when the thickness of Teflon film
was increased. Additionally, based on these simulated radial reflectance profiles, the
same calculation procedure as Section 4.2.2 was used to obtain the simulated depth- and
radially- resolved profiles from the two-medium set-up (Figure 4.7C and D). Again, the
nonlinear relationships between depth / radial distance and accumulative percentage of
reflected information were confirmed.
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Figure 4.9 Simulated radial reflectance profile after normalization. Different colors represent
profiles at different thicknesses of Teflon films.

In Figure 4.9, it was observed that the simulated radial reflectance profiles varied
with respect to the increase of thickness of Teflon film up to 0.254 mm. While, the
measured profiles showed sensitivity to the change of thickness of Teflon film at least up
to 3.175 mm (Figure 4.6). Thus, it can be stated that the current Monte Carlo simulation
underestimated the depth of penetration in the current sampling media. The
underestimation of depth of penetration was also observed in Chapter 3 and in the
measured and simulated depth- and radially- resolved profiles (Figure 3.6, Figure 4.3 and
Figure 4.7). To this point, three different methods were used to determine the depth- and
radially- resolved profiles, including a single-medium simulation, two-medium empirical
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measurement, and two-medium simulation. Although these results agreed on the
nonlinear relation for both depth- and radially- resolved profiles, simulation results
showed photons with more radial than depth interrogation, while empirical measurement
showed the reverse trend.

The reasons for the underestimation on the simulated depth of penetration were
explored. First, according to Eq 1.25, the simulated depth information is known to be
determined by the total extinction coefficient. Since the reduced scattering coefficient is
always larger than the absorption coefficient by an order of magnitude, the depth
information in simulation is essentially dependent on two parameters, the reduced
scattering coefficient and anisotropy factor, as described by Eq 1.14. Second, due to the
similarity between the predicted reduced scattering coefficients in the current study and
reported results,24,31 it was believed that the constant value of anisotropy factor used in
the simulation was biased from its true value. According to Eq 1.14 and 1.25, a larger
anisotropy factor leads to a larger scattering coefficient and smaller step size. Thus, the
arbitrarily used anisotropy factor of 0.9 was believed to be overestimated. Moreover, due
to the observed difference between measured and simulated depth information, the
anisotropy factor for pharmaceutical materials can be speculated to be around 0.5.

Although it is feasible to try other anisotropy factor values (i.e., g≠0.9) to explore
the possibility of simulated depth information matching that of empirical measurements,
it is expected to cause conflict with the simulation used to create radially-diffused
reflectance in Section 2.2.3, which was used to determine the optical coefficients for
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pharmaceutical materials. Thus, simply varying the anisotropy factor does not provide a
direct solution to the problem. The correct solution is believed to be the accurate
determination of the anisotropy factor for pharmaceutical materials. There is not yet an
efficient analytical technique to accurately determine the anisotropy factor for
pharmaceutical materials, which would enable the Monte Carlo simulation to
quantitatively, not just qualitatively, describe the photon migration behavior in
pharmaceutical materials. Detailed discussions on the potential approaches to determine
anisotropy factor will be provided later.

4.3.4

Prediction of Teflon film thickness by the PLS model

Partial least-square (PLS) model was used to calibrate the simulated radial
reflectance profiles (X) with the thickness of Teflon film (Y) on the top of theophylline
compact. Before PLS modeling, different data pretreatments on both X- and Y-data were
explored to optimize the variance captured by the model. It was found that logarithmic
transformation of Y-data presented the best model performance. Thus, after logarithmic
transformation on Y, a multivariate PLS calibration model using one principal component
captured 92.57% of the X variance and 98.66% of the Y variance.

Due to the magnitude difference between simulated and measured radial
reflectance profiles, the initial PLS prediction of thickness of Teflon films from measured
radial reflectance profiles turned out to be both slope- and bias- deviated (the left plot in
Figure 4.10). Thus, the predicted and observed thicknesses of Teflon films at 0.0508 and
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0.127 mm were used to perform slope and bias corrections. After correction, the
predicted thicknesses of Teflon films from both simulated and empirically measured
radial reflectance profiles were shown to stay close to the unity line very well (the right
plot in Figure 4.10), except for the thickness at 0.254 mm. The reason for the poor
prediction on 0.254 mm can be attributed to the incapacity of the current version of
Monte Carlo simulation to mimic the radial reflectance profile larger than and equal to
0.254 mm thickness, which can also be confirmed by the relatively poor prediction for
0.254 mm in the calibration dataset. Since 0.254 mm thick Teflon film was the limit for
the current version of Monte Carlo simulation, the 2-D image collected at 0.127 mm thick
Teflon film and the corresponding radial reflectance profile were used as an example for
the following image deconvolution.

Figure 4.10 PLS prediction on the thickness of Teflon films, including before (left) and after (right)
slope and bias correction. Inside each plot, red dots represent results of calibration dataset and blue
circles represent results of prediction dataset. Both axes in left plot are under logarithmic
transformation in order to highlight the slope and bias deviation on the prediction dataset before
correction.
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4.3.5

Image deconvolution via the ratio filter

The simulated radial reflectance profiles at the predicted thickness (corresponding
to 0.127 mm as the observed value) and the zero thickness of Teflon film were shown in
Figure 4.11A. As illustrated, the radial reflectance profile at the predicted thickness
showed a smaller slope compared to the sharp edge at the zero thickness. The ratio of
radial reflectance profile at zero thickness and the predicted thickness (Figure 4.11B) was
then calculated for the use of image deconvolution.

Figure 4.11 Ratio filter used for deconvolution. A is the simulated radial reflectance profile at the
predicted thickness (red) and zero thickness (black). B is the ratio filter.

After multiplying the pixel intensity in the 2-D image at 1565 nm with the ratio
filter corresponding to individual radial distances, the deblurred image was shown as
compared with the original image in Figure 4.12. Due to the sharp edge feature in the
ratio filter (Figure 4.11B), the blurred edge in original image was suppressed, resulting in
a sharp image, as indicated by the different color gradients.
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Figure 4.12 2-D images before (left) and after (right) deconvolution by the ratio filter.

Another feature worthwhile to mention in the deblurred image was the unchanged
pixel intensity inside the theophylline compact. This can be attributed to the
normalization data processing performed on the simulated radial reflectance profiles. It
resulted in profiles within the range from zero to unity, in which unity value was
maintained within the radial distance range where the theophylline compact was located.
Since the goal of the filter is to enhance the physical feature of the substance (here, the
theophylline compact) in a 2-D image, it is important for the filter to sharpen the image
and maintain the chemical features of the substance as well. Although the performance of
deconvolution operation on 1565 nm was shown here as an example, the ability of the
ratio filter to enhance physical features while maintaining chemical signals is expected to
make the deconvolution operation equally useful for images at other wavelengths.

4.3.6

Future perspectives of the deconvolution filter

The study shows initial preliminary success using a Monte Carlo simulation
based image processing routine to deblur a chemical image and enhance the physical
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features of a substance of interest in the image. The current study highlights the following
perspectives for future explorations:

Addition of functionality of material reorganization
The development of the current deconvolution filter required the knowledge of
optical properties of the substance of interest (i.e., a theophylline compact) and
surrounding materials (i.e., Teflon film). Although it is possible to recognize these
materials in the image via their spectral features along a specific wavelength range, it
would be better to build a function to determine optical coefficients for these materials
into the PLS model used to predict the thickness of the Teflon film. Reports show that
PLS models have successfully determined the optical coefficients for both biological and
pharmaceutical samples by correlating the simulated radially-diffused reflectance and
simulated optical coefficients.7,52 Thus, an PLS model is expected to be capable to predict
the depth of the substance of interest and determine the chemical entity of the substance
as well. Even the substance of interest is surrounded by a multi-component mixture, the
optical coefficients representative of the homogenous multi-component mixture and the
substance of interest will provide enough material information for the filter to be
developed.

In order to use a PLS model to predict optical coefficients and the depth of the
substance of interest simultaneously, it not only requires the addition of optical
coefficients into the dependent variable, but also requires an efficient experimental design
to cover the expected optical coefficients for the substance of the interest, as well as the
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surrounding materials. A potential problem for the model could be if changing the depth
and optical properties of a substance has similar effects on the reflectance intensity.
However, if it was achievable in future, the functionality of the deconvolution filter
would be two-fold, including image deblurring to enhance physical feature and material
characterization to disclose the chemical and physical properties of the substance beneath
the sample surface. In that case, the idea of using depth-resolved spectroscopy for
pharmaceutical analysis will become feasible to help fully disclose the 3-D chemical
compositions for pharmaceutical solid dosage forms.

Determination of the anisotropy factor
The underestimation by the current version of Monte Carlo simulation with
respect to the depth of penetration can be improved by an efficient determination of the
anisotropy factor of pharmaceutical materials. It has been reported that using specific
instrument set-ups combined with derived solutions to the radiative transfer equation, it
was possible to determine the anisotropy factor for biological samples.8,9 However, the
intrinsic assumptions for those derived radiative transfer equations may not be directly
applicable for pharmaceutical samples. Thus, efficient methods to determine the
anisotropy factor for pharmaceutical materials are needed. It was observed in simulation
that the effect of anisotropy factor on the reflectance is non-linear. Thus, certain nonlinear modeling routines (e.g., support vector machine) are foreseen as candidates to
correlate simulated reflectance to the anisotropy factor, in order to efficiently predict the
anisotropy factor. Additionally, it is believed that some instrumentation techniques
capable of measuring the angular distribution of scattering on solid samples may also
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provide opportunity to empirically measure the anisotropy factor for pharmaceutical
materials. The accurate determination of the anisotropy factor is expected not only to
improve Monte Carlo simulation on characterizing how deep photons penetrate, but also
to enhance the generality of the deconvolution filter via deblurring the image features
buried at deeper depth.

Augment the filter with functionality of surface recognition
Addition of surface width into the PLS model can enable the deconvolution filter
to deblur a variety of physical features of the substance of interest. The physical feature
deblurred in the study was a circular compact, which is probably the simplest case for
image deblurring. Under practical conditions, it is possible to encounter blurred features
of all kind of shapes. Thus, addition of the surface width as an extra dependent variable
into the PLS model is expected to provide a powerful leverage to predict both depth and
surface width of the substance of interest buried in the sample matrix. One thing deserves
to be mentioned here is the difference between radial width and surface width. In order to
use a PLS model to predict the radial width, it requires knowledge of the center of gravity
of the substance of interest, which is not always feasible under practical conditions.
While, surface width does not necessarily have such a requirement. Ever since surface
widths along different directions are across any single surface point inside the substance
of interest in the blurred image, the corresponding filter along individual directions will
be able to correct the blurred feature.
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The majority of deblurred physical features mentioned above assume a constant
depth along different radial directions for a substance of interest beneath the sample
surface. Under practical conditions, it is possible to encounter blurred features with
certain degree of surface convexity. The deconvolution filter developed in the chapter
does not have the capacity to directly work on those problems. In future, ratio filters
along radial directions across multiple surface points inside the blurred substance of
interest might be able to provide a sense of the surface features or at least allow the
projected physical shape onto the surface of the substance of interest buried in a sample
matrix.

Combination with other optical technology
The image deblurring described in the study was essentially found to share the
same concept as the correction of the point spread function (PSF) in the field of optics.
Image hypercube PSF correction has been reported in astronomical applications.79 Thus,
it will be meaningful to compare the simulation-based approach with PSF on the image
quality after deconvolution in order to explore potential combinational approaches to
uncover the unknown chemical and physical properties beneath the sample surface.

In summary, both simulation and empirical measurements confirmed the
nonlinear relationships in the depth- and radially-resolved profiles. Monte Carlo
simulation enabled the visualization of the light interrogated area and the volume of
interrogation represented by an individual pixel when NIR chemical imaging is used to
analyze solid pharmaceutical samples. It further helped realize the potential image
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distortion in 2-D chemical image. A preliminary Monte Carlo simulation-based
deconvolution filter was developed, and its effectiveness on deblurring a 2-D chemical
image in order to enhance the physical feature of the substance of interest was tested.
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Chapter 5 Scattering Orthogonalization of Near-Infrared
Spectra for Analysis of Pharmaceutical Tablets
5.1 Introduction

NIR spectroscopy is sensitive to both chemical and physical properties of the
sample matrix. These properties are typically extracted using multivariate modeling
techniques; these models can then be used to monitor process variations during routine
pharmaceutical unit operations. In most cases, data pretreatments are performed to
suppress physical interference prior to calculation of multivariate models for predicting
chemical information. Potential sources of physical interference include changes in
particle size of a powder mixture and hardness of a pharmaceutical compact. Pretreatments are typically employed to reduce error induced by physical interference and
enhance signal-to-noise in multivariate models designed to predict chemical information.

Since physical interference is usually observed as a baseline shift or slope in an
NIR absorbance spectrum, the most widely used data pretreatments are additive and
multiplicative scattering corrections, e.g. standard normal variate (SNV) and
multiplicative scattering correction (MSC). It is understood that scattering is both
wavelength and absorption (constituent) dependent and thus, single slope or intercept
correction is often insufficient to remove the effects of physical interference.4-6 It was
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recently reported that traditional scattering correction, such as MSC, removed chemical
information from NIR spectra as a result of reducing baseline shift (attributed to
scattering caused by physical interference) when NIR transmittance (log1/T) were
calibrated against gluten concentration.6 Thus, an improved data pretreatment method is
desirable; ideally, one which selectively removes from spectra information attributable
only to physical interference (i.e., noise for a chemical calibration).

Since absorption and scattering are the basic interactions in NIR diffuse
reflectance, separation of absorption and scattering followed by spectral pretreatment via
scattering signals is proposed here as an alternative to perform baseline corrections. The
work herein employs spatially-resolved spectroscopy to detect radially-diffused
reflectance on pharmaceutical tablets in order to determine the absorption and reduced
scattering coefficients. The method is a suitable approach to measure optical properties of
pharmaceutical materials because of the relative simplicity of the optical set-up and its
applicability for a variety of samples. Spatially-resolved spectroscopy has been reported
to be less accurate for the prediction of the optical coefficients when compared to timeand frequency-resolved spectroscopy.58,68 Despite these purported limitations, it is still a
practical method of measuring the reduced scattering coefficient for scattering correction
considering its purpose to correct relative scattering variations at different wavelengths
for different chemical constituents in pharmaceutical materials.

Scattering correction via the reduced scattering coefficient was reported
previously for pharmaceutical samples.18 In the study, time-resolved spectroscopy was
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utilized to obtain reduced scattering coefficients followed by scattering correction on
spectra of pharmaceutical compact samples. The study only provided comparison
between raw spectra and spectra after scattering correction. A thorough evaluation of the
technique would require a comparison between spectra after scattering correction via
reduced scattering coefficients and spectra after typical preprocessing routines (e.g.,
SNV). Additionally, no chemometric calculation procedure was clearly outlined
regarding to scattering correction via the reduced scattering coefficient. Thus, the work
herein utilized the well-known net analyte signal (NAS) equation to orthogonalize the
spectra to a matrix spanned by the reduced scattering coefficient representation of
physical interference. Detailed calculation procedure can be found in the Experimental &
Methods section.

This work employed a design of experiments based on tablets having both
physical (different tablet density) and chemical (different chemical composition)
variations. The reduced scattering coefficient was utilized as a vector representative of
physical interference to be removed from single-point NIR absorbance spectra via
orthogonalization. The orthogonalized absorbance spectra were used to calibrate for
chemical composition. This method was compared to those treated with typical scattering
correction methods, such as SNV. These typically employed methods are actually just
baseline correction algorithms. However, they are often purported to specifically remove
physical interference. Thus, scattering orthogonalization was evaluated here as a suitable
alternative for scattering correction on NIR absorbance spectra of pharmaceutical
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compacts, emphasizing the removal of physical interference while preserving the
pertinent chemical information.

5.2 Experimental & Methods
5.2.1 Tablet production

A fully-balanced, three-constituent mixture design comprised of anhydrous
theophylline (Lot No. 92577, Knoll AG, Ludwigshafen, Germany), Lactose 316 Fast Flo
NF Monohydrate (Lot No. 8502113061, Hansen Labs, New Berlin, WI) and
microcrystalline cellulose (MCC, Avicel PH 200, Lot No. M427C, FMC BioPolymer,
Mechanicsburgh, PA) was generated. A ternary diagram was utilized to generate six
design points in order to incorporate different chemical compositions and remove any
possibility of factor aliasing (Figure 5.1).
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Figure 5.1 Tablet chemical composition. Squares are the calibration data points, circle are the
prediction data points.

The tablet production process is described elsewhere.80 Briefly, materials for each
design point mixture were dispensed by weight according to the design matrix. The
blending process was performed in 25 mL glass scintillation vials for 5 minutes cycle on
a rotating Jar Mill (US Stoneware, East Palestine, OH, USA). The end-point was
confirmed by an ad hoc PLS calibration model. Each blended mixture was compacted at
5 pressures (67.0, 117.3, 167.6, 217.8, 268.1 MPa) on a Carver Automatic Tablet Press
(Model 3887.1SD0A00, Wabash, IN) using flat-faced punches and a 13 mm right
cylindrical die. A dwell time of 10 seconds was employed. In total, 30 compacts were
produced with a target weight of 800 mg per tablet.
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5.2.2 Single-point NIR reflectance measurements

Single-point NIR reflectance measurements (expressed as log(1/R), or absorbance
intensity) were acquired for all 30 tablets over the wavelength range of 1100 – 1620 nm
at a 2-nm increments (FOSS NIR Systems 5000, FOSS NIRSystems, Inc., Laurel, MD).
Thirty-two sub-scans were accumulated for each resultant sample spectrum. Among 30
absorbance spectra, 20 were used as calibration dataset; the remaining 10 were used as
prediction dataset (Figure 5.1).

5.2.3 Radially-diffused reflectance measurements

Radially-diffused reflectance images were collected following the protocol used
in Section 2.2.2. Images were taken for all 30 tablets.

5.2.4 Monte Carlo simulation-based PLS calibration model to predict optical coefficients

The Monte Carlo-based PLS model built in Section 2.2.3 was used here to predict
optical coefficients of all 30 tablets from the measured radially-diffused reflectance at
each wavelength.
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5.2.5 Scattering orthogonalization

After the Monte Carlo simulation-based PLS calibration model was used to
predict the absorption and reduced scattering coefficients of all 30 tablets, the mean
reduced scattering coefficient of 20 tablets in the calibration dataset was calculated. Due
to differences in wavelength range and wavelength intervals between single-point NIR
spectra and radially-diffused reflectance, a cubic spline interpolation was used to
supplement the mean reduced scattering coefficient for 1100-1620 nm at 2-nm intervals.
Subsequently, the supplemented reduced scattering coefficient was utilized as a factor to
be orthogonalized with respect to the single-point NIR absorbance spectra in the
calibration and validation dataset separately in order to remove the physical interference
(i.e., tablet density). The following equations were utilized:

V

Eq 5.1

Xc [M / norm(M)]

where Xc is the mean centered single-point NIR spectra, M is the supplemented reduced
scattering coefficient, norm is the magnitude of M and is used to normalize M to a range
between 0 and 1.

P

Eq 5.2

Xc V

X c is the pseudo-inverse of mean-centered single-point NIR spectra matrix

X c_orth

X c (I PP T )

Eq 5.3
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Xc_orth is the spectra after orthogonalizing to the reduced scattering coefficient, I is the
identity matrix, and superscript T indicates a transpose in the matrix calculation.

5.2.6 Comparison of calibration models to predict chemical information of tablets

Single point NIR absorbance spectra were used to establish a PLS-II calibration
model with nominal concentration (%, w/w) for all three components in the ternary
diagram. Scattering orthogonalization was used as a preprocessing technique and was
compared to conventional data pretreatment of SNV to explore the capacity of removing
physical interference while maintaining chemical variation. Each design point was
considered as a group of tablets containing identical chemical composition but different
physical interference (i.e., tablet density). Group-wise cross validation was utilized in
order to compare the robustness of predictions based on different pre-processing
techniques. Prediction was subsequently performed according to the design matrix
(Figure 5.1).

5.2.7 Software and data processing

All above calculations were executed using Matlab 7.1 (The Mathworks, Natick,
MA) with the PLS Toolbox 3.1 (Eigenvector Research, Inc., Manson, WA), as well as a
library of Matlab routines written in-house to support this work.
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5.3 Results & Discussions

An example of the predicted absorption and reduced scattering coefficients for a
single tablet are illustrated in Figure 5.2. This figure illustrates the basis for the following
observations. First, the reduced scattering coefficient was inversely correlated to the
absorption coefficient, in which a valley in reduced scattering coefficient corresponded to
a peak in absorption coefficient. This observation supports the argument that scattering
correction should be minimized (down-weighed) in spectral regions where dominating
chemical constituents absorb very strongly.6 Second, as described by the Mie scattering
theory, the scattering coefficient is (in general) inversely proportional to wavelength.
While absorption coefficient increases with wavelength. Thus, the difference between the
reduced scattering and absorption coefficients is smaller at longer wavelengths compared
to shorter wavelengths, further confirming that scattering is wavelength-dependently
larger than absorption.4,5,18 It also indicates that the absorption becomes more dominant
in the spectra at longer wavelengths as compared to shorter wavelengths.
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Figure 5.2 An example spectra of absorption coefficient (A) and reduced scattering coefficient (B).

After orthogonalization of the reduced scattering coefficient, it was observed that
the variance reduction seemed to have a wavelength dependency as illustrated in Figure
5.3A. Original spectral variance decreased at wavelength regions (1350-1600nm), while
spectral variance still maintained at other wavelength regions (1100-1350 nm). This can
be attributed to the wavelength- and absorption- dependence of the reduced scattering
coefficient. Comparatively, since SNV removed baseline and slope simultaneously for
each single spectrum, the spectral variance was reduced at all the wavelengths (Figure
5.3B).
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Figure 5.3 Absorbance spectra comparison after different data pretreatments. A: grey represented
raw absorbance spectra of three-component tablets; black dot represented the spectra after
orthogonalization of reduced scattering coefficient. B: absorbance spectra after SNV.

A ternary diagram was used to generate six sample design points. Since there
were three levels for each chemical component, the three outermost design points were
not chosen for calibration development due to their lack of leverage for each component
during group-wise cross-validation. Thus, one outermost point combined with three inner
points was used as the calibration dataset while the remaining two outermost points were
reserved for validation.

Group-wise cross-validation and prediction were used to compare the robustness
of prediction on independent dataset between scattering orthogonalization and SNV as
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spectral pretreatments. The results of the cross validation suggested that
orthogonalization required one less principle component to achieve the lowest RMSECV
and RMSEP (Figure 5.4). It is shown in Table 5.1 that RMSECV and RMSEP were better
when employing scattering orthogonalization as pre-processing technique (4.09% and
4.02%) compared to SNV (4.27% and 6.23%). Thus, cross-validation and prediction
results demonstrated the benefits of using scattering orthogonalization for scattering
correction in order to predict chemical information (concentrations in this case).

Figure 5.4 Comparison of between SNV and orthogonalization as data pretreatment. Pluses
represented RMSECV, circles represented RMSEP; solid lines were the results after SNV, dashed
lines were the results after orthogonalization.
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Table 5.1 Cross-validation and prediction results after using different data pretreatments.
PCs

1

RMSEC (%) RMSECV (%) RMSEP (%)

SNV

4

1.97

4.27

6.23

Orth1

3

2.99

4.09

4.02

: the results were based on scattering orthogonalization

According to the available literature,81 orthogonalization is designed to remove
the portion of signal related to P in Eq 5.3, and as such, the orthogonalized spectral
matrix is related to everything but P, which was the factor of the reduced scattering
coefficient. The average reduced scattering coefficient within calibration dataset was
used as the vector to perform orthogonalization in order to represent overall wavelengthand absorption- dependent scattering properties. After scattering orthogonalization, the
regression vectors corresponding to the three constituents were observed to be similar to
pure-component spectra (Figure 5.5). Since scattering orthogonalization removed the
interference of reduced scattering coefficients by down-weighing the absorption signals
during scattering correction in this region, adequate spectral variations remained in the
spectra to be correlated with chemical information. On the other hand, SNV, which
removed the spectral variance at all the wavelengths, intermixed the chemical absorption
and physical interference at certain regions. For example, regression vectors of each
component after SNV showed anomalous features as indicated by arrows, which can not
be attributed to any known signal from the chemical constituents (verified by comparison
to pure components). Thus, it was demonstrated that scattering orthogonalization
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improved the capacity to selectively reduce physical interference and maintain chemical
information in order to establish a calibration model related only to chemical variation.

Figure 5.5 Comparison between pure component spectra and regression vectors after using SNV and
orthogonalization as data pretreatments. A, B and C represented the results for theophylline, lactose
and PH200, respectively. Solid lines represented the regression vector after SNV, dashed lines
represented the regression vector after orthogonalization, dotted lines represented pure component
spectra. Arrows indicate intermixed spectral features between chemical information and physical
interference by SNV.
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This is the first series of studies of applying spatially resolved spectroscopy to
determine the optical properties of pharmaceutical materials. Although imaging sensor
and radially-diffused reflectance inside point illumination were used under current
experimental settings, simple optic fiber detection plus comparable Monte Carlo
simulation outside spot size is also capable of predicting reduced scattering coefficients
and scattering orthogonalization. Thus, the enhanced scattering correction capacity of
scattering orthogonalization demonstrated by this study and the comparatively simple
optical set-up of spatially-resolved spectroscopy suggests a promising combination of
spatially-resolved spectroscopy with conventional NIR spectroscopy (single point) to
perform scattering correction within a single instrument. The resultant NIR absorbance
spectrum is a scattering-orthogonalized spectrum, which can be directly used to correlate
with the chemical makeup of the samples.

The similarity between regression vectors after using scattering orthogonalization
as data pretreatment and pure component spectra indicates the importance of applying
reasonable preprocessing techniques based on solid understanding of scattering properties
in order to remove physical interference and maintain the signal of interest. Thus,
scattering orthogonalization can not only be applied to remove physical interference
when a calibration model is designed to predict chemical information, but also be applied
to remove potential variations in future samples related to scattering properties. For
routine process monitoring via NIR on a pharmaceutical unit operation, it is
advantageous to periodically collect sample spectra of both absorption and reduced
scattering coefficients to trace the chemical and physical variations as well. Using the
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updated reduced scattering coefficient and necessary scattering orthogonalization can
directly improve the robustness of the calibration model and reduces the potential error in
the model prediction caused by physical variations, such as raw material variations due to
different vendors (e.g.: the same chemical composition with slightly particle size
variations) and scale-up issues (e.g.: small changes due to optical interfaces, density of
samples, and sample presentation).

The advantages of scattering orthogonalization demonstrated above are expected
to be applicable for use in industries beyond pharmaceuticals, such as agriculture and
food. First, the simple optical set-up of spatially resolved spectroscopy allows
measurements on a variety of sample forms, such as grain and cheese, etc. Second,
physical interference caused by batch, production area and year can be reduced via the
measurement of reduced scattering coefficient followed by scattering orthogonalization
in a manner identical to that applied to pharmaceutical products. Thereby, the robustness
of a spectroscopy-based multivariate model can be enhanced.

In summary, orthogonalization of single-point NIR absorbance spectra utilizing
the measured reduced scattering coefficients allowed both wavelength- and absorptiondependent scattering correction. The comparison of regression vectors demonstrated the
improved ability of scattering-orthogonalization over conventional baseline correction
(e.g., SNV) to reduce physical interference (i.e. tablet density) while maintaining
chemical information. Further, orthogonalization of the NIR signal to the reduced
scattering coefficient improved the calibration evaluation statistics obtained for
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prediction of tablet constituents, relative to SNV. General applicability of the scatteringorthogonalization can be foreseen as (1) a scattering correction method integrated into
NIR spectrometers; (2) a routine calibration model update tool to minimize changes to
the calibration due to physical variations in the samples related to the reduced scattering
coefficient. The proposed orthogonalization technique is expected to be applicable to any
sample type that has a significant contribution to its spectrum from light scattering
properties.
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Chapter 6 Optical Coefficients-based Multivariate
Calibration on Near-Infrared Spectroscopy
6.1 Introduction

Quantitative applications of near-infrared (NIR) spectroscopy typically require: (1)
multiple calibration samples which span the potential sources of variation in prediction
samples with respect to chemical composition (the analyte of interest and interferences),
physical quality attributes and instrument performance factors; and, (2) certain
preprocessing routines which mitigate interferences in order to enhance the chemical
signals embedded in the spectra. However, these requirements can be problematic. First,
creation of calibration samples may require extensive resources and time, reducing the
viability of long-term practical applications in industry.82 Second, most data
preprocessing routines are non-specific, (e.g., standard normal variate, SNV and
multiplicative scattering correction, MSC) and may result in the suppression of important
chemical information in addition to the baseline correction.6,7

In order to simplify the calibration process, some chemometric algorithms have
been proposed to preprocess the input spectra into an “interference free” data matrix,
thereby allowing model calibration based on fewer (high-leverage) samples without
including interference variations. Two types of so-called “efficient calibration”
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algorithms are generally reported. One is based on the projection of raw spectra onto a
null space spanned by interference spectra via subtraction of a covariance matrix of
interferences. Examples of this type of algorithm include net analyte signal (NAS) and
orthogonal signal correction (OSC).81,83 A second method is based on shrinking the
interference matrix via matrix division; classic examples include multivariate generalized
least-squares (GLS)84 and the spectroscopic wiener filter.85,86

More recently, a third method of efficient calibration has also been proposed.
Instead of subtracting or shrinking the interference signals, synthetic calibration spectra
are created by linear combinations of pure component spectra and expected or known
interference signals. Using prior knowledge of the analyte and potential interference
signals, virtual spectra can be created for model calibrations, thereby saving time and
labor on creating real calibration samples. In addition to efficient calibration, synthetic
calibration can also be used for risk assessment by estimating the effects of artificially
adding the types of spectral effects/responses that is expected to observe over time. The
use of synthetic calibration has already been demonstrated in agricultural, pharmaceutical
and biomedical applications.82,87,88 Although the addition of interference signals to pure
component spectra in synthetic calibration is essentially analogous to the interference
projection and shrinking in NAS and GLS, respectively, a rigorous side-by-side
theoretical and practical comparison of these techniques has not been published.

Estimates of chemical and physical interference signals are required for these
efficient calibration approaches to be effective. In literature, expected or known
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interference absorption signals and empirical relationships between wavelength and
scattering were used to represent both types of signals.6,31 But the appropriateness of
using the empirical wavelength-scattering relation to represent the physical interferences
(i.e., scattering) is still unclear. Since both types of interference signals are functions of
the chemical and physical properties of the interfering constituents, the determination of
absorption and scattering signals for individual pure material is expected to be useful for
these efficient calibration approaches to reduce time and cost during multivariate
calibration.

In this study, the absorption and scattering spectra (i.e., μa and μs´) of pure
component raw materials were combined with the efficient calibration approaches to
perform specific signal processing (i.e., signal removal and addition) according to
individual components. In the signal processing routines, μa was used to represent the
chemical interferences, and μs´ was used to represent the physical interferences, which is
expected to better characterize the scattering interferences than the empirical wavelengthscattering relationships. Thus, the specific signal processing is believed to simplify the
multivariate calibration via a reduced calibration dataset including only one
pharmaceutical powder mixture composition and pure component spectra.

The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the potential of prior knowledge (i.e.,
μa and μs´ of pure components) in multivariate calibration techniques in NIR
spectroscopy. It can essentially present useful insights for the idea of “fundamentals-
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based modeling”3 to simplify or even substitute for empirical modeling in the future. The
objectives of this study were to:

(1) Compare the theoretical and practical aspects of NAS and GLS as preprocessing
methods.
(2) Explore the potential of pure component optical coefficients as prior information
in NAS/GLS preprocessing to simplify NIR multivariate model calibration.
(3) Investigate the use of pure component optical coefficients as prior information to
assist in synthetic calibration to predict chemical compositions under practical
conditions.

6.2 Experimental & Methods
6.2.1 Materials & Spectra Acquisition

A Plackett-Burman experimental design (Table 6.1) was used to generate eight
mixtures containing acetaminophen (APAP), lactose monohydrate (LAC) and
microcrystalline cellulose (MCC). Two grades of APAP were used, including fine
powder (Mallinckrodt Inc., Raleigh, NC) and coarse powder (Rhodia Organique, Cedex,
France). LAC was supplied by Foremost Farms USA, Rothschild, WI. Two grades of
MCC were also used, including PH 101 and 200 (FMC Biopolymer, Mechanicsburg, PA).
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Table 6.1. Plackett-Burman design matrix
Design #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

APAP
(%, w/w)
15
5
15
5
15
5
15
5

MCC
(%, w/w)
56.7
63.3
28.3
31.7
56.7
63.3
28.3
31.7

LAC
(%, w/w)
28.3
31.7
56.7
63.3
28.3
31.7
56.7
63.3

APAP type

MCC type

coarse powder
coarse powder
coarse powder
coarse powder
fine powder
fine powder
fine powder
fine powder

200
101
200
101
101
200
101
200

Powder blending was monitored on-line via a process spectrometer (BM-1000,
Control Development Inc., South Bend, IN) mounted on the top of a 5.5L bin-blender for
90 minutes at a collection rate of 5 seconds per spectrum. Each blending experiment was
performed in triplicate. Blending spectra collected during the last 10 minutes were used
here to represent homogenous powder mixtures (confirmed elsewhere to reach
homogeneity 89). Design #7 and pure component spectra of raw materials were used as
the empirical calibration spectra. Design #7 was further combined with virtual spectra (as
described in Section 6.2.4.2) to serve as the synthetic calibration spectra. The remaining
seven design points served as the prediction dataset.

6.2.2 Determination of optical coefficients

Five pure component powder materials were used, including LAC, PH101,
PH200, APAP (fine and coarse grades). Determination of optical coefficients for these
raw materials was performed according to the procedure described in Section 2.2.2 and
2.2.3. Briefly, spatially-resolved spectroscopy (based on chemical imaging) was used to
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measure the radially-diffused reflectance on raw powder materials. A Monte Carlo
simulation-based PLS model was used to predict optical coefficients of raw materials
from the measured radially-diffused reflectance.

6.2.3 Comparison of NAS and GLS preprocessing

NAS and GLS preprocessing were performed according to reported formulae:

NAS:81 X NAS＝[I

GLS:84 X GLS

K ＋K]X

X( KK' )

1/ 2

X (n×m) is the mean-centered raw input spectra. n is the number of sample
spectra, m is the number of variables (i.e., wavelengths).
K (p×m) is the matrix representative of interference signal(s). p is the number of
interference signal(s).
β and γ are scalar adjustment factors, allowing the modulation of the degree of
covariance adjustment of interferences
+

indicates a pseudo-inverse operation.

' indicates the transpose operation.
XNAS and XGLS are the spectra after NAS and GLS preprocessing.
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As it can be seen from the above equations, NAS orthogonalizes spectra with
respect to interfering factors by projecting the data onto their null space, while GLS
shrinks the interference space via multiplicative correction. Prediction of APAP
concentrations based on the empirical calibration dataset was used as an example to
compare between NAS and GLS preprocessing. In this case, the interference vectors (K)
included reduced scattering coefficients for all components and absorption coefficients
for LAC and MCC.

6.2.4 Optical coefficients-based preprocessing
6.2.4.1 Empirical calibration dataset

Design #7 and pure component spectra were used as the empirical calibration
dataset to build individual PLS-I model for prediction of each chemical component in the
prediction dataset. The empirical calibration set was used here as a reference set to
compare the prediction performance by the synthetic calibration set. The NAS/GLS
preprocessing for each component of the designed three-component mixtures was
performed based on the interference signals (K) including absorption spectra (μa) of other
components and scattering spectra (μs´) of all the components. Pure component spectra
were also used as vectors to perform NAS/GLS preprocessing to compare with optical
coefficient-based preprocessing. Additionally, commonly employed preprocessing
routines (e.g., SNV, detrending, derivatives) were combined with optical coefficientbased preprocessing to investigate potential effects on prediction performance.
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6.2.4.2 Synthetic calibration dataset

A modification of the reported protocol87 was used to generate synthetic
calibration spectra.

1) A noise matrix was generated. Spectra used for the noise matrix were composed
of high and low frequency noise, which were mean-centered spectra of a single
experiment of Design #7 (representing sampling variations) and mean-centered
spectra across three replicate experiment s of Design #7 (representing
replicate/batch variations). Then, the noise matrix was obtained after
orthogonalization of pure component reduced scattering coefficients to these
mean-centered spectra.
2) Singular value decomposition (SVD) was used to extract loadings from the noise
matrix, which were further combined with reduced scattering coefficients of pure
component raw materials to represent all of the potential interference vectors. The
first few singular vectors of the combined matrix were extracted for subsequent
use.
3) The singular interference vectors were projected onto the noise matrix to generate
their corresponding scores. Then, the variance of scores for individual
interference vectors was calculated and used to weigh the interference vectors.
4) The interference spectra were generated by combining randomly generated score
values and weighted interference vectors.
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5) Mixture spectra were generated based on randomly generated concentration
values and weighted pure component spectra. The blending composition of
Design #7 (0.15 / 0.283 / 0.567, w/w) was used as the weight factor for APAP,
MCC and LAC.
6) The interference spectra were added onto the mixture spectra to generate the
synthetic spectra.

Synthetic spectra were further combined with real spectra collected from design
#7 in order to build separate PLS-I models for prediction of the chemical concentrations
of each component in the prediction dataset. The prediction performance of the synthetic
calibration set was compared against that of the empirical calibration set to explore the
capacity of synthetic calibration on concentration prediction under practical conditions.
The signal processing was performed similarly to Section 6.2.4.1.

6.2.5 Software and data processing

All above calculations were executed using Matlab 7.1 (The Mathworks, Natick,
MA) with the PLS Toolbox 3.1 (Eigenvector Research, Inc., Manson, WA), as well as a
library of Matlab routines written in-house to support this work.
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6.3 Results & Discussion
6.3.1 Optical coefficients of pure component raw materials

The optical coefficients of the five raw materials (Figure 6.1) are the basis for the
following observations. First, absorption coefficients increased and reduced scattering
coefficients decreased when wavelength was increased. The observed relationship
between the reduced scattering coefficient and the wavelength agrees well with the Mie
scattering theory.90 Second, it was found that the reduced scattering coefficient was
inversely correlated to the absorption coefficient for individual raw material. This
observation supports the argument that removal of scattering signals (representative of
physical interferences) should be minimized (i.e., down-weighed) in spectral regions
where concomitant chemical constituents absorb very strongly.6 Third, since different
particle sizes of APAP and MCC were used, the relationship between optical coefficients
and particle size was found to match expectations, in which APAP coarse particle and
PH200 (median particle size = 180 μm) showed larger absorption coefficients and smaller
reduced scattering coefficients compared to APAP fine particle and PH101 (median
particle size = 50 μm).
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Figure 6.1 Predicted absorption (left) and reduced scattering coefficients (right) of pure component
raw materials.

6.3.2 NAS vs. GLS

The spectral comparison between NAS and GLS on removing interference signals
for APAP is shown in Figure 6.2. It was observed that GLS preprocessed spectra (using
the GLS formula reported by Martens et al.84) converged with NAS preprocessed spectra
when the customized shrinking coefficient (γ) was increased beyond 106. No change to
the preprocessed spectral shape was observed upon further increases of γ. The similarity
of NAS and GLS preprocessed spectra illustrated here can be essentially described by the
equivalence between the β in NAS and the γ in GLS, which was analytically proven by
Martens.91 The equivalence can be described by the following equation.
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Figure 6.2 Spectral comparison between NAS and GLS preprocessing. In total, ten example spectra
are shown here to represent the total variance span of preprocessed spectra. A: spectra after NAS
preprocessing. B, C, D, E and F: spectra after GLS preprocessing with γ = 0, 1, 10 2, 104 and 106. The
Y-axis in the plots is expressed in arbitrary units.

2

1

1

1

As indicated by the above equation, γ will become infinite when β is equal to one. Since
unity was used here for β in the NAS calculation, it allowed 100% suppression of
interference signals via orthogonalization. Thus, γ in GLS was required to be maximized
in order to mitigate interference signals as close as possible to 100%. This explains why
GLS preprocessed spectra overlapped well with NAS preprocessed spectra when the γ
was increased as high as 106 or even higher.
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Prediction performance between NAS and GLS preprocessing was also compared
in Figure 6.3. The original idea of using NAS and GLS preprocessing is to suppress
potential interferences, thereby requiring only one principle component (PC) to describe
the variance left in the system, which belongs purely to the analyte of interest.84 Thus, the
RMSEP at the 1st PC for APAP concentration was used to compare prediction
performance between NAS and GLS preprocessed spectra. It was expected that
increasing γ was necessary for GLS to achieve prediction performance (prediction error)
equivalent to NAS. Therefore, based on the above results, it can be claimed that NAS and
GLS can be used equivalently in both theoretical and practical senses. Based on this
equivalence, only NAS preprocessing is discussed in the remaining sections.

Figure 6.3 RMSEP for APAP concentration after NAS and GLS preprocessing using only the first
PC.
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6.3.3 Optical coefficients-based preprocessing on empirical calibration spectra

Comparison of spectra after different preprocessing routines is shown in Figure
6.4. Without using any preprocessing, the raw spectra were indistinguishable for the three
components (Figure 6.4D-6.4F). After using pure component spectra as vectors to
perform NAS preprocessing, spectral features were enhanced (Figure 6.4G-6.4I),
corresponding to individual components (Figure 6.4A-6.4C). Compared to pure
component spectra-based preprocessing, applying optical coefficients as vectors in NAS
preprocessing offered the additional advantage of suppressing baseline noise (Figure
6.4J-6.4L), which was caused by physical interference when spectra of moving solids
were collected during powder blending process. For instance, the APAP peak around
1150 nm was indistinguishable compared to baseline noise in Figure 6.4G, while the
signal-to-noise for that peak was dramatically enhanced in Figure 6.4J. The attenuation of
baseline noise can be essentially attributed to the inclusion of reduced scattering
coefficients (representative of physical interferences) during signal processing.
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Figure 6.4 Spectral comparison after different spectral pretreatments. In total, ten example spectra
are shown here to represent the total variance span of preprocessed spectra. Rows represented
spectra after different preprocessing routines. Columns represent spectra for APAP, LAC and MCC
from left to right. A-C represent the pure component spectra. D-F are mean-centered raw input
spectra. G-I are spectra after using pure component spectra in NAS preprocessing. J-L represent
spectra after using optical coefficients in NAS preprocessing. M-O represent spectra after SNV and
optical coefficient-based NAS preprocessing. The Y-axis in the plots is expressed in arbitrary units.

The inclusion of optical coefficients as interference vectors for NAS
preprocessing led to improved prediction performance, as illustrated in Figure 6.5.
Compared to raw spectra (closed circles) and the spectra after pure component spectrabased preprocessing (plus signs), it was determined that the same or even lower
prediction error was achieved by fewer PCs after using optical coefficients in NAS
preprocessing (open circles). Only one PC was required for prediction of APAP (Figure
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6.5A), indicating efficient mitigation of both absorption and scattering interference
signals. However, more than one PC was required to reach the smallest prediction error
for LAC and MCC (Figure 6.5B and 6.5C). This was due to the fact that the main spectral
features of LAC and MCC are highly correlated (Figure 6.4B and 6.4C). The general
NAS/GLS requirement84 of the analyte spectrum being linearly independent from major
interference spectra did not strictly apply in this case, and consequently the signals were
not completely separated.

Figure 6.5 Scree plots of RMSEP for empirical calibration dataset. A, B and C represented results
for APAP, LAC and MCC, respectively. Inside each plot, dots represent spectra without
preprocessing; pluses represent spectra after using pure component spectra in NAS preprocessing;
circles represent spectra after using optical coefficients in NAS preprocessing and triangles represent
spectra after SNV and optical coefficient-based NAS preprocessing.

Prediction performances among different generic spectral pretreatments (i.e.,
SNV, detrending and derivative) were also compared. The results indicated that SNV
preprocessed spectra were able to reach the lowest prediction error for all three
components (data not shown). Combining SNV with optical coefficient-based NAS
preprocessing was found to further enhance spectral features (e.g., the peak around
1350nm in Figure 6.4M-6.4O), and improve prediction performance on all three
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components (triangle lines in Figure 6.5). The same number of PC was used for LAC and
MCC, while the addition of another PLS factor further improved APAP prediction error.
This might be attributed to the spectral feature enhancements after using SNV.

Regression vectors after using SNV and optical coefficient-based NAS
preprocessing were shown in solid lines in Figure 6.6. It was observed that optical
coefficient-based NAS preprocessing enhanced spectral features on pure component
spectra (dashed lines), wherever it was a large or subtle feature. This might be essentially
attributed to the specific suppression of interference signals which correspondingly
enhances the signal-to-noise of the analyte.
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Figure 6.6 Regression vectors after SNV and optical coefficients-based preprocessing on empirical
calibration dataset. A, B and C represent results for APAP, LAC and MCC, respectively. Inside each
plot, dashed line represents pure component spectrum and solid line represents regression vector.

6.3.4 Optical coefficients-based preprocessing on synthetic calibration spectra

The procedure used here to generate synthetic calibration spectra was different
from the reported protocol.87 Due to the availability of reduced scattering coefficients
representative of physical interferences, the reduced scattering coefficients of pure
component raw materials were used directly instead of using polynomials functions to
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create baseline noise vectors. The similarity between synthetic spectra and spectra in the
prediction dataset is illustrated in Figure 6.7. Because randomly generated concentration
values were used in creating virtual spectra, extreme concentration values (virtual
samples) were included. Thus, it was expected that a greater spectral space was covered
by virtual spectra compared to empirical spectra in the prediction dataset (Figure 6.7).

Figure 6.7 Comparison between synthetic calibration spectra (grey) and spectra in empirical
prediction dataset (black).

Regarding prediction performance, optical coefficient-based NAS preprocessing
(pluses and triangles in Figure 6.8) was found to enhance the prediction performance on
synthetic calibration dataset, similar to what was observed in the empirical calibration
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dataset. In general, optical coefficient-based NAS preprocessing was able to achieve the
same or even lower prediction error via parsimonious PLS models. Combining derivative
(window size: 11, polynomial order: 2, derivative order: 2) and optical coefficient-based
NAS preprocessing resulted in a model with reasonable predictions for LAC and MCC
(triangle lines in Figure 6.8B and C). The usefulness of 2nd derivative on synthetic
calibration was also reported elsewhere.87 Due to the unique spectral features of APAP
(relative to LAC and MCC), only optical coefficient-based NAS preprocessing was
required (plus lines in Figure 6.8A).

Figure 6.8 Scree plots of RMSEP for synthetic calibration dataset. A, B and C represent results for
APAP, LAC and MCC, respectively. Inside each plot, dots represent results without preprocessing;
pluses represent results after using optical coefficients in NAS preprocessing; circles represent
results after 2nd derivative preprocessing and triangles represent results after 2nd derivative and
optical coefficients-based NAS preprocessing.

In the RMSEP scree plots of models using optical coefficient-based NAS
preprocessing, it was found that adding extra PCs in APAP and MCC prediction profiles
lead to an increased prediction error (Figure 6.8A and C). This can be attributed to the
following reasons: After suppression of the potential absorption and scattering
interference signals, it was expected that some structured noises were the second largest
signal variation following the signal variation attributed to the analyte of interest.
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Addition of these PCs representative of the structured noise carries the risk of
deteriorating the model performance.

6.3.5 Practical significance

For the empirical calibration dataset, multiple pure component spectra were
combined with spectra collected from Design #7 to serve as the calibration spectra. In a
practical industrial setting, multiple pure component spectra are not always available.
Thus, single pure component spectra were investigated and compared to the results after
using multiple pure component spectra. It was observed in Figure 6.9 that the RMSEP
after using single pure component spectra (solid lines) was quite similar to that of using
multiple pure component spectra (triangles), especially for prediction performance on
LAC and MCC. The only difference was found in APAP prediction that using single pure
component spectrum required one more PC than using multiple pure component spectra.
Overall, no significant difference was found on RMSEP at the required number of PC
between using single and multiple pure component spectra (p<0.05). Thus, the above
results indicate the capacity of using optical coefficients in NAS preprocessing to build
NIR calibration model only based on one mixture concentration (i.e., one blending
composition) and at least one pure component spectra.
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Figure 6.9 Comparison of prediction performance between using single and multiple pure component
spectra in empirical calibration dataset. A, B and C represent results for APAP, LAC and MCC,
respectively. Triangles represent results after using multiple pure component spectra. Solid lines and
error bars represent results after using single pure component spectrum multiple times.

For the synthetic calibration dataset, due to the linear combinations between
interference signals and pure component spectra used to generate virtual calibration
spectra, the synthetic spectra were expected to be optimistically simple compared to the
empirical spectra. Thus, the commonly-used error criteria, such as RMSEC and
RMSECV, were no longer suitable,87 since those metrics only carried information from
virtual samples in the current case. A better metric to determine the optimal number of
PC based on real samples is necessary for synthetic calibration. Using figure of merit
(FOM) calculations to indicate the required number of PC for synthetic calibration
dataset has been proposed.87 A FOM strategy for calibration evaluation was utilized for
this study. In order to calculate FOM, it is required to determine the instrument noise.80
Thus, mean standard deviation of predicted concentration across three replicate blending
runs of Design #7 was used to represent instrument noise. Signal-to-noise ratio was used
here as an example to illustrate its usefulness to select the optimal number of PCs. As it
can be seen in Figure 6.10D, E and F, signal-to-noise ratio based on both calibration and
prediction dataset (circled and plus lines) showed corresponding profiles compared to
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prediction performance for all three components (Figure 6.10A, B and C), indicating its
suitability to determine the necessary number of PCs. The advantage of using FOM
instead of error profiles on identifying the number of PCs can be essentially attributed to
its capacity of simultaneously gauging the increase in accuracy (i.e., enhanced chemical
signals) against the reduction of stability (i.e., unmodeled noise). The efficiency of
incorporating enhanced chemical signals in selecting the number of PCs matched well
with the goal of using optical coefficient in NAS/GLS preprocessing to reduce
interference signals and ultimately improve the signal-to-noise of the analyte of interest
embedded in the spectra.

Figure 6.10 Comparison between RMSEP and signal-to-noise ratio (s/n) in synthetic calibration
dataset. A,B and C represent RMSEP for APAP, LAC and MCC, respectively. D, E and F represent
s/n for APAP, LAC and MCC, respectively. Inside D, E and F, circles are s/n for synthetic calibration
dataset, while pluses are s/n for empirical prediction dataset.
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Comparison of prediction performance using the empirical and the synthetic
calibration dataset can be found in Figure 6.11 and Table 6.2. Although the empirical
calibration dataset showed slightly better prediction performance compared to the
synthetic calibration, it can be stated that both calibration datasets reached approximately
the same prediction performance. In the calibration dataset used in the paper, including
both empirical and synthetic cases, only one blending composition was used except for
pure component spectra. Given the availability of these two types of data in industrial
settings, the optical coefficient-based signal processing reported here is expected to be
useful for routine model calibration, as well as model update. On one hand, due to the
capacity of removing potential absorption and scattering interferences, it is possible to
simplify model calibration without involving interference variations. On the other hand,
periodic update of the absorption and scattering interferences followed by NAS/GLS
preprocessing is also expected to enhance the model robustness via reducing potential
prediction error caused by the variations in absorption and scattering properties of the
pure component raw materials, such as moisture content, particle size and particle shape
of raw materials. The idea of periodically updating an established calibration model
essentially agrees well with the fundamental basis for the efficient calibration method
development flow path.87
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Figure 6.11 Predicted vs. observed concentration plot for empirical prediction dataset after using
empirical (A) and synthetic (B) calibration spectra. Circles represent the 50th percentile, while the
upper and lower asterisks represent the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively. Inside each plot, the
results from bottom to top represent results of APAP, LAC and MCC, respectively. The unity line is
shown in black. The results for LAC and MCC are offset for clarity.

Table 6.2. Prediction performance comparison between empirical and synthetic
calibration

Empirical calibration

Synthetic calibration

APAP
LAC
MCC
APAP
LAC
MCC

PC
2
4
2
1
4
1

RMSEP (%,w/w)
2.05
4.29
4.74
3.80
4.00
4.48

Additionally, determination of optical coefficients on pure component raw
materials can also be used for any intermediates and finished pharmaceutical products.
For cases where pure component raw material is not available, the optical coefficients
determined for in-process materials or finished products are still applicable as vectors to
perform NAS/GLS preprocessing to mitigate the potential interferences based on the
prior knowledge. For instance, reduced scattering coefficient of a pharmaceutical
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compact can be regarded as interference and suppressed via NAS/GLS preprocessing
when the chemical information of the compact is desired to be predicted.

Finally, the advantages of optical coefficient-based signal processing
demonstrated above are expected to be applicable for use in industries beyond
pharmaceuticals, such as agriculture and food. For example, determination of optical
coefficients on apples has already been reported.32,33 The potential variation in
agricultural products is normally considered to be more intense compared to
pharmaceutical samples, e.g., physical variations caused by batch, production area and
year. Thus, combining the available optical coefficients with these efficient calibration
approaches is expected to be useful for both model calibrations without involving
variation of these physical interferences and routine model update by removing
interference signals in a manner identical to that applied to pharmaceutical products.
Thereby, the robustness of a spectroscopy-based multivariate model can be enhanced.

In summary, NAS and GLS preprocessing were theoretically and practically
illustrated to be equivalent. Optical coefficient-based signal processing was demonstrated
to simplify NIR multivariate model calibration (both empirical and synthetic calibration),
using limited calibration samples, allowing parsimonious multivariate models, and
reaching the same or even lower prediction error. The potential of optical coefficientbased signal processing is expected to be beneficial for both model calibration and update
in routine NIR spectroscopic analysis.
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Conclusion

To the best of the author’s knowledge, this dissertation work is the first to apply
spatially resolved spectroscopy to separate absorption and scattering properties for
pharmaceutical samples. The results demonstrated in the individual chapters illustrate the
potential of separation of absorption and scattering in NIR diffuse reflectance
spectroscopy on enhancing mechanistic understandings and improving practical
spectroscopic analysis.

As described in Chapter 2, a chemical imaging system-based spatially-resolved
spectroscopic measurement combined with a Monte Carlo simulation oriented partial
least square model was used as the basic method platform in the dissertation to separate
absorption and scattering to the individual optical coefficients. The readily available and
economically affordable measurements on a variety of pharmaceutical samples offered by
the chemical imaging system and the wide applicability of the Monte Carlo simulationbased mutlivarate model to determine optical coefficients provide tremendous potential
for the method platform to be used widely in future.

The combination of separated optical coefficients with Monte Carlo simulationbased photon migration was shown as a powerful tool to not only provide enhanced
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mechanistic understanding about NIR diffuse reflectance when it is interacting with
pharmaceutical materials, but also offer promising solutions to practical problems.

In the study of investigating the effects of physical properties on NIR spectral
responses in Chapter 3, Monte Carlo simulation combined with predicted absorption and
reduced scattering coefficients was demonstrated to be capable of qualitatively predicting
the physical effects (i.e., particle size and tablet density) on NIR absorbance profiles and
depths of penetration. The consistency between measured and simulated results indicated
that absorption coefficient and reduced scattering coefficient are the key factors
determining the absorbance profile and depth of penetration, respectively. These results
enhance the understanding on the roles of absorption and scattering in NIR diffuse
reflectance spectroscopy. Moreover, the results illustrate the potential of Monte Carlobased photon migration to offer theoretical understanding in future for those phenomena
observed and not well-understood during practical applications of NIR diffuse reflectance
spectroscopy, such as the depth of penetration difference between reflectance and
transmittance mode in NIR spectroscopy.

As described in Chapter 4, Monte Carlo simulation-based photon migration
allowed an improved characterization of photon migration behavior in pharmaceutical
samples along both depth and radial directions in the exploration of depth- and radiallyresolved profiles. It also provided an opportunity to visualize the fact that the spatial
distribution of photon migration in pharmaceutical samples under NIR radiation is larger
than the physical size of an individual pixel (commonly used as an element of spatial
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distinction in NIR chemical imaging systems to characterize the material heterogeneity).
The importance of this work was to demonstrate that the 2-D images collected via a
chemical imaging system are often spatially distorted. Looking to the future of chemical
imaging, a preliminary imaging filter was developed and tested based on Monte Carlo
simulation-based photon radial movements. Although the development of the
deconvolution filter is preliminary and it has only been tested on simple scenarios, the
results are promising and demonstrate the potential to be developed into practical
applications in future.

Among the applications of Monte Carlo simulation-based photon migration, a
general limitation of current version of Monte Carlo simulation has been identified. It
was the overestimated anisotropy factor that leads to an underestimation in simulated
depth of penetration of NIR diffuse reflectance in pharmaceutical samples. The potential
chemometric and instrumentation approaches are believed to be capable of providing
solutions to determine the anisotropy factor for pharmaceutical materials. The measured
anisotropy factor is expected to allow better determination of absorption and reduced
scattering coefficients, and as well help Monte Carlo simulation to better mimic, even
quantitatively describe if possible, the photon migration behaviors in pharmaceutical
samples under NIR radiation.

Based on the enhanced understanding of absorption and scattering in NIR diffuse
reflectance, the separated absorption and reduced scattering coefficients were explored
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their chemometric applications in order to improve the multivariate spectroscopic
analyses under practical conditions.

The orthogonalization operation via the measured reduced scattering coefficient
was found to provide both wavelength- and absorption- dependent scattering correction
in the study of scattering orthogonalization in Chapter 5. The comparison between
regression vectors and pure component spectra demonstrated the improved ability of
scattering-orthogonalization over conventional scattering correction to reduce physical
interference while maintaining chemical information. The general applicability of the
scattering-orthogonalization is foreseen as (1) a scattering correction method integrated
into NIR spectrometers; (2) a routine calibration model update tool to minimize changes
to the calibration due to physical variations in the samples related to the reduced
scattering coefficient.

As described in Chapter 6, the involvement of absorption and reduced scattering
coefficients of raw materials in contemporary signal preprocessing algorithms (i.e., NAS
or GLS) was demonstrated to simplify NIR multivariate model calibration (both
empirical and synthetic calibration). Thus calibrations can be generated, using limited
samples, allowing parsimonious multivariate models, and reaching the same or even
lower prediction error as calibrations utilizing many more samples. The optical
coefficient-based signal processing is thereby believed to be beneficial for both
multivariate model calibration and update under practical conditions. With the increasing
recognition of Process Analytical Technology (PAT) in the pharmaceutical industry, the
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efficient calibration via the optical coefficient-based signal processing is expected to save
time and effort to implement PAT in pharmaceutical production process, and enhance the
robustness of multivariate models to provide effective process monitoring and control in
order to ultimately improve the end-product quality.

Overall, the results demonstrated in the dissertation improved the current
understanding of NIR diffuse reflectance, especially the individual roles of absorption
and scattering in the diffuse reflectance. The enhanced understanding provided basis for
improved spectroscopic analyses under practical conditions. Therefore, the idea of
applying mechanistic understanding of fundamental optical phenomena to enhance the
practical spectroscopic analyses is expected to facilitate broader and deeper applications
of NIR spectroscopy in the future.
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Appendix: Matlab code for Monte Carlo simulation based
radially-diffused reflectance
The following code is capable to be directly duplicated into Matlab *.m file and
implemented in the command line.
function
[RESULTS]=MONTE_CARLO_RADIAL_REFLECTANCE(MU_A,MU_S_PRIME,REF_INDEX,HEIG
HT,RADIUS,w,g)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Purpose: Simulate the radially-diffused reflectance in eith isotropic
or anisotropic media by point illumination based on the consideration
of detection angle.
%
% Input:
%
MU_A, MU_S_PRIME: absorption and reduced
scattering
%
coefficients
%
REF_INDEX: refractive index
%
HEIGHT, RADIUS: geometry of the cylinder container in cm.
%
w: the number of replicate photon
%
g: anisotropy factor
%
% Output:
%
RESULTS.RING_AREA: annular ring area at different
radial
%
distances
%
RESULTS.UP: vector describing the reflected photons
%
RESULTS.UP_ABS: photon trace for reflected photons
%
RESULTS.UP_TRACE: ID of photon trace for reflected photons
%
RESULTS.RR_MEAN: matrix describing averaged radiallydiffused %
reflectance
%
RESULTS.RR_SUM: matrix describing summed radiallydiffused
%
reflectance
%
RESULTS.REF_MEAN: radially-diffused reflectance based
on
%
averaging of intensity
within individual
%
radial
distances.
%
RESULTS.REF_SUM: radially-diffused reflectance based on sum
of %
intensity within individual radial
distances.
%
% Note:
%
1. The detection angle and illumination geometry can be
set
%
according to specific empirical set-ups. The
current
%
illumination geometry is point
illumination at the origin.
%
The current
detection angle is 188.1 and 171.9 degree for
%
the reflected photons.
%
%
2. The majority of the code was duplicated from
Comput.
%
Methods Programs
Biomed.1995,47(2):131-146, except for the
%
code for hitting side boundary.
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%
% Zhenqi (Pete) Shi
% 2007.5.21
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
RADIAL_RANGE=[1:100]*(2.15/320);
intervals

% radial distance was set 200

RESULTS.RING_AREA=zeros(1,100);
RESULTS.RING_AREA=pi*RADIAL_RANGE(1).^2;
RESULTS.RING_AREA(2:100)=pi*RADIAL_RANGE(2:100).^2pi*RADIAL_RANGE(1:99).^2;
ALPHA_RANGE_RR=90:90/19:180;
20 intervals
RESULTS.RR_MEAN=zeros(20,100);
RESULTS.RR_SUM=zeros(20,100);

% deflection angle (alpha) was

RESULTS.UP=[];
RESULTS.UP_ABS={};
RESULTS.UP_TRACE={};
% begin Monte Carlo Simulation
h = waitbar(0,'Please wait...');
for i=1:w
W=1;
x=0; y=0; z=0;
mu_x=0; mu_y=0; mu_z=1;
N=0;
% the initial value for the recursion time
Rsp=(1-REF_INDEX).^2/(1+REF_INDEX).^2;
W_1=W-Rsp;
ABSORPTION_INT=[];
TRACE_INT=[];
k=i
[DOWN,UP,SIDE,ABSORPTION,TRACE]=MONTE_CARLO_10(x,y,z,mu_x,mu_y,mu_z,W,M
U_A,MU_S_PRIME,REF_INDEX,HEIGHT,RADIUS,ABSORPTION_INT,N,g,TRACE_INT);
if UP(end)~=0
if UP(:,6)>=-1 & UP(:,6)<=-0.99
% detection angle between
188.1 and 171.9 degree
RADIAL_DIST=real(sqrt(UP(1).^2+UP(2).^2));
ALPHA=acosd(real(UP(6)));
a=size(RESULTS.UP,1)+1;
RESULTS.UP(a,:)=UP;
RESULTS.UP_ABS{a}=ABSORPTION;
RESULTS.UP_TRACE{a}=TRACE;
if RADIAL_DIST>RADIAL_RANGE(1)
find(RADIAL_RANGE<=RADIAL_DIST);
b=ans(end);
find(ALPHA_RANGE_RR<=ALPHA);
a=ans(end);
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if sum(RESULTS.RR_SUM(:,b))~=0
if RESULTS.RR_SUM(a,b)~=0;
RESULTS.RR_MEAN(a,b)=(RESULTS.RR_MEAN(a,b)+UP(7))/2;
RESULTS.RR_SUM(a,b)=RESULTS.RR_SUM(a,b)+UP(7);
else
RESULTS.RR_MEAN(a,b)=UP(7);
RESULTS.RR_SUM(a,b)=UP(7);
end
else
RESULTS.RR_MEAN(a,b)=UP(7);
RESULTS.RR_SUM(a,b)=UP(7);
end
else
%safe loop
RESULTS.RR_MEAN=RESULTS.RR_MEAN;
RESULTS.RR_SUM=RESULTS.RR_SUM;
end
else
RESULTS.RR_MEAN=RESULTS.RR_MEAN;
RESULTS.RR_SUM=RESULTS.RR_SUM;
end
else
RESULTS.RR_MEAN=RESULTS.RR_MEAN;
RESULTS.RR_SUM=RESULTS.RR_SUM;
end
disp('done')
waitbar(i/w,h)
end
RESULTS.REF_MEAN=sum(RESULTS.RR_MEAN)./(RESULTS.RING_AREA*w);
RESULTS.REF_SUM=sum(RESULTS.RR_SUM)./(RESULTS.RING_AREA*w);
close (h)
function
[DOWN,UP,SIDE,ABSORPTION,TRACE]=MONTE_CARLO_10(x,y,z,mu_x,mu_y,mu_z,W,M
U_A,MU_S_PRIME,REF_INDEX,HEIGHT,RADIUS,ABSORPTION_INT,N,g,TRACE_INT)
RECURSION_TIME=N+1;
MU_S=MU_S_PRIME/(1-g);
MU_TOTAL=MU_A+MU_S;
s=-1*log(rand)/MU_TOTAL;
positive
W_A=(MU_A/MU_TOTAL)*W;
W_S=W-W_A;
ready to be scattered

% minus sign indicates the downward of z is
% photon weight absorbed by the interaction
% photon weight left by absorption and

x_pro=x+mu_x*s;
y_pro=y+mu_y*s;
z_pro=z+mu_z*s;
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if g==0
THETA =acosd(2*rand-1);
% isotropic scattering
else
COS_THETA=(1/(2*g))*(1+g.^2-((1-g.^2)/(1-g+2*g*rand)).^2);
anisotropic scattering
THETA=acosd(COS_THETA);
end

%

PSI=360*rand;
if abs(mu_z)>0.99999
mu_x_prime=sind(THETA)*cosd(PSI);
mu_y_prime=sind(THETA)*sind(PSI);
mu_z_prime=sign(mu_z)*cosd(THETA);
else
mu_x_prime=sind(THETA)*(mu_x*mu_z*cosd(PSI)-mu_y*sind(PSI))/sqrt(1mu_z.^2)+mu_x*cosd(THETA);
mu_y_prime=sind(THETA)*(mu_y*mu_z*cosd(PSI)+mu_x*sind(PSI))/sqrt(1mu_z.^2)+mu_y*cosd(THETA);
mu_z_prime=-sind(THETA)*cosd(PSI)*sqrt(1-mu_z.^2)+mu_z*cosd(THETA);
end
% calculate the coordinate and direction after hitting at the boudary
if mu_z>0
% go down
DIST=(HEIGHT-z)/mu_z;
x_boundary=x+DIST*mu_x;
y_boundary=y+DIST*mu_y;
z_boundary=z+DIST*mu_z;
if sqrt(x_boundary.^2+y_boundary.^2)<=RADIUS
DIR=-1;
%disp('down');
else
DIR=0;
%disp('side');
end
elseif mu_z<0
% go up
DIST=(0-z)/mu_z;
x_boundary=x+DIST*mu_x;
y_boundary=y+DIST*mu_y;
z_boundary=z+DIST*mu_z;
if sqrt(x_boundary.^2+y_boundary.^2)<=RADIUS
DIR=1;
%disp('up');
else
DIR=0;
%disp('side');
end
else
DIR=0;
%disp('side');
end
if DIR==1
DIST=(0-z)/mu_z;
x_center=x+mu_x*DIST;
y_center=y+mu_y*DIST;
z_center=z+mu_z*DIST;
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mu_x_reflection=mu_x;
mu_y_reflection=mu_y;
mu_z_reflection=-1*mu_z;
elseif DIR==-1
DIST=(HEIGHT-z)/mu_z;
x_center=x+mu_x*DIST;
y_center=y+mu_y*DIST;
z_center=z+mu_z*DIST;
mu_x_reflection=mu_x;
mu_y_reflection=mu_y;
mu_z_reflection=-1*mu_z;
else
% calculate the coordinate of center point of reflection, which is
only applicable for side boundary
s_1=(-1*(2*x*mu_x+2*y*mu_y)+sqrt((2*x*mu_x+2*y*mu_y).^24*(mu_x.^2+mu_y.^2)*(x.^2+y.^2-RADIUS.^2)))/(2*(mu_x.^2+mu_y.^2));
s_2=(-1*(2*x*mu_x+2*y*mu_y)-sqrt((2*x*mu_x+2*y*mu_y).^24*(mu_x.^2+mu_y.^2)*(x.^2+y.^2-RADIUS.^2)))/(2*(mu_x.^2+mu_y.^2));
DIST=max([s_1 s_2]);
x_center=x+mu_x*DIST;
y_center=y+mu_y*DIST;
z_center=z+mu_z*DIST;
% calculate the normal vector of the reflection plane(ax+by+cz+d=0),
direction should be pointing towards the center of the circular plan
inside the cube
a=0-x_center;
b=0-y_center;
c=z_center-z_center;
d=0-a*x_center-b*y_center-c*z_center;
% calculate the distance between point and plane
D=(a*x+b*y+c*z+d)/sqrt(a.^2+b.^2+c.^2);
x_ref_1=x-(2*(a*x+b*y+c*z+d)/(a.^2+b.^2+c.^2))*a;
y_ref_1=y-(2*(a*x+b*y+c*z+d)/(a.^2+b.^2+c.^2))*b;
z_ref_1=z-(2*(a*x+b*y+c*z+d)/(a.^2+b.^2+c.^2))*c;
mu_x_reflection=x_center-x_ref_1;
mu_y_reflection=y_center-y_ref_1;
mu_z_reflection=z_center-z_ref_1;
end
% the end of calculating the coordinate and direction after hitting at
the boudary

alpha_i=real(acosd(abs(mu_z_prime)));
alpha_t=real(asind(REF_INDEX*sind(alpha_i)/1));
A=rand;
R_alpha_i=0.5*((sind(alpha_ialpha_t)).^2/(sind(alpha_i+alpha_t)).^2+(tand(alpha_ialpha_t)).^2/(tand(alpha_i+alpha_t)).^2);
DOWN=zeros(1,7);
UP=zeros(1,7);

% transmittance
% reflectance
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SIDE=zeros(1,7);
% side scattering
ABSORPTION_INT(RECURSION_TIME,1)=x; % photon trace
ABSORPTION_INT(RECURSION_TIME,2)=y;
ABSORPTION_INT(RECURSION_TIME,3)=z;
ABSORPTION_INT(RECURSION_TIME,4)=mu_x;
ABSORPTION_INT(RECURSION_TIME,5)=mu_y;
ABSORPTION_INT(RECURSION_TIME,6)=mu_z;
ABSORPTION_INT(RECURSION_TIME,7)=s;
ABSORPTION_INT(RECURSION_TIME,8)=DIST;
ABSORPTION_INT(RECURSION_TIME,9)=W_A;
ABSORPTION=ABSORPTION_INT;
TRACE=TRACE_INT;
if DIST<=s % hitting at bottom and upper boundary
if DIR==1
if A>R_alpha_i
% upper boundary
UP(1,1)=x_center; UP(1,2)=y_center; UP(1,3)=z_center;
UP(1,4)=mu_x; UP(1,5)=mu_y; UP(1,6)=mu_z; UP(1,7)=W_S;
ABSORPTION=ABSORPTION_INT;
disp('up')
TRACE_INT(RECURSION_TIME)=2;
TRACE=TRACE_INT;
elseif A<=R_alpha_i
% internal reflection at upper boundary
s_int=s-DIST;
x_pro=x+mu_x_reflection*s_int;
% update the
coordinate
y_pro=y+mu_y_reflection*s_int;
z_pro=z+mu_z_reflection*s_int;
ABSORPTION=ABSORPTION_INT;
%disp('internal reflection at upper')
TRACE_INT(RECURSION_TIME)=4;
TRACE=TRACE_INT;
[DOWN,UP,SIDE,ABSORPTION,TRACE]=MONTE_CARLO_11(x_pro,y_pro,z_pro,mu_x_r
eflection,mu_y_reflection,mu_z_reflection,W_S,MU_A,MU_S_PRIME,REF_INDEX
,HEIGHT,RADIUS,RECURSION_TIME,ABSORPTION_INT,g,TRACE_INT);
end
elseif DIR==-1
if A>R_alpha_i
% bottom boundary
DOWN(1,1)=x_center; DOWN(1,2)=y_center; DOWN(1,3)=z_center;
DOWN(1,4)=mu_x; DOWN(1,5)=mu_y; DOWN(1,6)=mu_z; DOWN(1,7)=W_S;
ABSORPTION=ABSORPTION_INT;
disp('down')
TRACE_INT(RECURSION_TIME)=1;
TRACE=TRACE_INT;
elseif A<=R_alpha_i

% internal reflection at bottom

boundary
s_int=s-DIST;
x_pro=x+mu_x_reflection*s_int;
coordinate
y_pro=y+mu_y_reflection*s_int;
z_pro=z+mu_z_reflection*s_int;
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% update the

ABSORPTION=ABSORPTION_INT;
%disp('internal reflection at bottom')
TRACE_INT(RECURSION_TIME)=3;
TRACE=TRACE_INT;
[DOWN,UP,SIDE,ABSORPTION,TRACE]=MONTE_CARLO_11(x_pro,y_pro,z_pro,mu_x_r
eflection,mu_y_reflection,mu_z_reflection,W_S,MU_A,MU_S_PRIME,REF_INDEX
,HEIGHT,RADIUS,RECURSION_TIME,ABSORPTION_INT,g,TRACE_INT);
end
elseif DIR==0
if A>R_alpha_i
% at side boundary
SIDE(1,1)=x_center; SIDE(1,2)=y_center; SIDE(1,3)=z_center;
SIDE(1,4)=mu_x; SIDE(1,5)=mu_y; SIDE(1,6)=mu_z; SIDE(1,7)=W_S;
ABSORPTION=ABSORPTION_INT;
disp('side scattering')
TRACE_INT(RECURSION_TIME)=5;
TRACE=TRACE_INT;
elseif A<=R_alpha_i % internal reflection at side boundary
s_int=s-DIST;
if s_int<0
pause
else
x_pro=x+mu_x_reflection*s_int;
% update the
coordinate
y_pro=y+mu_y_reflection*s_int;
z_pro=z+mu_z_reflection*s_int;
ABSORPTION=ABSORPTION_INT;
%disp('internal reflection at side')
TRACE_INT(RECURSION_TIME)=6;
TRACE=TRACE_INT;
[DOWN,UP,SIDE,ABSORPTION,TRACE]=MONTE_CARLO_11(x_pro,y_pro,z_pro,mu_x_r
eflection,mu_y_reflection,mu_z_reflection,W_S,MU_A,MU_S_PRIME,REF_INDEX
,HEIGHT,RADIUS,RECURSION_TIME,ABSORPTION_INT,g,TRACE_INT);
end
end
end
else

% within boundary
ABSORPTION=ABSORPTION_INT;
%disp('photon keeps traveling')
TRACE_INT(RECURSION_TIME)=7;
TRACE=TRACE_INT;

[DOWN,UP,SIDE,ABSORPTION,TRACE]=MONTE_CARLO_11(x_pro,y_pro,z_pro,mu_x_p
rime,mu_y_prime,mu_z_prime,W_S,MU_A,MU_S_PRIME,REF_INDEX,HEIGHT,RADIUS,
RECURSION_TIME,ABSORPTION_INT,g,TRACE_INT);
end

function
[DOWN,UP,SIDE,ABSORPTION,TRACE]=MONTE_CARLO_11(x_pro,y_pro,z_pro,mu_x_p
rime,mu_y_prime,mu_z_prime,W_S,MU_A,MU_S_PRIME,REF_INDEX,HEIGHT,RADIUS,
RECURSION_TIME,ABSORPTION_INT,g,TRACE_INT)
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W_S_INT=W_S;
% assign some intermediate value in order to use the
same input and output name for following functions
mu_x_int=mu_x_prime; mu_y_int=mu_y_prime; mu_z_int=mu_z_prime; %
assign some intermediate value in order to use the same input and
output name for following functions
x_int=x_pro; y_int=y_pro; z_int=z_pro;
m=10;
%russian roulette

if (W_S_INT>0.0001) & RECURSION_TIME<=200
to try
N=RECURSION_TIME;
%disp('normal')

% other criteria may deserve

[DOWN,UP,SIDE,ABSORPTION,TRACE]=MONTE_CARLO_10(x_int,y_int,z_int,mu_x_i
nt,mu_y_int,mu_z_int,W_S_INT,MU_A,MU_S_PRIME,REF_INDEX,HEIGHT,RADIUS,AB
SORPTION_INT,N,g,TRACE_INT);
elseif (W_S_INT<=0.0001) & RECURSION_TIME<=200
if rand<=1/m
W_S_INT=m*W_S_INT;
N=RECURSION_TIME;
%disp('russian roulette')
[DOWN,UP,SIDE,ABSORPTION,TRACE]=MONTE_CARLO_10(x_int,y_int,z_int,mu_x_i
nt,mu_y_int,mu_z_int,W_S_INT,MU_A,MU_S_PRIME,REF_INDEX,HEIGHT,RADIUS,AB
SORPTION_INT,N,g,TRACE_INT);
else
DOWN=zeros(1,7);
UP=zeros(1,7);
SIDE=zeros(1,7);
ABSORPTION=ABSORPTION_INT;
N=RECURSION_TIME;
disp('photon die naturally')
TRACE_INT(N+1)=8;
TRACE=TRACE_INT;
end
else
DOWN=zeros(1,7);
UP=zeros(1,7);
SIDE=zeros(1,7);
ABSORPTION=ABSORPTION_INT;
N=RECURSION_TIME;
disp('photon die accidentally')
TRACE_INT(N+1)=9;
TRACE=TRACE_INT;
end
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